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PREFACE

The population concept which is stressed in this study

can perhaps. best be put in the form of a question: "Is more

and more necessarily better and better?" Because of popula-

-,

tion growth around tht world, more and tore people' are finding

it difficult or impossible to enjoy the rural existence

which once was the traditional way of life in so many socie-
-

ties; these people are flocking to cities, which can often

not,accomModate them adequately and cannot offer them employ-
.

O.

,

ment.

The adopted textbook in World Geoqraphy, Texas, Grade 9,

,

for the school year 1974 is The Rise_of the City. 'This

.

adoption Marks%:4 new direction forWarld Geography, and it
,-. ,

is Doped that -this. atUdy..,might gie teachers Badkground
.

information and some.,specific teaohing ideas for introducing
. eft

a study of populati9n, into the geggtaihy curriculum. The

study of population;, in addition, can and. does have a natural

plact,in a wide rangepf social studies subjects (world. history,

' ecpnomiCd, 'family lift sociology, Y, etc.), because of the,,
.

,

.

..tradi0.onal social studies con ern for citizenship and indi-
4

I

pl

vidualdeVelopment: :Sociakstudes students:Should become, .1' I

4

informedaboLit population ma4ter on the intellectual leVel,
/

but they should'also develop, onsciousness of their own
.

values.and motj.vationS which w' affe*"thtir future repro-

ductive

f'

, .
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CHAPTER I

ANiLYSIS OF THE STUDY

The ontraL problem to be considered in-this thesis.
1.

is the suggestion of materials and themes relating to popu-
.

lation that will be of use in secondary social studies

instruction,: and, most particularly, in the teaching of

.world geography. With the 'declaration by. the United Nations

of 1974. as World Population Year, teachers are given a ready

made opportunity to work with a worldwide 'problem' rather

than a parochial or'national qne, in accordance with the

emphasis 'of the newer social studies.

The population boom, although a-reality in the American

classroom, has not-become an integral part of the school,

curriculum. Populiiion expert Philip M..Hauter
,

The facts and IMplicationd of population changes ark
indeed consptouous their 'absence Or by the* super-
ficial and xursory treatment in American education.
This ignoring of demography in the school curriculum

is particularly astonishing in of the-fact that
schools, themselves have been hard hit by rapid population-

chAnges. . . . School curricula contain almOst no

reference. to population trends:

Since Hauser made these.coents'in 1968, the situa-

tion has chan6ed somewhat; population h&S.become a subject

'Focus on Education," Intercom, Vol. 10, No. 4,

August, 1968, p. '25.

1
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of study--particularly within the confines of the social

studies. But, its inclusion inthe cifriculwn is haphazard;

and, in most cases; it still. does not receive the attention

its importance might indicate.,
4

Ideally, the study of population should be carried

out on an interdisciplinary as well as an international

perspective, whether
,

On the 'unit of study' plan or the

'separate course' plan. 'As most social studies teachers

are far too busy to develop vsuch a unit of study themselves,

: and as current curriculum offing in population tend to

be rather specific as to topic and limited in scope, it is

hoped that these suggestiOns may gi4r.e the social studies

teacher some guidelines for investigating the field of popu-

lation in its extremely broad ,and varied aspects.

The thesis provides-he beginnings of a bakground

of population information, a listing of gources where addi-

tional information can be found, and majorveneralizations,

-digcussion questions, and related activities which can be

4111 used in the classroom. The;objectives were to prepare

instructional themes for acItual'classroom use and to present
4

A, the rudiments of background material necessary for a teacher

..-

working in the field of population. It is the contention

of the author that more background material and information is

needed by teachers, so that they can work more intelligently

and more creatively with prepared units.

8
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There are various opinions as to the advantages and'O,

disadvantages brought about by the increasingly` arge num-

-bers-of p'6ople which today inhabit the earth. Some groups

would encourage rapid growth of their particular religi6us,

national, racial, Qr cultural group to make it larger and,

supposedly, more powerful. Other groups are concerned that
4

the earth cannot support'unlimited numbers of people, so

they urge either general population limitation or a more

specific control, such as populatiOn, control in underdevel-

,_

oped or already overcrowded areas. But,, though the fine
4 / *

details of the picture may be undei-stood as pieces of infor-

mation about which one can form an opinion, .there are some

facts involved in the matter of population:' the past is

fact; the growth has occurred; growth will c9ntinue to k

occur unless it is interfered 'with and controlled.

Man has solved many major problems in his past; he
I

has not solved the population press--or, at any tate, the

problems steMming therefrom.-' There is much attention given

today by individuals; community, national and international
)

group's to the sobial and 'environmental ills which are

e '

a

.,brought..-about,':partially:aLleast, by the combination of

linceintrolled.popillation growth.and,unrestrained-expenditure

._ 4 ., .
. ' a

,

- :-of rsources.--Starva4on is a ally fear: of many people,
,

.
_

today,§ven though' the ,frequent mast' f4mine's Which until
, .

.. .

. .,..
.

recertly,.occurred in- Asia ';have been largely* eliminated' through

?r

.

a

(7
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international intervention. Environmental deterioration

is increasing in the, form of noise, water, and air pollution;

indeed the problems build up rapidly in proportion to the

rapidly increasing population.

The best estimates inform us that there are approX.

e mately 3.6 billion people on earth at the present time;

although there is no exact estimate of just what the earth's

environmental carrying capacity is, there bare marked shortages

already of some natural resources and pkojected shortages

Of others. The advance of science will solve some of these

'shortages, but many scientists maintain that the allegation

that improved technology will take,care of everything is

dangerously unrealistic.

.

The procedure followed in connection with the' central

problem of suggesting social studies instructional material

on population has been to outline the course'objectives,

,identify the major themes and topics to be used, and to out-

line a number of themes so that thby include readingg'and

source-materials to accompany the discussion questions and

related clasp activities. A review of wasting social studies

curricula on 'population has revealed a possible need for

guidelines on Integrating the immense amount of existing

material, as well as of,using this information on a piece-

meal basig the classroom.

O

4



A. Subject

The central subject of the thesisis:. "There is an

. intimate and ultimate relationship between population growth

and.the environment." Activities.and programs are intended

to develop an appreciation and awareness of this theme

through kpowledge and/anderstanding of the various ramifica-
.

tions of this statement. The conceptual framework is a

dombination of environmental as'well as social in a broader

sense; therefore, it is seen as a likely topic for a social

studies classroom.

B. Objectives
ter

Tie main objective of this thesis is to suggest

materials for use in social studies classrooms fOr imProvd-

ment of instruction on population. Specific objectives are:

To compile an annotated bibliography of readingg on
population \I 4.

To,compile a listing of sources for further information
on specific aspects of population §nd a;description
of material available from these,sources

..

To suggest themes ' nd outline specgic teaching activities
. on population w ich will serve to aid the te'acher

whose objective j.n.this case are assumed to be;

To educate secondary social gtudie'S students to aware-
ness of the rapid growth of world population as a
contemporary and, '

To evaluate the measures taken to date to alleviate
the problem. s".

4 A.

11



CHAPTER II

A BASIC TEACHER REFERENCE LIBRARY

There is overwhelming interest today in man, in his
. ,

every increasing numbeks and in his dominance of the envirem-

ment. This concern with population has led to a flood of

materials of varying quality; this means that there,is1.

available a large amount of recent material. -The works

.reviewed in this section are of a general nature, i.e. they

are works which do not 'attempt to single .out one aspect of

population and deal with it in isolation from other aspects.'

Most often, these works are'in the form of edited volumes'

c.:r.taining numerous articles by different authors on the

subject of pOpulation; hopefully, they are all workS of

some value to teachers and students. The books.were all

published between 1960' and 1972 and they are all general

works whiCh attempt to give the reader as full and complete

a picture of the study of population, -although'specific

_articles are often directled to a rather particUlar aspect

of population. Of the large volume of general population

books pubkished during the.1960-72 period, the following

,.

are representative of these including articles fr.= the
.

,

.
widest range,of areas of interest in the,field of population.

. .
#

. ,/ ..

I

6
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This chapter also includes a description of The
. , .

.

"Population Index (quarterly publication of the*Office of
, 0

.

. Population Research, Princeton University, and of the Popu-

lation Association Of America), which is an excellent clas-

sified ana annotated bibliogkaphy of all current publi-

cations related.o population.

Non-technical articles--such as those indicated in

the Readers Guide--have been briefly annotated for the

period 1965-71 and appear at the end of the section. The

cut -off'date of 19,71 Was choserrfor two reasons: fii7St,

the volume of material to be included in the teacher ref-
,

erence libraly was already quite large. and second the

increased number of articles in popular journals during the

year 1972 equalled,the number from 1969-71 inclusive; hence,

trienumber of added pages would have made this chapter pro -

hibitively long.

' The American Assembly. The Population Dilemma. 'Englewood

Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1963. 210pp.

The 'eight chapters of this reader, by eminent social
4

, D

scientists from the fields of sociology, demography, econom-

.ics, and geography, deal with the topics of: World POpula-

.
,

tion Growth,-PopUlation Control,.Economiq DeveloKsnt,Natural

Resourcesand Population Policy.. The reader was designed

to.give a good t)ackground.reading for cOnsideration of impli-.

cations of national and international policy to deal with,

4.
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rapid opulation growth. The book could serve the social

studies teacher as a useful general outline of relevant

topics connected with a study of population. The value of

the book lies chiefly in its achievement of a concise,

centralized "pool of knowledge where experts on various

aspects of population haVe collaborated to present to the

general reader an understanding of the,Rroblem from several

viewpoimts.

Some of the more striking facts mentioned are as

follows:

1. A's reported by sociologist Philip Halsey: The world

population of 3.5 billidn in 1968 could double by the cen-

tury's end. The significance of such an increase can be

grasped when the.prospept is restated'as follows: "It took

all of the time man has been on this planet to achieve the.'

population of 3.5 billion reached in 1968; but a population

equal to this will be added in..the mere 32 years between 1968

and 2000." (pages 1-8)

" 2. reported by demographer, Irene B. Tauber: "Popula-

tion grovith did not begin in the present decade, or even in

-,the recent years when the seemingly miraculous chemicals,

inoculations, and antibiotics became available far the eli-

minationor control of many of the great historic causes of

death. Fifty years ago, as today, death rates were declining

while birth rates 'were unchanging" (page 37). . . . "The

14



past is fact.. The growth has occurred. .

9

The associa

tions between increasing population growth and lagging eco-

nomic growth have become apparent to demographers, economists,,

planners, legiSlators, and administrators... . ." (page 40)

3. Reported by Joseph L. Fisher and Neil Potter: "Clearly,

the "population problem is not simply one of numbers of people,

but also of natural resources and how t ey are used.. . ."

qpages 107-08) . . . It is encouraging o find a. Food and

Agribulture (FAO) study concluding that there has been for the

whole world an 18% increase in per c ita food output since

the 1930's. Af first glance, this would seem to,indicate an

impromed future for the w4 trs4 hungry people. When we examine

the picture more cloely, however, we find serious' problems.

Per capita food-output in Latin AMerica, Asia and Africa is

no greater than it was thirty years ago--progress"has occurred

principally in North Americ, Western Europe, Japan, and the

,:.

Soviet Union. The areas which have lagged contain-two-thirds

Vthe world's population, and haMe notoriously poor diets.

The lag *seems to be due partly to rapid rates of popufatign

growth, and partly to failure of,these areas to participate

sufficiently in the agricultural revolution. . . (pages

116, 118-20)

Asmundson, Doris R. Doom of a Dream. 'Scranton, Pennsylvania:

'Chandler CoMm'unity College,' 1971, 313ppi

10.
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An edited volume directed, to the general-subject of
1 t"

the deteriorating environmentar.situation, this book con-

tainssix sections of which the last

Future. Prospects), are of'particular

population. The selections included

froM scientific to theoretical. The

-two, (Population, and

interest it a study of

vary widely and rang7e

author included pre-

dominantly negative Works directed to the question, "What

can be done to save what haS not yet been destroyed irrevo-

cably?" Miss Asmundson finds that basic, and most important,

to the, solution of our problems, is the question of whether

or-not we will cut down on otr exploding population.

There are several articles included which seem tobe-

part of nearly all environmental readers--namely, works by

Thomas Malthus, Paul Ehrlich, Lewis MUMfOrd, and Rene'Dabois--

but there are, as well, several unusual choices whichgive

the book somewhat more of an individual statement. Foe;

Sir- Julian Huxley reports in his article entitled

World" that we are well on our way to ruining cur

W;1
habitat . . . but we are beginning .to ruin our blip

spiritual and mental habitat also. . . . "Not content wit

destroying or squandering our resources of material thingst

we are beginning to destroy the resources of true enjoyment-

example,

"Crowded

material

spiritual, aesthetic, intellectual, emotional."

Andre Maurois makes a comparison betweenour present

life and what, he calls "The Good Life" when hp remarks: "I4:,

16
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the:,.past, familial education was supplemented. by ,Community

-

education. The village was a school of neighborliness and:

- friendship. Because al.tillager knew all his neighbors and

also knew that he was destined ta spend his life. among.them,

' ..

he strove-to prove himself a,man of good'graces, and gocid
,

manners,, . . But since overpopulation and industriai,izati.
se,

tend to create urban centers Joecoming 'ever more huge, what

is to become of the ceremonies and good manners of the pat ?

One particularly relevant'article by botanisOug

tIltis, entitled, "Criteria for an Optimum Human Enrironment,"

e,ma.j.ntains that we must "discover the mechanisms of environ-

mental *influences of man. There is no other satisfactory.

approach to an optimum environment." He relatei several
y 4 !./

approaches toward studying the human environment -- namely,

Systems ecology,,examination of evolutionary eritage,oul-

tural, adaptation; mental and physical health, extent and

limit of human capabilities, evolUtionary ca abilities--all

of which- could be useful- to secondary students as a guide.

Upon the basis of the dategories,,delineate in this article,

b, students could be giv specific ways. in high to look at

their,-environment rather than being .just told to -look around

them,and'draw conclusions from what they'sel.

Behrman, S.:7.,,Corsa, Leslie, and FreedMan,,Ronald. Fertility

and Family Planning... Ann Arbor: University of. Michigan

Press, 1969. 498pp.

-17
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This study is a collection of papers originally pre-

pafed for the 1967 University of Michigan Conference on

7Fettility and Family Planning." The, contributions--chosen

predominantly from the biology and public health fields- -

are con'sistently of high quality, and generally informative,
(7-

though often somewhat too specific or too sophisticated for

general'secondary school use.

Of parti'cular value, however, might be the .section

entitled "PUblic Programs for Family Planning"; the six

article's inluded in this section compare and contrast the

National Family Planning Programs in the more'develOped

countries with those in the developing world. Bernard''

terelson, of the Population Council, sets the tone of,the

section by asking the following questions: "What has been

the experience? What have we learned frolt;' it? What does

it come to ?'{ The various authors deal not only with the

official governmental programs and policies in various areas,

butalso with the more pr less official programs that bring

family planning information, services, and supplies to mass

populations in the developing world.in order to promote

effective family planning practices foT the welfare of the.

individual family and/or the national.community.
,

There is much diversity among nations, as would be

expected. Countries studied include the U.S., Indonesia,

fr



Mexico, The .Phi s, Turkey,

Latin America,' Pakistan, U.A.R.t

Iriaia, nine countries ofi

d-Tunisia.

Contributor Leona Baumgarten of the Hariard-Medical

School has found no striking dissiMilarity between attitudes------

and activities related to family planning in the U.S. and

those in the developing world. In the U.S., she reports,

people have been ahead of their leaders, In the years when

the topic of birth control was seldom mentioned publicly or

even privately, En this country, a substantial proportion

of families of all faiths'limited the size of their amilies.

.

In recent years, public opinipA -polls have shown increasingly,

higher percentages o'f people (catholic and non - Catholics)

favoring governmental,action. By 1956, for example,' when
/

many governmental leader's were loathe to enter any/ discus(-

sion.-61 the problem, 65 percent of, the U.S. population and

59 percent of Catholics of child' bearing age favored 44vern-
.

mental'action. Dr. Baumgarten finds this attitude in marked

contrast to the case of, for example, India, where the political

leaders realize the urgent need for effective programs,of

family planning but find theirkuneduCated populations generally

non-receptive to an idea which goes against their traditions.

Borrie, Wilfrid David. The Growth and Control of World Popu-

lation,., London: Werdenfeld & Nicolson, 1970: 298pp.

A general coverage of major world demOgraphic patterns

as seen'againgt theit historical perspectives, this book

19
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includes much relevant information of a world summary type

and includes as well an extensive footnote reference section

which could be of use to a teacher of social studies for

personal reference as well as of direct use to students for

sources of additional study.

The section on the ancient and medieval wor is most

informative ri--a,p_iod which many authors, on the subject

of population dismiss in -on or two sentences, or in a figure

on a graph. .Mr. .Borrie reports not how many people

there were at a given time but also the effec f historical

events--such as the disintegration of the Roman Empire,

one of the Great PlagLies upon the people of the time. Ile

- also delves somewhat into the nature Of populatiOn records

from earlier times: For example, speaking of the Ming system

of popplation records, he k*eportS;-,

[They] were based one system of permanent registers.
The primary units of the organization were the Chia,
composed in principle of 11 households; above these were
the li comprising ten chia plus widows, orphans and
others Who were exempt from taxation, and not assigned to
any chia. Each year forms were printed from word blocks,',

and distributed to touseholders who were then required
to complete them by entering:details of numbers of perk-

sons, occupations ancr;properiy. Now the main purpose of
the Ming system was fiscal, and people may have tended to

evade enumeration, particularly those who could come under
the protection of powerful rural interests or who could

bribe'the collectors. (page 50)

F-toM pieces of information such, as the above, students

Tight learn that, although many things have changed in the

world in modern times, many problems and conperns are just
61:

0
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about as old_as history itself. The scholarship of the

book is very careful throughout;i the work is informative

in the extreme and often tells the background behind a fact

or a statistic.

From the first chapter, "The Great Migrations." to

th

later specific chapters on contemporary patterns in "the

western world and on population studies in the developing

world, the tendency of e author is to first present

relevant information and then to proceed to explain it in

clear and copious detail. The book might be of use in the
,,.. .

clagsroom if the teacher chose several examples of this

pattern-of presentation/explanation and then asked the stu-
',,t

T ,..
. . A

providedents to provide several of their own explanations--based

on class work or on outside reading. The work could serve

as a xcellept model fOr working with and developing in a

scholarly way, he information which hag been collected.

Ehrlich, Paul R.' The Popu ion Bomb. New .York: Ballantine

Books, 1962. 223pp.

Perhaps the most controversial

cal population literature, this book brought t

all the recent radi-,

terms

'.poptilation bomb' and 'population explosion' into Comm

usage.." Written by Stanford University biologist Paul Ehrlich,

the, study takes a very pragmatic and straight forward approach

to what he terms 'The Problem.' He ask 'What is being done?'

44hat meeds to be done?"What can you do?' and 'What if I'M

w'rong?''

21
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The reader finds himself urgently hoping that Dr.;,

Ehrlich and those who share his pessimistic views on the,

population question are, in his words, "jjt'plain wrong*,

that [we] are alarmists, that technology or aCmiraculous

change in human behavior or a totally unanticipated mira4e

in some other form will save the day." Unfortunately,

however, the evidence Dr. Ehrlich presents to the contrary"

is extremely convincing. He does stress that while medical

science and agricultural technology,' in particular, have

made strides which allow people to,live longer and better-'

there are several elements which are actually increasing

the possibility of threat to man. Among these elements, 10

stresses war and non-immunizableviruses partiCUlarly.
:4-

The gap between the measures which are presehtly bekhg

taken to curb the population explosion and those which'must,

be taken if -we are to make headway is seen as being impres-'

sively large. The importance of a more realistic program of

international economic aid is srressed, along with indleased

scientific research into just what resources the earth has

and how these resources could be carefully developed and

husbanded, rather than squandered at ever increasing rates. -

The implictions for the United Statesare 'great": Ehrlich

says that, in his opinion, the key to the whole business is

held by the United States. We are the most influential super-'

ower; we are-the richest nation in the world.) At the same

2,2



time we are also just, one country ,on an ever shrinking

planet. .Tt is obvious/that we cannot exist unaffected by

'the fate of our fellows on the other end of the good ship

earth.

This book, becaUse of itsgreat popula'r acclaim, as

well as its controversia nature,,is a .'mus.e for
)
inclusion.

in at least the teacher's reading preparation for teaching

a, unit on population. If the whale book cannot be read by

theentire class--though it is now available in paperback

at 95--it can at least be used as a resoprce book. It is

imminently quotable and ranks in the forefront of the

population 'scare' books. Its popular nature, however, does

not detract from the scholarly quality of Dr. Ehrlich's

research.

Farmer, Richard N., Long, John D., and'Stolnitz, George J.
World Population--The View Ahead. Indiana UniverSity,
Bloomington: The Foundation for theSchool pf Business,
1968. 307pp.

A product of the Conference on World Population Prob-

lems held at Indiana, University in 1967, this reader combines

the findings of contributors from the many disciplines which

grapple with the population problem. A useful overview,

presented by Indiana University economist George Stolniti at

the beginning of the Work presents a, sort of introduction to

the major themes.of the papers which follow, namely:
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populationrdevelopment interrelations and demographic issues
. 4

such as mortality, fertility, and quality of life vs. quan-

tity of life.

A summary of current population estimates by Miles

Macura, Orrector, Population Divisiori, United Nations, stresses

the variation in projections of world population by the year

2000, and the marked uncertainty whiCh surrounds these pro-*

jections, even when they are based upon the most painstaking

research. He warns that any selected projection has its own

limitations and deficiencies. These limitations must be

known to the user of the data, who should 'proceed with, maximum

caution and reservation which are necessary to any sort of

analy'Sis
'

including analysis of the future. Mr. Macura's

article -is accompanied by numerous tables, which illustrate

partimilar aspects of the U.N. population estimates.

The book is divided into five sections: (1) The

Outlook (2) Economic and Technological Aspects (3) Sociological

Aspects and Quality of Life (4) Death and Birth Controls and

(5) Ethical Issues of Control. Of particular theoretical

interest in chapter 5 is the article by Robert C. Cook,

President, Population Reference Bureau; the article is entitled

'Playing God.'

are following

us to 'win at

,triumphs over

Mr. Cook underlines the complex results which

the medical advances' - which he says now allow

long last a round with death.'. Although the

various diseases Seemed an unmixed blessing at

24 c.
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the time of their discovery, Mr.. Cook finds that these momen-

tous discoveries have opened up' a frightening new era in

wilich it became necessary to review some fundamental morals,

taken for granted, and to engage in a most difficult game of

truth and consequences. He claims that man, having to a

great extent elbowed Providence out of the picture of timing

life's end, has opened up a veritable 'Pandora's box of most

difficult formulations and decision's; he must forsooth apply

'all his wit, will and wisdom to the basic facts of human

arithmetic. . . .' The challenges of our present situation

are dramatically presented in this article and Mr. Cook finds

that although 'the ethical considerations involved are com-

plex enough to tax the wisdom and the conscience of man,'

we--must realize that mankind has been put in the position of

playing God and that he must face the frightening reality--

or else.'

Frankel, Lillian B. This Crowded World. Washlngton,
Population Reference Bureau, Inc., 1970. 6Opp.

This book was written' specifically to introduce stu-

dents to some of the intricacies of a world which is becoming

increasingly populated. It is part of a series, of which

other titles are 'People' (grades 7-9) and 'The,Popu4tion

Dilemma' (grades 10-12): Although the grade, level of this

book is not specified, I would find it useful for average

grades 7-9 and lower grades 10-12, particularly geography in

conjunction with "The Rise of the City."

25
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.

It is rather a geheral description--profusely

illustrated--of the population explosion. It covers rich

nations and poor nations, indultrilized and developing ones;

it comes to the conclusion that the press of population

around the world has greatly contributed ta,a "worsening

state of our environment," regardless of the economic and
,

_technological levels dt'''the country involved.

The chapter titles are: (1) This Crpwded World.-

(2) The People Count (3) Row Did Earthis Population'OetlSo

Large (4) Rich COuntries and Podt Countrid 15) Problems

in the United States.and (6) .The World's Problem.

The book begins with a request that the student

imagine what Ole earth would be like if present populatiOn

trends continue.. The student is dnformed of present sta-
. ,

tisties and asked to project the implications of these facts

into an even more crowded future. There is a compelling--

if somewhat superficial--discus'sidii of poverty. The treat-
,

ment of medical advances and increased longevity ig,interbsting

but, again, somewhat superficial.

Several of the sections end with what one assumes to be'

considered by the author as 'leading questions.' Some of

4 ,.

these questions could be relevant to class' discussion. How-
,/

,

evercaythese q 'ons are nowhere answered in tWhopk,
0

*I find thei iiilf qu. tionable. For example, the author

asks ' iolF d we know thgr is, a population problem?" While

A
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this Certainly is, a thought provoking question, it could be

.itiOe more. useful. `as a teaching device if it were deveg.opep

14.t'

somewhat%fiarther.

'Freedman, Ronald (ed.). Population: The'Vital Revolution.

Garden City, New York.: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1964.. 274pp.

This book includes works by 19. 'expertst'who'analyze

world population trends in non-technical language; itis

dramatic in nature, as its title would suggest. has as

its purpoSe to acquaint a general--i.e., interested but not

technically trained--world audience with,. current scientific

knowledge andopinioh about population trends. It contains

no tables, graphs, or illustrations, but the text is clear

and informative. 'Much of the information could be used in

its present form .for secondary school consumption.

Approximately half of the book deals with American

phenomena such as the following: "Longevity and Mortality

in the American Population'," "The Fertility of the Americ&I-

Population," ;'The Growth of the American Population," and

"Taking an Inventory of 180 Million People: The U.S. Census."

The other half of the book surveys population information

froth around the world--both by specific country and by means
4

of more general population trends, such as family planning

programs-and-world_ukbaniZMon.

PhiliO.M. pauser's article entitled-"The Population of
1-.

theWorld: Recent Trends and Prospecti" givesan excellent

r,
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and very clear d concise review of man's presendd on the

22

face of the earth over the lass two million years. Main-

'taining that "knowledge about population in the past, the

present, and the future enables a'person to see himself as

an element in world population," Mr. Hauser prOvides a

competent and highly'interesting discuses ion, in a sort of

question and answer.form, of the factors which have caused

the acceleration in rate of growth of the total population.

This particular article might well serve as aniintroductio5
1

,10.4

to a .secondary.unit on a general study of world population.

Hardin, Garrett. Population, Evolution, and Birth Control.
San Francisco: W. H. Freeman and Company, 1964, 380pp.

This reader, subtitled "A collage .of controversial

ideas'," combines seven articles on the general topic of

poNlation with 21 articles on evolution and 43 articles on

the subject of birth control.

Section one--on population" in'general--includes

articles widely selected froM the fields of art, religion,

science, social science and medicine. Many of-,the articles

are short and to the point and could"be reproduted for clasS-

room use, if the books were not available to, each stpdent.
1

Benjamin Franklin, Malthus, Martin Luther, 'Gar ett Hardin

and Paul Ehrlich are represented as authors, a d the range

of opinion and subject matter is corresponding y broad! The

.section on evolution tends to.be, in my opinio ,.somewhat

,4eeoteric for secondary school'use,. though the several

28
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inclusions by Charles Darwin (inciUding his "Origin of.the

Species") might, serve as an interesting general introduction

to a somewhat more scientific subsequent population study.

Of .akeit-drat-interest is the section on birth control,

which includes both polemical discussi57.pro and con and

specific discussions of birth control in certain countries,

-such as India, Puerto Rico, and Japan. Several of the

,o

articles are quite controversial: For example, Raymond B.

Cowles recommends in "The yon -Baby Bonus that:

A bonus of $600 (equal to the exemption) be given for
not having children . . . this.:act would save the cost
of education for the child not born. . . . Best of all,
it. would act on a eugenic basis. The reward would be
mast effective inthe poorest and least educated and
least fatward-thinking part of.our population. (p. 339)

And, in his article on "Woman's Place in.Nature,"

author Reverend William John Knox Little comments:

There is no crime which a man can commit which justifies
his wife in leaving. him or applying for that monstrous
thing, divorce. . . . If he be-a bad or wicked man, .she
may gently xemonstrate with him, but refuse him never.
L6t divorce be anathema. . Thihk of the blessedness
of having children. . . (p. 198)

Such a statement would certLinly spark class interest
.

and point out the change in popula attitudes during the

past century!. This reviewer does of find that the value of

this volume is diminished overall ry the extremely contro-

versial nature of the articles inc uded; it "could perhaps ibe

used to evoke initial interest in opulation as a general

a.



topic, and would encourage students.

-posed toward a further study dfthe

24

to be favorably. di's-

-field.

Heer, David M. (ed.) Readings do Population. 'Englewood

This-collection of readings is,part of the "Readings

in Modern Sociology Series." It in9lUdes 'articles which the

editor claimed seriously challenged well established beliefs

and involved a novel approach of investigation. Such criteria

have resulted in a varied, interesting and quite readable

work; .only in the last section on population policy are the

works of .a particularly technical nature;.they are perhaps

too sophisticated inwtechnique for qtherai secdridary .

'teaching.

Part I and part III (The History of Population-'Growth;

Mortality) contain solid research,articles which mightbe

good as-study pieces. William Langer's atticie, "Population

Growth and Increase in the Means of Subsistence" eigloces

the theok which arose after WorldWar II--namely that the

spectacular rise in the European popUlation in the late 18th

century, may 'hive been due not so milbh,to a reductiob in the

death -- rate as to asicanific,ant rise in the, birth rate. It'

follows previous interpretations of the European population

sprout-, and is a very good treatment of p6pulationiinter-
,

.

pretation:from a historidal standpoint: .'



Perhaps the most original approach is that taken by

John -B. Calhoun,in his article entitled "Social'Effects of
,

High Population Density"-; in'this article, he treats .the

relationship-.
1

R ,

author reports onrat research dealing with behavior and

social organization in relation to population density and
t.

'draws conclusiond for the human populace.'.His fin4ings,
0

fr though based on scientific research,.are reported-in A clear,

Pimple and non-technical way; they-are,..af the.same time,

well documented.and interestingly illustrated. Secondary

students might learn from reading this az'ticle abouteiperi-
-

mental procedures And interpretations thereof.

Hertzberg, Hazel W. Teaching Population Dynamics. New Yqgk:

-International Studies- Program, Teachers College, CoIumbiai,f.

1965. glpp.

A generally useful toot for the secondary social
,-

studied teacher interested in population, this work is in

the form of, an instructional wilt dedigried to teach population

dynamics -. It is divided into the following chaptets: 1,

t ,

Introduction; 2., An Historical Survey; 3.,DeMogi,aphic

nitions and Methodsi-.4. Comparing Populationd of Different

Countries '-5. How Population Figures Are Collected; 6. ',deal

"Surveys; 7. Making A.Population Analysis of an Indian Village :

Rampor;' 8. India in 1961. It includes also a section entitled

"Directions for Further%Study" which, gives to the, students
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additional ideas for carrying out a local population study.

Several of her.:pointers to students are the following:

students may match'populationittenOs with etudies.of topics

like changing rates and types of agricultural production;

patterns of land ownership and use; problems of unemployment

and under employment; changes in non-farm occupations; the

development of transportation.

:The study itself is primarily. intended for teacher

training use, rather than classroom consumption. The basic

ideas and procedures, demographic vocabulary and analysis,

are general and could be applied internationally; but the

specific references are to India, as 'it is thecontention,

of the author that' instructional

the field of social studies Save

for use by particular student.

materials on population in

to-te-specifically designed

The historical survey, in partimilar, is clear and

concise and shows development chronologically and by area,

with differing rates of demographic growth given some good

explanation.

Some simple statistical methods are used; those t1. t

are used are introduced, defined, explained, and then utilized
C.). .6

in such a way as to encourage students to gaia.'skill through

exercise of epeated-and increasingly more complex use.

There is a series of questions after.each table; this method

of checking whether the information presented was accurately

32
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understood is a good one for classroom grlph and table and

chart-use in general. Alpo, students, are informed how to '

construct a chart which would portray, for example, the

information he gathered in -a vet of -interviews. Here again,

the author clearly explains each step; the interview tech-

nique is outlined, the chart'preparation and ekebution is

explained; and the interpretation of the findings is explained.

An excellent study for social. studies teachersin-
,

fact, an essential beginning book on the construction of

simple statistical material for use in a unit or a course

00*
on population.

.15a.NG, Larry (Ed.). The Population Crisis. Bloomington,

`Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1965. 362pp.
-

This selection of readillgs on the subject of popula--_
t-

tion offers investigation into the various causes and con-
,

sequences of increased overpopulation, and, more unusually;

definite and often realistic measures which might be taken

to avert the consequences. The twenty-eight contributors

are leaders in science, the humanities; the social sciences.

, .

The work was compiled in response to the 1962 declaration

of the World Academy of Art and Science that the global

population problem was the most critical subject that could

be dealt with.

. The author takes an optimistic view of the possibili-

ties of solution to the problem. He prefaces his work by

33
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stating that he finds few areas which challenge our imagina-

1,

tion and audacity of thought more than'our need to confront

the population dilemma. He claims' confidence th4t.an informed,

arise-to meet: the, -- challenge..

In a rather broad and sweeping article, science writer
-

Anabelle Desmond explores the topic 'How Many People Have

,Ever Livedton Earth?' Her information, though not original

or particularly revolutionary in nature or content, is put

together in,very clear order. She draws together much

factual information concerning ,numbers and distribution of

people at various historical Periods.taith which the secondary '

student is probably not familiar, and with, which he should

become familiar as a preface.to any world population study.
. .

In a discussion of ancient city populations, the author

,compares the flowering'of American urban civilization to

that of ancient Mediterranean and Asian cultures; she notes

that they have similarities in the manner in which they

flower, grow to a golden age, and then decline. This is an

interesting attempt to include a study of modern trends in an

overall survey of city popu

There is 'a section

which the particular probl

--and America are studied in

is the concluding section

includes seven articles di
Air

ations throughout history.

ntitled 'Regional Statements' in

ms of "Asia, Latin America,;Nfrica,

sole depth. Perhaps most useful.

ntitled 'Action Programs,' which

ected to specific attempts at
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controlof or solution to the problem. An interesting 'Final

Report pn the Population Dilemma' by the American Assembly

cbncludes that rapid population increase and its accompani-'

.ments are obstructing economilivetOpmwit and thereby con-

tributing to frustration, social uniest'and political inita-
,' t

bility in many areas of the globe. It reports nine specific

reCommendatioas to alleviate the problem% Among these solu-

r
tiong are the following: intensified investigationdof our

.

population4trends end problems; assumption of responsj.bility,

by the federal, state and local governments for making

4

.
available information concerning family planning;'appoint-

ment by the President of the United State Commission

to inform, after investigation, the-Americari people of the

nature of the population problems at home and abroad wits

specific reference to international as well a'S--lidtiftSnal

implicatiOns.

Secondary social studies students C'Puldlperhaps criti-

cize these recommendations in terms of theii- possible effects,
0

'and then could attempt to make additional recommendationi.

.Natiopal Bureau.of Economic Research. Demographic and Economic

Change in Developed Countries. Princeton: Yriticeton Univer-

sity:-Press, 1960. -.525pp.
,_

,

A collection. of papers,* with comments ors. the papers,

presented at a Princeton University Conference on, Population

Research, this book is directed towards an investigation of



mutual influences in industrially advanced c'o'untries between

changes in national population and changes in national

economics. Underdeveloped and developing nations are included

only infrequently and, generally, .only for purposes of con-

.trast.. Particularly direCted towards the economic influences

on fertility and mortality and upon the influence of demo-.

. 2

graphic factors on important economic vaEiables,' the Conference

was attended predominantly by economists, with a large

minority of demographers and a small minority of other social

scientists interested inpopulation research in attendance'

as invited guests and observers.

The definition of topics whi@lare understood as being

included under the general heading 'economic' is extremely,

broad; for example, both the acquiring by large_ cities of

/-%
,:better water supplies in the nineteenth century and medical/

scientific advances such as antibiotics aneinsecticides are '

included. These economic advances are seen as component parts

of general industrial progress And, as such, are considered'

from the point of.view of the economic changes which brought,

them about and-of the.economic changes which.they in turn

.incurred.

Particular categories of papers presented include:

Economic Influences on Human Mortality; Mortality; Fertility

and Population Change; Population Change and Per Capita

Output; Population apd DeTand; Population and Productiity;

also, there is a most interesting and informative stimmaIi

36



section by Princeton University economist Ansley J. Coale

on .01.e Interrelations existing between and among the above
. -

categories.

As Could be expected from a volume produced by Uni-

versity eco mists, the work contains a great amount of

technical infcrma on; much 'of. which might 'be too advanced

for secondary students. he tables could be of extreme

value to students doing researchjapers-on,a specific

subject, however. An ample indexcould inform them immedi-

ately,if:there were any information on their population

topic--most often, unfortunately, general readers on popula-

tion do not containany index at all and the reader of the

volume is forced to rely upon the table of contents for

inforthation as to which subjects are covered in which arti-

cles. In this volume, on theContrary, the index.gives

,:,clear indication
,

of which subjects are dealt-with by which
0

,

.

,agthois and provides a ready means for the student to perform

a cross check. For example, the topic of".income and con-
:

,

,sumption is de0t with by several authoks in enlightening

. ----
,

vays: Ansley.Coale finds in his article 'Population Change

and Demand; Prices and the Level of Employment' that there

is relatively slight effect of income on space per person.

On the
o
other hand, Margaret G. Reid,argues the exact

by claiming that, with the exception of New York, and

opposite

several

other major cities which are atypical, increased income leads

37
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nerally to increased consumption and that space per person

is,consumed in accordance with this rule.

The more able secondary stUderit can find much in this
o

volume to stimulate his interest; the teacher can find ample

tecshnidel information. But, the slower, even the average

student, Wbuld.be probably overwhelmed by the Study as a

whole, although he might be able to make use of some of the

simpler tables and of the conclusions reached by various

authors. The comments on the papers themselves, by partici-

pants at the Conference, are"generarly.much easier to follow

than the texts of the original papers; these comments tend

to summarize the arguments as presented and then
.

proceed to'comment upon them.

Osborn, Fairfield (ed.). Our Crowded Planet. Garden City,
New York: Doubleday Company, Inc., 1962: 234pp.

Stressing the general point of view that the earth

already contains too many people, Mr. Osborn has selected

21 articles which approach'this problem from different stand-

points. These articles have been divided into the following,

five sections:

1. Population Pressures on Man's Natural Environment

2. Population Pressures_on Economic and Political Trends

3. Population Pressures in Specific Areas-

4. The 'Population Problem and Religion()

5. Population Pressures on Morals and Ethics

38
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The article entitled ' TIc Population Explosion_and

..4-'

the Natutal Environment' by Fra k Fraser Darlihg` might be
. ..... . .

,

useful' as. a.ta =off point for /study of the National
,

Parks system, th in the d in England. The article

stresses that eople--both knowingly and Unwittinglyplace

tremendous, pr ssdres on wild country; and that the'presstre'

of many feet f would-be'admirers around the base of great

old trees is as- fatal-to -the trees in the lohg run as cutting

them down for lumber. A very thoughtful article and one

which.might turn the students' attention to recreation areas

in future times of even greater population pressure.

Also bf"particula interest to anyone interested in an

already overcrowded planet, is the religious question in

relation to population control. Reverend Robert F. Gammon

expres4es a Roman Catholic attitude which, he claims, wills

surprise many observers. ge says:

The Church-is not foil overpopulation or against control.
The fact is that there is no peculiarly Roman CathOlic
viewpoint with regard to this recognized crisis. 04 many

-.details concerning the problems that are arising fvom'it
and the various proposed solutions offered, there is as
Much differenbe of opinion among Catholics as among the
members of any other group. . . .1'

The Rt. Reverend James A. Pike presents a Protestant's

,view. Re says that it should be emphasized that, so far as

lOsborn, Fairfield, (ed.), Our Crowded Planet"' (Garden
City, New York: Doubleday Company, Inc., 1962),,, p. 187.

.1
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he is able to ascertain, no Protestant thinker on the subject
. .

feels bound by any one solution to the population problem.

I

He concludes:

It may well beithat some solution other.than any we have
thought of will present itself before the problem becomes
finally critical, but the time is short; indeed, if our
.demographers can be trusted, it is running out. There
is little more. time for argument, and unless firm action
is taken, soon, it may well be too late to act at all.1

In general, the book is widely seleCtive bf workd\from

scholars in various fields--there is something to appeal to

almost every. specific interest within the broad field of

population research. But, the tenor of the work is definitely

-

inegative, except in the section on specific. regions, where

Japan, India, and Latin America are represented as making,

r impressive strides in improvirig their agricuftuai
.1

methodt (India), and their industry (Japan). The situation'

in Latin,America*, as explored by Enrique Beltram, Professor

of Zoology at the University of Mexico is less hopeful. He'

asks:

Would it not be more rational and, above all, mpre human,

to try to restrain such an explosive increase in pop?lale
tion, and, at the dame time, to try to promote the pro-

of foodstuffs and other materials? Thus, "instead

of wildly gambling with future,possibilities, we would

.daily raise human living standards. Those future possi-
bilities of productive development are sometimes very
optimistic, but careful consideration frequently showd that

there Are no solid.grounds for such an attitude.2

1Ibid. &, p. 188.

2Ibid.', pp. 178-79.
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Mr. Osborn!s perSonal ih Oduc4 concentrating

35.

on

the. idea that the population eXplodisbhaf ects everyone

,
,

everyi!here is,also most canvincingNan might be:read aloud

to the class as a general intko 7an nit, Or as a

thoughtful iece,which might ass- dipu ion.

Petersen, William. Po ulati Collier-Macmillan

Ltd., 1969. 697pp.
- -

This workr°Writtenby'an Ohio State eMographer, is

in textbook style; it attempts to cover as many aspects of

the study of population as possible. It is.profusely and

excellently illustrated and contains, as well, one of the

clearest and most informative secti ons on 'Population as a

Field of §tudy' which this reviewer has comp across.

4P. Petersen includes chapters on Formal DemographAersus

PopulationAnalysis, Biology versus Culture, The eory of

the Demographic-transition, and also an excellent 5't rimary

of Population Aesearch along with suggestions fbr further

reading.

-The author intends tIrt'all who study this book,

even they do no further 'work in the f;eld of -population
,.

will be- trained, hopefully, and didcriminatin
.- .

consumers' :of population figures. He hai-structUrethe

extended, discussion of demographic concepts, data', and tech-
,.

es tafacilitpte the correct in'terpretation'of population
-

rendsi he claims that thisliscussion is, useful both in
,

'itself and as preparation for more advanced-''work.
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Dr; Peterson uses specific case-study data of par-
.

r

ticular countries throughout the work but generally does
-1

imrdepth reporting of trends, concepts, and theories, rathei
4

I 1
er l'rva. '

- .

than extended area studies of theindustrialized world versus
,.,

.
; -

thg developing world type model. He constantlir compares

the actual populatian'figures with, the optimum ones and

eKplores the many facets of the issue.' He 'is constantly con-
,

cerned with the 'general determinants,' (which'he defihes as

including fertility, mortality, and migration), and with

projections and forecasts whh can be made therefrom. He

does,:however,wadmit:

For a country with good population data and stable
institutions, as we have . . .in the United States
. . .for example, it is barely possible cohstruct
projectiohs that are accurate enough to be useful.
One cannot pretend to the same level of precision for
the whole world, and the purpose of a projection can
only-be to suggest the approximate dimensions Of
-growth. However, as the world's population is both
very large and growing very'fast, great accuracy is
not required to show thaE enormous numbers of people will
be _added over-the next generations. . . .1'

This textbook study is excellent throughout and com--

prehensivein nature.

:Polgar, Steven. Culture 'and Population. Chapel Hill, North
Carolina; University of North Carolina, 1971. -195pp.

Subtitled 'A Collection of Current Studies,' this
y.

book has drawn together l5 articles on popu ation dynamics--the

. .. , .

Milliam Petersen, Population (LOndon: Collier-
Macmillan Ltd.,/1969), p. 327.
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majority having ben Contributed by anthropologists. SoMe

of the-authors,,such as Margaret Mead, Joan Mencher and

John Marshall, report ,on a specifi culture or area, whereas
,

other authors approach the subject from a topical view;

several exam es of the latter type of.study are Human

Ecology and Detographic Change, Family. Structure and Child

Spacing, and Cultural Aspects of Family Planning Programs

.
(all, section headin4s, under which are included several

articles).

A collection of works in a field which has become

known.as population anthropology,' this work was prompted by

the concern at the,last Annual Meeting of the Society for

Applied:Anthropology that the problem of population was 'a

perfect example of a relevant problem to which more concern

should be devoted.,
A

Margatet Mead's article, entitled 'More and Better

Parents for .Each Child," explores the inequality in the

present situation of population control advocation, which

seems to state to.therest of the world that we of the west

can afford to Welarge families because we can feed,

clothe, and house them properly, whereas those of the poorer

nations cannot. She finds this tantamount to saying that

"there are too many.ofyou, but there couldn't e too many

of pg." She concludes that child care facilitie must be

either set up or improved upon, as the case may be, to enable
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women to make their full contributions to society as indi-
,

. ".
.

,
viduals, not just to the production and care of chilften. ). ,

Steven Polgar reviews theories of .population change
; -).f .

in his article. entitled .'Culture History and Topula;cion

Dynamics. He finds that voluntary regulation of family

size may well havebeen one of the earliest features of
. ,

human culture. He reviews significant literature on the

subject. ThoMas K. Burch and Murray Gendell provide a very
I

detailed and rather technical survey of work whidh has been

done on methodological issues related to extended family

structure and fertility. This article could be useful in

demonstrating to students how social scientists construct

and make use of models and theories in an inter-related.

manner. )

For some reason unknown to this reViewer, anthro-

pologists'are not generally well represented in population

readers; this, is not the case with geographers, econothists;
/ ,

political scientists, and paiticularly sociologists, who'
, .

,

generally .share, the field with demographers. . This book does
_ . . . .

attempt to fill that gap and',,,present8 much-relevant,and-
...

interesting, research by leaders in the field of anthropology

in general, -and population .anthropology,in'particulai.

'
.

.
.

.: .

Pressat, Roland. Population.
.
London: C, A. Watts & Co.,

Ltd., 1970. 148pp. °.
.

Perhaps of pertinent use td the secondary' school stu-
.

. . -,

dent thiS book was intended, b4 its ,author to bring, together
'

.
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- ,

',has attempted particularly to pick out those aspects most

,likely to stimulate the interest of the reader who is,com-

'paratively new to the subject. As an introduction to the

39

many of` the innumerable theories on.population; the author

subject of population, it is a first-rate book,altholugh it

is somewhat over-basic and repetitive for more advanced use.

Mr. Pressat does make use of simple demographic analysis,

but always in a straight forward, low-level technical way.

For example, ,he reports in his chapter- on 'Ineguiliti in
. .

the Face of Death' that the poor of the earth are presently

experiencing much shorter life expectations than those in

the ri6her, more deVeloped couritries. To Support this Ilypo-

thesit, he has compiled a table, of average life expectancies

-in 12 areas, from the-Early iron Age to 1965. In addition,

he has included the name of the authot'who has done the most
4

significant work on the,particular period dUring each Age in

1

question. ThiS type of table is informative, and perhaps'

- more unusual, compiehensible to the average secondary student;

thOugh,its utility might be questioned by a more experienced

-

.scholar.- Students could use it-as.a model for` creation of

lea! of their own., 10'

AlSo of, interest to the secondary student should be

'.tlieIchapter on 'the Modern Family,' in which the family unit

is viewed -internationally through the eyes of a demographer,

rather than', given' the ,pseudo-sociological treatmeht prevalent

in so many textbooks.'

45
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,

Pressat's treatment of Malthus, explains not only his

population theories but atterpts,.as well, to,show why,_
,

these Ileories have made him fampus. Again, this 'is a very
-

clear
t
interesting, and ndn-2.Complicated ipproich; it Might

.be ilsed as an introduction to a study pf.Malthus and Malthu-
, (

Roos, Leslie L., 1r7 The Pblitics of Ecosuicide. New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1971. 404pp.

A reader concerned with the environmental problems
. ,

encountered by industrialized nations, this book stresses

.that, while the modern nations' problems are not immediately

as severe-in terms of population and limited material resources

as are those of the developing,natiOns, the probleMs are,

nonetheless, important. The book emphasizes the relationship

between the environmental issue and other issues which are

closely related, such as population pressures, living con-

ditions, and pollution.
_

----Ope,particiaarly interesting approach is that taken by

Anthony d'Amato, Social Scientist of Northwestern University,

who states:

.With population growth and the push of the developing
nations to industrialize, m'orld pollution increases at
amaccelerating'rate=-4thouljh the population "bomb"
continues. on its] suicidal. course; the need for

, aebensraum. could have, been, and, in some casesfor
example, kfalthus--were. projected long ago. The world -

wide attention jto the overpopulation menace, therefore,

0



must be due to'an exogenous variable', a factor that
did change-in the 1960's. This variable is pollution.1

,.

-A good class discussion question would be thelollowing,

which is mentioned'. as one of Professor Amato.es' concluding..

questions: If the current high level of global pollution
,$

is caused.by3.5 billions of persons now alive, can manki,ng

survive an increase of at least 30% in pollution as world

population increases 30% in the next decade? Can we survive

an increase of over 100 percent in pollution as th'e population

doubles by the year 2000?

Also of considerable' overall value is the chapter by
oz.

Rich Liroff, also of-Northwestern University, which outlines

a suggested college course on the environment. Although the
.11

course was intentionally prepared'for students at the college
t

level, it has some relevant - -implications for the secondary

school teacher. For example its stated objective is as

relevant to secondary study as to university study - -'to edu-
.

-

cate students to the nature of contemporary environmental

problems.' Mr. Liroff has outlined i''course of study which

proceeds from a survey of the quality and magnitude of con-
_

temporary ecologidal and population prOblems, proceeds to

pxamihe tim' attitudes of individuals' and 'institutions involved

and, finally, raise's relevant questions whichCould be used in,

evaluating'the situatioh to date and in planning for and making

relevant decisions in the future.

1Leslie L. Roos, Jr, ThePolitics of Ecosuicide (New
Xpris: Holt, Rinehart. and Winston, Inc., 1971),
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Shinn, Melvin (ed,). Population Control: The Imminent World'
crisis. Durham,,North Carolina: Oceana Publications, Inc.,

4

Convinced that population growth poses one of the

most critical problems of our time, the author of this volume

has collected 15 articles which relate, in a 'general way,

and without a. common'or unifying thesis, to this concern.

The articles deal with the numeral aspects of the population

increase, the international migration 4S a stop-gap to:

overpopulation pressures in s ecific areas, lertility con-

trol, religious_ attitudes, communist attitudes, various gov-

ernmental programs and recognition'of.the challenge.facing

the world in connection with population control. ,

Mr. Shinn's stated belief is, that, although ihe pic-

ture may appeaebleak, it has one redeeming grace; this grace

lies in the fact that it is not inevitable--it can be averted.

He has, consequently, selected articles which both define

and attempt to seek "solutions for overpopulation in various

areas of the,wold. The result is a rather general and com-

prehensive survey of the subject of overpopplation in all

1./tt various facets;
a

An article by British geographer, Dudley Stamp, entitled'

"World Resources d451 Technology," defines the fundamental
)

problem facing the world today as the rapidly:.inc5,easing pres-

sure of population on Physical resources, and particularly,
4

resources, of land. He discusses the extreme difficulties:

48,
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encountered in figuring out .what to do'with the hundreds of

millions displaced byAncreasingly efficient agriculture.

UFban economics. expert Henry B. Van Loon, on the other hand,

seek the lack of space as the most important result of an

ever increasing population. Van Loon asks "How much is too

many people?" His plan for the future demands that each

. nation attempt to answer this question in line with their

varying attitudes toward freedom of movement and expression.

Specific articles on Japan, Puerto Rico; India, and

the U.S. are included; some relevant-general observations

on the political economy of. population growth are made by

EMory University'Law Professor, Arthur S. Miller. He states

that the central thesis of his argument is the following:

the relatively simple, albeit heretofore strangely neg-
lected proposition that population growth will create
the need for more organization, which, in.'turn,. will

result in the further enhancement ,of groups, (including
societal), rather than individual values. If continued,
the, tendency could result in sucka dimunition of per-
sonal freedoms as to approximate the conditions of

totalitarianism.1

Mr. Miller prophecies that More control. of every

aspect of American life is inevitable if the population bon-
,

tinues to grow at its presen.tirate; he questions only whether

it will be developed with at lease, 'attempted rationality ah

with due regard to the preservatimn of democratic values.

This is a good an well rounded.-reader.
. .

,

J

1Melvin Shinn, ed., Population Control: The Imminent

World Crisis (Ourham,liorth Carolina:. Oceana Publications,

Inc., 1961), p. 238.
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Wheeler, David L. The Human Habitat. New York: Van Nostrand
ReinholdoCompany, 1971: 275gp.'

This b6ok of contemporary readi 4Vers subjects of

.interest to students of geography; dithough the sections on

weatherand conservation may be.relatea to a study of popula-

tion, itis the six chapters included,in the Section on iTopul-

lation that are of particular interest here. The chapt4r

excerpted from "Too Many Americans;." by Lincoln H. Day and

Alice T. Day points out that rapid population growth has

'implications for.,the American way of life, as well as the.

life of developing nations who look to America for guidelines

on society development. 'these authors have found the following:

()flan in comloinatipn. with the paraphernalia.of'a high
material leiierof living, population growth in the
United States has already meant increasii.n 'control from
external'sources,,less flexibility pe,, individual
behavior, greater centralization in .4 rn nt, crowded
schdols and recreation areas,- vanishing' countryside, air
and water pollution, endless traffic'jams, and a steady
loSs in time, solitude, and peace of mind.1 .

As. Robert Reinow found in his. chapter entitled""Space

and Sprawl:; the Americadnation'is faced with an open spage

crisis as .a result of population growth and urban expansion:
,..

. , f '
..

-^-

,T0 reinforce,tis supposition, Mr. Reinow makes use of

numerous so-called 'news items' from the 195()!s and 60's
f

to show that environmental problems are becoming progressively

worse.f Fgr example:' .

1David L. Wheeler, The Human Habitat (NewYOrk:_ Van
ostrand ReinholdcCordpany, 1971) , p. 153.
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zV News Item: By 1975 . . . unless.more land is fOUnd to

put in use for crops than now appears likely,_ that will

mean a per capita acreage of Only 2.25 assuming the
minimum ,population figure. When that level is reached,
Americans must use their land mudh. more intensively than

at present or begin.to think in terms of more cereals
and less meat in their national diet.1-- T. S.'Burne,
U.S. Soil Conservation Service, North Carolina.

News Item: It takes six times as much land to feed

people a steak'diet as it doeS to feed them cereal.2
--Ezra Benson, 1957.

Reinow concludes from such'information that, Americans
- ,

will soon face the end of'what hecalls !The Great Steak

Era' and willbe forced to drOp toward an Asiatic diet.

Biologist/Paul Ehrlich is no less pessimistic. He

states:

The first fact is that there are too- many people, and

More arriving every day. The second is that food sup-

, , plies are inadequate. Even mot'optimistic food 'experts'

think that agricultural production will at best be

dnough to maintain today's standard of misery over the

next, decade. Many informed people believe that a mon-

ster food/population gap will appear in tile next decade,

and that massive starvation. will occur. . . . Even more

critical . . ". is the fact that we are rapidly .destroying

our planet as'a habitat for Homo, sapiens .-1

Teachers might make use of not only the negative tone

of 4e majority ,of articles in this bbok but also of the fadt

that eminent scientists and social scientists have so often

themselves come to essentially negative conclusions after

observing population facts and trends.

1
Ibid , p. 181.

2
Ibid.

3Ibid., p.; 198.
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Yoling, Louise P. Population in Perspective. New York:
Oxford University. Press, 1968.

.

:This edited volume contains articles which support
. .

the editor's general thesis that current population growth

is different not only in quantity but also'in nature from

.past population growth. This- difference is seen to be in

the realm of what the author speaks of as "death control."

This phenomenon, a rebult of modern medicine and sanitation,

has upset nature's automatic balance by allowing more people

to live without providing new sources of subsistende. Although

modern technology has enjoyed some success in keeping pace.

with the upsurge, it cannot perform miracles. The author

looks forward to a new equilibrium between the new death

rate and the new Birth rate to be re-established by the use

of human intelligence.

The studies in demography included in the workare not

of a difficult or technical nature. The articles, 48 in num-

ber, have been contributed by a wide variety of authors:

re igicus leaders, biologists, demographers, marriage coun-

selors, economists, and other social scientists. The articles

are generally 'short--the airerage being between five to ten'

pages; this length wouldmake them suitable for reading by

-secondary students during class period or a library period.

The appeal is general--butthe approach is generally,an inves-
.

tigation of just why there are so many people and jut what

we are going to do with them now and in the future.
-

52
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The obvious inclusions are here--such as several

articles representing .the Catholic view, the Protestant

view, the biological sciences view,, the poverty-economic

view, the have versus the have not view, etc.; there are,

in addition, however, several totally, original and quite

intriguing articles, which tend to, give the whole book a

more imaginative approach. One of these articles, by A. M.

Carr-Saunders, entitled "The Small Family Problem," explores

the idea that race suicide may result if voluntary, parenthood

ideals,are carried toNtheir extreme. He explores the'history

of family planning--i.e. by various means as delayed mar-

riage,, infanticide, abortion, and contraception: His dvir

denCe is not too convincing, as there.is so much contrary

evidence to indiapate that we are far outdoing the "replacement

rate"; nonetheless, the approach is an inte,resting'and pro-

vocative one aria is representative of the iconoclastic taste

of the editor. General sections included in the reader are:

. Part I--Biological Factors (life expectancy, fertility,death

control, Malthusian Laws). Part II--Economic and Political
6

.Factdrs (economic development, economic incentives,. density

effects, population and prosperity); Part IIIReligious and
,

.

.

.

Social Factors (social customs and fertility, voluntary fami-

lies), and Part IV7-1Prospecti for the Future(effect of crowd-

ing and stress, social pathology, new fertility research,

freedom .and the nature of. man).7-
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The Population Index--Quarterly publication of the Office
of population Research,APrinceton University, and of the
Popdlation Association of America,'Inc.

This journal consists mainly. of a superb classified

and annotated bibliography ofiall current"publidations

related to population. In addition, it publishes in each

issue one or two brief articles and some collections of "

'population statistics. Because of the relevance of this

publication to any up to date population study, a sample

Table of Contents from the journal is reproduced below to

give some indication of the types of v orks generally under

review.,
,

CONTENTS
.-

Current Items

(articles)

Bibliography

A. General PopulatOiStudies'and Theory

Al General Titles

A
2

Theor

/

A
3

Interrelations with other disciplines

A
4

Textbooks and Teaching Programs

B. Regional Population Studies

B
1

Historical Studies

B2 Regional Dvography

B
3

Surveys containing Demographic material
L
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'Spatial Distribution

C
1

GeneralSpatia1distribution
.

C
2

C3.

I. , -
/ '

Urbari-Patterns

Rural Patterns

D. Trends in ,PopulatiOn Size
;

D
1

Past trends

D
2

Estimates

D
3

Projections and Predictions

E. Mortality

E
1

General Mortality

E lorenatal. and Perir6.tal mortality

1

2, I

E
3
11.1nfant Mortality

E
4

.Martality,at other ages

E
5

Life Tables

E
6

Mortality by &vial and Economic Groups

E
7

Mortality by cause
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crucial battlefield of the filar on Poverty, A non-matli4iiticar
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john D:,-fitockeelier; "The Hidden grxsai,'1:toOfc,' Vol..,; , "
7, February $, 1965, Pp.:'

-%)C,
--- . - - -'-'

Mr. Rockefeller .asks whether Anierica iskeally bigger
-1 K, Lr .

,,. and better for f..ts, rapidly increasing population, 'and answers.
' ` .

tria'4,-,CleCicled1X 1.t. is not Re- 4ives reasons by delineatil?g
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..,p0tentiagy:morp- dangerous than nuclear weapons. The article
I.

,

_ -

.s.-a,zg(5.0d. t successes ,fhumb nail summary'of the of,
,_.,.,: . . . .

. ,

. , - .. -- - .

pning/programs around the world and a listing of thrde

...tepa,.we:-,can take as responsible citizens to act" cqnstru;Ctively:

1) We should inform ourselves more fully about:the oPulation
.

p,

,

..*problem; 2)-We should encourage .and support :greater` 'gover'n-

:mental
.

,

3.) --i -`_action on population matter's and ..e s OU consider,

'the future well-being of oUr-oWn communities in Planriing the

size of'our own fatilies.

:Carl E. Taylor, "Health and Population For Affairs,

Vol. 43, April 1965, pp. 475-86. .

A tompreliensive article whichgreViews health card
. .

and health prOgrams around the. world and 'attempts to" measure

their effectiveness. It is intended_to:c1144'llengestatements

such as "Your health experts are just too, efficient; you
. .

create more problets than you solve. 'f Xne author maintains

' and .gives evidence for his contentionrtha.tjeis uncivilized

to withhold medical care from,people, and' thereby: contribUte

to a higher death rate which 'would, -help tkid population

:"----._ . - A

--Increes-ewhith",-ErTiny Case, is understood by him as hot

.:,

uniformly bad in nature..- . ---
-... , v .. .

,

"Middle-ClaSs-ititters,": Natioa Vo4.200,' 1./une 28;--

1965, p. 687. ,- : , , ..- . . '- ,

. .

4 f

Examines the belie that unche6ked°populAion grovith

is a critical AmeriCan,probiem, and not tdrely'aomethinq'for

4-
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.
Asians, Africans, or Latin AmeriPans 'to worry, abclit.: The ,

.

article also explores the idea that, on the hand
- _ .

.
,

projected- American second s tage-' baby boomiwouId: overload

the environmental poSsil:Xitied -And ,overtax. SchOol 4'14

recreational -faoilities 'on the ,o-the ,

V.

'-harid, this poPultion, increase, may _remain one of manaVable
-..

- -- .-A
-

. magnitude because since 1957,,.therfility. rap'of women- , ,
-.... ,-,. . 7- .

. in the child.bearini yeart '(15-40) Iiiis dec"lin'ed and is floisr .'

back to where 1t was in2195p. I

-
.

., "Food: Population Tf.enas Move U.S. to Tie ,Aid to' -
Self - Help, "' Science,- Vol. j:521',M4y 6, 1966,, pp'. 73-34.

,
,

N -This article investigates proposed'reviSiode of fOrei5
., : r.

,/ .' .
., . ,

/ . gyp , .. -

I
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P. ? t'

«
%

4 ,
«,

'
4 to counter the' 16oming. world food .shortage. *.BecauSe of the 77.counter,

.
. . .

A.
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,

. .
.. - , *R I

10,

A
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. , .- - -
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)
,
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-,surpluees' of, mirly f;pods ae disappearing usteventually lea

. 1»

'the U:S. to some 'sort of commodity `re serve policy Presidentii '
l)7.

, e, '
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( "Population 6,00,0,000,000," New Yorker, Vol: 42,

-September 10, ,1966, pp. 47-49.

By the year 2000, there will be 6 billA.on:_cpeople Oh

the earth and the whole world will become jammed likesa
A

gigantic cocktail party: Mr. Madura, of the VOpulatiOn
.

.

Division of the.UN Secretariat reports that the major problem

in the year 2000 will.probablpbe.housing and employment--

notifood. Because the major part of the increase is seen
-

.

as coming liom the underdeveloped-areas of the World,
.

the

industrial countries must become '.increasingly concerned with
. .

.4

what goes on' in the underdeveI6pedcountries. The ideal
.

... c

situation is seen as a balanded.growth ih which population

, -;

and economy keep pade
.

with each ()filer.
..

...

F

, Population ,Clock Approaches.Midnight-,",Chri;,Stiari,

Century,'-Vol. .82, -December 15-92-1593:.

,

,%Marks the,year: 1530..4S' year wheii man-woulaorreach

the moon through- superior tedfinoogyOrut would al6c1 be

marked .by famine .and:ylague:f0r.;hip'abysmaltuman

controlling his,ownrAmpant.:teProAtictiCk.. The ar.tifcl ceni.7

. ; 'r

cludes that "man,must wx11, scheme 4and'work .h4is'lioy.atit of
.t

thi. trap - -or die!'" -

, "T5x oniBA
54
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,

Pppgla4on,;.,

World ilpport,;(7,616"*Idiy1-311916,..

This reportolihdingscpresented.:6511.1

posiml by Dr."Roberte,!..Nortb0?ro6'ss0 q:po.,14t1.CalcienCo.

at Stanford University, warns that "t4g,tifpp.:04y,t004.,'
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off when. so%e Societies,at least, flay find themselves

-,forced th tax families for more

"of spring,;
_ .

-= --..:.-7Th.-P-articular societies are not specified, but the
.

than a minimal number of

84

,...pres.e.nt,trend: of- rapid 1,P1D4lation increase is seen
$

-toward ,t arvatiOn-,-. depletion of 'natural resources,

as leading

and. even

ThoMas IC :.Burri,;,-'ittoW, 'Many- Aniekidans Will Be Too Many ?"
World; 1/01.;:-203,-Iduly, 1966, pp;., 213-.1.9;

- - , :

The -au-ztho disctiliseS the role, of the Catholic in.

He asserts that "Catholics generally have
,

"been:. so concerned, with ,the ends of marriage and the "morality

contraception that they fiave not studied the costs` of

The Catholic` ,answer to the
..e .

.pop.0.ation Pkoblerp is -seen; as not ,-a,..41.1 clear,' but Catholic., .

-.' tilecityg.4i:is,,,,pd 'laymen. tt.e.'Lirge-1 to give more thought to
. ...

..the,-broader .,aspeOtS. of population and' human fertility.-
.

PradtiCally: Here, "
4; June '1966 . 44-49 .

riptIon -*in;f able form of a 'young rppUblic- which

of .a.',natiOn''atit' qf. its vast

,.illustrated ."The City:in'our

, of couSej -it' was a fictional place

-loOk::moie...and more like. if,ashington ,D.C.

o



The final illustration shows,a.polluted city crowded

to the bursting point with people carr7ing placards with

slogans such as in'the Grand Calnyon!'; "We Need Space";
,

"Stop Bi'rth ContrOl,".etc.

Harrison Brown, "If World Ropulation Doubles by the Year
2000," U.S. News and World Report; Vol. 62, January 9,

'1967i, pp. 51-54.

This interview with a noted pdpulation expert makes

clear the fact that a declining birth rate does'in no way

mean that the U.S. can forget about problems of overcrowding.

''The outlook in countries where the birthrate is growing at

an,even faster rate is, of course, worse; but Dr. Brown is.

concerned mainly with the probable future of U.S. cities if
0

the population continues to increase. He concludes that

the "population explosion carries all the elements of catas-'

ttophe -- famine, plague and"major wars. Even here in*our

town,country we ate in for serious trouble."

,George McGovern, "We Ire 'Losing the Race Against Hunger,"
Look, :Vol. 31, March7, 1967e,ep.

(,

Mr. McGovern reports that theldorld is running out

of food and that, unless stringent measures to the 'contrary

ake taken immediately, hundreds of millions will starve
c

'within t4 next three decades. He enumerates the chief

'faCtorsjbehind this situation as follows: food production

is increasing;at a rate of A annually,, while population is



growing at a rate of 2 %; population, is growing fastpst in

areas where food prodimtion lags most;' food outpu is,haraest

.to increase-in areaswhere popUlati4n-&egsure i Most

intense. 4 b

The author sees the first step to victory as-being 4
. ,

- -
c

clear recognition of the vital role thatticulture fplaye

in our civilization. He recommends family-amily -plannirig measures

4, ,
- 4

also, but sees the ias effective only in conjunction with
,.

accelerated food p oduction. r

Frank W. Notestein, "The Population Crisis:1 Reasons' for
Hope," Foreign Affairs, Vol. ,46, OctoberPI967, .pp,,I67..80.

.

'Discusses the Crisis of populatioi.groWth.around two
,.

themes: potential danger.arvl hope that the:iituation'
_ .

,

will be resolved during this century., Deals:predominantly
. ,

with technologically backward nations-and coricludes,-des'pite:
, ,

'.,
much-evidence to,,the contrary, that "we do.haye reason to'

,

, .
,

believe that the problems can be.solvd by aworld fully alert 4-

e . . 4,

to:the dangers and willing to devote'sprious reSourcea and.

energy to attacking them:"

A Steward L. Udall, "Our Perilous Adulation .
Satur-

,day Review, Vol. 50, septembcr. 2,= 1967', pp. '10-13,'

.

Former Secretary of" the Interior Wall maintains that

we should worry less about the perils.of.overpopUlation as
c,

4. 11such and should learn the art of growing right." He claims.

that America's basic social problems may never be solved unless.

441



.

-:we
.

?

,we create a new environment which is more compatible with
,

the human spirit; Thp author concludeS: "I .would,1-iive ,no

fear for. my countrys'stomorrows if We Would -Ex.= toward

'49"
.creative parenthOod and creative education; if we already

*

had established the secure ,fouradations of an .equal oppor-
. I 4

7

tubity society; and mastered the sensitive arts of ,building

, .

a life-epcduragifig environment."

6 ' 0

, "Population: '' What. Explosion?" -kewSweek;Vpl. 69,
May 8, 1967, 'pp. 55-56.

.

,

: , , .

,
- .-..

The artidle reviews a recent speech by socioiogist . '

DOnald BOgile in which Dr. Bogue maintains' that "the rate*Ot

-;,
word. population growth will Slacken at such. -a: pace that it

, will bp zero or near zero about the year 2000." ENiiden*:
h.

'is given' to 'support this position.
;

,
L

.

!tPutting a,Brike on RUhaway Birth kates," Business
AppteMber 23, 19.67, pg. 76-18. 1

F'^c -

T hii researbh ,,article .is concerned` with overpopulation,..

.

ip.th developing, world, genpral1y, and particularly W
-

ith'

4

majorIndia and Latin AmerIca. The article claims that the ajor,

, . . P
a ,, ' . . ' '

,. 4
.

-hope for population control in these 'areas . is that the U.S.
t.

-1431 increasjingiy supply them iii,th, contraceptive prbducts .

i a r:casc4,, 1p cost, or,: even better; ,f'ree 0 chargp'. ,

-
,-,--,-,

,DOnaid J. ,B gue,, End of Population Explosion," U.S. Nevis

nd te; Vol . 044 ,MarCh .11 , 196.8', PP 59-11
. A e I

Dr. :Donald J.. Bogue, Past tiresidel-it of. the Population-
.

,Association .
of America and present Director of the Unive,rsity
J

. .

63



of Chicago's Community and Family Center, answers questions

dealing with the recent decline in the U.S birthrate. In
V

,-
, answer _to the questioni "Are you .saying that the world may,

.

be on the Way to solving the population crisis'?" Dr. Bogustr..4 .4
replied:

1a

It seems to me that our .prospects of doing so are much

better than we 'ever dared to hope for five year's age. '

In' .fact, I see no reason why the world'os'popqation
explosion can!kt be brought under control by the'irear

ZOOG.' . I am assuming, of course, that there is no 4ack-
ening off- -and,. hopefully, an accelerationof.thid
birth control camvaigns that have been started.

.Kingsley, Davis,
in population,".
pp:,-113=38.

. .

"coin Clary and the
Scientific Amer'can,

Benefiip,of,dp Increase '-
Vol. 218, April 1968;'

. {.

.In thiA!book review ofllolin.Clark's-wOrk *entitled

"Population, growth and Land U4e,"'Mr, Davis explores Mr.
...-c ,

. Clark'soriew of population economics. *BasiCall$,Da7As
. .

e I

disagrees with the optimistic view presentedbythe authc5r,'',

and this4review article'is

so. Mr'. Davis. staes:

an attempt 'to tell why'he does

The economic benefits of rapid population growth in
Clark's thedry are all on the,basiS'Of Other things .

being equal. The benefit's'-will be gained 'if population_

growth influences no variabledin the dy.Stehl other 4n..

the ;.ones it is.suppoded to in_fluence faVOeablThe -
ground-for. -expecting adV-erSe economic effe6ts,'-'hOWe'vdr,

is precisel y that as population growth ,Koceeds ,

tongs to damp vdriogs.otd4a1-..fagtorsi'
-



I

.David Lawrence, "Redistribution of People," *WS-and
World Report, Vol.. 64, January 22;.1968, p. 04-;

A redistribution of populatio preferably by volun-:

tar,y means, is seen as a key.to..empl yment opportunity.
.

,

The author recommends that the'Feder 1 Government,'ift co7

.' , % .

operation with the states, counties; and cities, set'up .i,,'-
,

'
.. . P

.

,nation wide se414ce which would'promPtlyinformindiViduals
.

, A ,

of job vacancies ip, other cities, ,towns,, or, villages.' across
'

the 'country. Mr. Lawrende maintains tl-irt such a systeM _

would naturally redistribute population and that "it could
,

.

.

.
, . ',

eliminate some of the prindiPialcauses.of_the racial mai-
.,

'adjustment :in ,Amerlda today'.:" k

,.. .
. , , . ,

, Ro4er,Revelle,.11Top'Many Borri?,.Too:ManY bie,e-liorizon,
Vol.,16,'SUmme4, 1968,, pp..1.32-131. --: ,,.

116(emg4rk*IVer:::RogetAtii.o, ileadpf1thederiter for
,e

-

Popula4on'Stuelies at ,Harvard University,',..discusses the

--likel,i400*that';if the bIrthrae were brought under control,

:-.the Topulatio4,gfolhh wouldjimit itSelf. ;As evidence, he
,

. % , i a
1

.,,cites tb.e'facthat f!the.chiet'faCtor behindthOligh birth
...

:.rates 'f ithedees developed couutries 1.0 the.dsire to have. . .

. -

,
...

...:SuDvivin sont.
. z,

g ''

:
Bemairitaing that

:

'sdtietiea must shift cultural.pat-
.. ,,.,..- ...

Iv

-:ternS.in -such' a way that they, would minimize the benefits
, ,

. . %

N ' 4 .

ofhavimg lar numbers of childre6 and reduce atAhe same

(
. .

."tame,f the:deperidency on surviving sons Several changes in

..

4



a

this direction are suggested: a), X

cation for eight or more. years,

. ,

children from the labor force.,

c).Make cOnsumer.goods availake a

ititute compulsory, edu-

,

,

r

the eby removing younger

60

b)

the opportunity - for parents torai

rather than spending whatever Mone

families. d) Egtablish a strong.

.e) Shift more of the .population=f
oa

John B. Sheerin, "The Birth Contr
World, VoT. 208', October, 1968.

Discusses the de

ban, on contraceptives a d makes t

not speak infallibly on the quest

close off discussion. ,The author

to

Provide jo*for women.

low cogts; providing'.

their . ;

livlhg standard

they have `on" larger
, .

cial seurity system.

om agriculture to industry.,%
..

1 Encyclical," Catholic
'.

ry

ate set motion by Pope-Paul's
,

e point that the. Pope'dia

on and did"not, therefore,

realizes that "the 'great

,towering. obstacle to huMan .devel ment in'the.underdeveloped

countries is overpopulation" and expresses a desire that

the crisis can besurmounted if all avenues of communication

between Pope, Bishops, clergy, and laity are kept open for

.discussion.

, "Since Last Week,,1,250,000 More'of Us f" Christian
Century, Vol. 85, November 13, 1968, tp. 1424-425.

Enumerates startling population data from the 1968

"United Nations Demographic Book" and explores the need f9r

the,religiousconscience to reckon With this data. The ,

issue of.birth
kqpntrol is seen as clouding with uncertainty

o



And potential frpstration any Catholic/Protestarit/Orthodox

ventures,in Ineern4ional development.

Charlton ,Ogburp,, "JCastrophe by the Numbers," :American Heritage,

:Vol.. 2r, DebeMber 1969, pp. 114-117.

A1though ,in terms of the standardof fixing and the

P

potential for individual" advancement, America is not ovpr-

!crowded by thy: world's standards today, it is the most

'-overpopulated nation iOn earth in terms of consumption and

,'

M1 .

.
pofttitiOn: -Mr. 'Ogburn warns that we must cut our population .

,
.

.-
,

growth. rate or, "witness the soIation of what remains of

the naturail.world.arpund us and the closing of avenues Of

escape from the mbunting,tensions _of an increasingly over--
,

Wrought, high pieSsre
-

Fred'Singer, Is There ad.OptimlimLevel of Population?"

.Science, Vol. 166, ctober 10/_1969, pp. 270-71.

atof
A 'the fact4rs,whih provide possibly

.

, \,

useful limit guidelines. to the level of
.

.population \

mitt of,,,tth *nter ction betoenithese factors. -It is .stressed
,

4,

th4 .:food kodua ion in. .the 1.%S.'does.not really provide a

,
M9,aillAgfujp. uppertlimit to

the-population, as if does in ,

. many less developed nations.
.

0 1
a .

t
, "Catholics andithe Population Explosion," Trans-il

, action, Vol.*'6; June, 1969,.PP- 241-16-

"--k-7.--- ,

This article candidly, investigates fhe supposedly
,

widespread-belief that. the Roman Catholic Church is'in large

',..

. .
.. \*

.

.
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part to blame for ihe population explosion. The author'

concludes that this allegation is not true because, although,

. "the Catholic birth rate is higher than Protestant within

any given society, the Catholic birth rate has declined sub-

stantially in every country where control over births is

possible:" Statistics for specific European, countries are

esented.

Morr K. Udall, "Standing Room Only on Spaceship Earth," 4

Reade s Digest, Vol. 95, December, 19697wpp. 131-35.

The author, a Congressman from Arizona, maintains,

that mankind's main problems today either stem from or are

intensified by Overpopulation and by' what he calls the
,

"sheer excess of people."., SpeCific,aspects of the problem
.. ,

4

.are presented; 'Udall favors measures to combat the problem
... . N.

such as the followings. -a) have the Congress andthe Presi-

t declare it -the igoal of the U.S.'to encourage yolunary
4,

ulation control and b) authokize the Pederal'Government

to c&-ordinate.reseaxch and programs having to do with
.

.
-

.population growth and its relationship to the natural environ-

ment.

"Unwanted People," New.Republic,'Vol. 161, August 2,

'196,9, p. 7.

A brief his,torical overview of. American .Presidential ,

interest and intervention in the subj'ect'of population con-

trol, COntributions of Presidents Eisenhower, Kennedy,
I

68
do.



4..N Johnson; and Nixon.are diicustea And:Avalupted, Tiie*authorA

concludes that 'what is rOW-1're,g4red.'-is Moie

appropriation by Congress for''bakc virpuLektiOn_ research:

,."World's No.:..1:Worry:-=TOO M
and` World Report; 'March

ft.

.People,":
.

196, pp. 48-52.

The article discusses various aspects of the world
'

situation at "a time sometime in the near future when there

. .

will be 6 billion people, In tdct that the

world is presently having considerable troubles with i'ta-

5.5 billion inhabitants.. The outlook is grim: famine, .

violence, ridt-A4 revolution, and wars pre foreseen.
.,

'Stewart Alsop,' "Dr. Calhoun'sHorrible Newsweek,:
Vol. 76, August 17, 1970,p. 96,

.

.

. .

6 4
1

The implications for humant-of.ecologist. Dr... Calhoun's

experiments on the effects of over crowding on mice are '..,
. ,

\ , -e

, 0,`,. ,

explored by Mr. Alsop. Dr._,. alhoun'has 'feportedly:',found

that the experience of overcrowding pf mice did 'something ',:--
.:,

,
.

to the programming of the, central nervous system of thote

mice which survived the oyercrowding'si-Euation:-
,

Algop iinki thesetxperiments with younger geerat Wha;:

he claims, experience this sense of crOwaithe feeling of
A P.

.'too many elbows.' He quotes psy.chologist-W4444esen

as saying that toaay't young have."an oda:sense of fu-curie--;
. 1

. s-
.,.,,

.
:: ,.. , - . .:....

lessnest --they never seem want. to talk,pbOlAt theit-OWn-'
' ---''.'

--;..:
., .

....

. -;'.;''-
...

futures at



-life. The tls.-12fircirti.414ply,wins first rilace- in the grim '

. - r.,?

competition. Although M Davis hopes th t the U.S. can

help its own poorer citienS-attai?n a decent standard of

living, he Concludes that "our most urgent task to assure
.

.this.nation's Survival Bring the next decade is to stop

.
.

,

. ,

the affluent."--destroyerdir

William Dean, "An International Morality Lottery," Christian

Century, Vol. 87,,Apri1,15, 11970, pp. 449-50.

1

,

The author of this article contends that current pro-

.:

...
cedures of birth control(are defective and attempts to make

4 '
v 7

I

- the following four points in-cOnnection with this contenti6n:
. - ...- . , .,

,1). the exaggeration indulged in by commentators olithe popu-
,:.,...,... , , ,

-
,

':-:- ,lation problem; 2) the fallacy in their arguments' concerning
;:-...

,,

... :

, - .,
,

,

populatio policy; 3) a contrary argument regarding population
,

.- -policy and 4) a,practical.plan for,population contro1.

proposal is a Mortality Lottery, in which everyHisv.- His

Earth Ihhabltapt bdimeen.30 and 40 would be in a lottery

poO.; each yer 5% of those in the pool would be drawn and,

consequently, over a 10-year period, every individual in this

category would have a fifty-fifty chance of immediate



.. ... . .... , - ... . ' : .. ;:,.:
: p.- - ..-',.. --...:,..,-... 1,1::: .. '.,... *-. ,:"" '

- -

:0 ''' ...' -,' .-i'Zi. ..:- ...- ''. _:. ""::.1.::, -: ';'. , -:-,72- . :.' .. .. '
-. . - .,...,.,' :-.. .,' -

extermination. Individuals.:011Cernea'obilld,". -. , .

their way out or hr e a substitute. Whethei,; -
art 4'S

-a

_

making this propps,a1:in jeit.órp.Ot he
-

maintains, as a, theologian, .tha,t-the_bighett.digt4t4rie's ilti_:
- .

. .
: -' ----- "1- : ,'-=::, -.- --i -; -:-- ,-,- --,..-::. ,1%,:: 7, - . ---_--_. - . ._- -... ;-- ., 2:-..O.,-:',:---_ 1

the church and government shod be involved .:?./1 irt.44n.g,,th,e,_,

lottery

- - v

work /- -'. , ''-
=

Paul R. Ehrlichr.'Arejrhere To614.iny-
July 1970, pp; 46ff:.-

. ". . !,,-;- r

"Most American-IA/omen do. not realize_that%hy having.

more than two childrep_they.are'Unknovingly contributing

to the early death of thoSechildren.;"--In'thip.'tobeYMr.
,

Ehrlich explores his theoryHthat4Mekicans,ate equally.
. . ,. ... -

, - ,- .-

. _
responsible for poPula.tion:,a;c'PlOsiiiii'41orig:with.lthose,in

2;-

leci.. ..nations which are actualire,poPUat lb ivieWs Ole ."..

_.,

deterioration of the environment, and concludes,that, in
.. .

the U.S. alone, half as manv-pOple would more than double
. .. 1

the gua1ity of the:envi .ronment:
, .

:
, . .

Paul R. Ehrlich and-John. p. Holde,en,:aidden Effe tspf '

Overpopulation," SaturciiyReviewi.Vol.' 53 August 1', 1970,
n Y., .i .

p. 52 . . . \
. .

.'n .

: , . 1, .

`.

; : I

In exploration of several of the MOre,g-Ubtlp aspects'
4 .

-

. ..,. .,,
. , ,.,

of the relationship between popul.ati9n. grOith7and:environ-
-,- .

o'
',

. :

mental degredation. which, the authorS'Claim,'.bperate-to make ,-.

-'
. .

;
,:'

man's predicament even' more perilouS;than superficial analysis
-.

. .:. I

,
.

would indicate, the authors repOrt the lolloWing:. 'the_problem

71.
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t.-.1 ft. 1 '

; Z '
9: * f

)
. : ,*

. :- - t-- ,

ts Lps:, many aspects! some of.27.4hich. are. Atord."".ObViOus.
. 4.

than others, serot the.ress obyioof these aapeats.'

66

:-'"-[ ' -:-:;741..q.17.:( . a'S -9 .-.1 to--. . . .
discussed- byt4e authors ar.these-....,four: !: -,-,.---..,. ..

'- -**1 .--' '__ ---c,-, I '' , , - -p.:-- .-/ :.
,......: ,....,.. -.,..., _-,
c-1,,,,...t--_---_---.::. ,. .

.
, , _--'4 : . - - o

Z.-- ,i. 3. :. .;;; ;:. -1.o ,- s- ynArgism's --Inter a c 19 n aftzit . 7 pr _more parts which
-_, -,_'.-:----:.- -, -:.....; :', , . produces ,a sum greater .t.h,an;-its? parts.

... ,. , _

-_r , .- 2.--2-thiAshold..e4fects -,the effects which edgue iThep the
-'''

/,

-' .,..:.-. , . :".'4 tolerance level t-' is :exceeded; the result
.:. . .- .: ,..

. ... ,-.. ;# - is potential c-limaOlogi:Cal....digiter.
4. -,ii,_. . ,._ -.. -

4

3. - eriggdk environmental.planCe is upset '
.

rela-tiVely man-Fade. irriput.
I

4. tima_ fectsrefers -to situations *in which ---
: '" %.* causes;. may precede their effects by years. .

4o, or even decades.
s,x

.

- Lawrence h. Ma-yier, "U.S. Population Grocgth: Would Slower
Be Better?" Fortune, Vol.. .,81, June,- 1970, pp: 80-83.

-

. : The paradox- that the movement to curb population

growth -in the U.-S.. -.has come into prominence at a time when
-

the birth rate at its all-time low, is explored in depth.

'ways-of reducing the adverse effectt. of, population growth

are mentionedi selieral include the:fon:owing: reduce the

, .

standards of consumptionr make organizations apd individuals.

-. pay the full, cost's, of their environmentally destructive
,Tolltition-cauSing activitiesi'perleCt utilization and -

,
^ ,

recycling of :materials to cut down on overuse of -na-ftiral
t

,reso-uroes.:

Roger L.-Shinn, "Population and the Dignity of Man, Christian
'Century, vel': 87,,, April 15, 1970) pp. 442-81. =

Although human -life is seen as a glorious gift to the

theologian author:of this article, he has, little doubt but

72
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..; -
.k,11',"1.01

;

. ,

'-'14

-` .'
. T..

.:...that there, can-be, too many .liyes for ttiej:40od of
' 7', `-- '

fie expidres the perplexity' Of,Mode'r4.,:',mri

the MOdein church overpopulation prOblenis.and. Sees _ht)Pe

for the future only,An populatiol pplicieS 707.11141-f emerge-., .. -

from ;a ';we-4-in-form,ed- parti.OipatOry cfeino6ra'tiO '_Sy.'S tem
.

_

,."he.Drive attip.i-p'cOiiiatiori,,,:'0.row,thl, . News
and World 'Report,: Vol. 48-; -'

.., . .
This article a good overall View lOf .:the,,camp.Sign.

:

,

.. .

reduce the U-.S.`;PoP1/14tij-Orl 'growth; ;ate tO zero.- "UliIe,gs"-.,

something, is', done, Warn, officials,' sheer inumbers of people,,..

'caw :tiyei-Wheim; .1!:

.. . .The ,conClude'f;

studied population trends stress

government dOes,

.., hO dAterM,ermine ht;,...
-
.-a. nation!i p

. ,- -

who- navy 'cla'se

145%. matter' T1,5* the

4EctinOmic,.GrOxyth

r -';'
Questl.orlIng the 1.4374;t4.:
-... ; ,

prOpbsftii&11, that ,i6o.noillic ne,c4eigard;rSt. 0##4'01:1241aTI
, .

progreis; StieptioS-:.1.10a.Sp:c4soll:ed.'dir'
, , -: - ,-:;,;!;,,

and Water, clotted; highwayil nerve. jatigling reeking

.dumpS' and ugly. ,cOuritriside,ra's evideriOe tcr, 'the Ccin-4

cases and slime

places ; slowe deVelopment' `can: 6.:Sititre The

,.



7Y
t .

4

.
,

-:-Actbfor,the nation's eConoMic- managers now is to resolve

.,the conf lict- "'between _the dividends and: the damages -of
.-.

1.6.7thr.

..,,-:::,',=.!!Fopulation EXplogion,"flemvIlepublic, Vol. 162,

Jatluap 41, 1970c.tig;':28-730::.' ;

The-most' serious manifestation of the population
. _ .,

.
, . .

.texPiOsion in the S. is seen as pollution. The poor,

.-
,

particularly the biaCks, although they often express the

`feat that, birth control means genocide to their group,

-

;would be supporters of a birth-control system which would

*-be: implemented on a completely non-discriminatory basis

rather,thn on,some it'of economic sanction basis. Ifsort

',the birth:Ate,coUld:be'limitedso that it just balanced

the
- .

death,ratee there, would result a system which families

ft

. ,

would, supposedly,- raise two children in peace and material

-cofort.
.,. , .. :: .., f ,

,:. - - - %
%

.
$ . k i. ,,- '

l` :, '!surprises ah.the Census, U.S. NeN4s and World
. ,

ft

'Report, Vol. '69, August 51, 1970, p. 17.

Some major Surprises of the censs have been isolated

.
by demographers and ;are presented as preliminary census

findingp. For example, the,rate of population growth has

-declined steadily.,since 1960; the migration to cities and

-sulaurbs frOm farm and rural areas during the decade was,

greater. than anticipated; more than half the nation's counties
.

. ,

lost,population in the 60s; the median family income' in the
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decade.rose 75.percent. Also presented ins a listing of

?states by number, oAipopulation rink.

"Twice as Many People in the Next 36 Years," U.S.

News and World Report, Vol. 69,: November 9, 19'70, pp. 29-30.

A Report of what the experts pee when they look- into

the future andask if there will be too many people in the

world. The dangers foreseen include famine, more poverty,
\ .

and increased violence. AlthOugh the wor'd's birth rate is

down, so is the death rate, sodno actual slowing'iA population

is expected outside of'the "advanced" nations, where popu-

lation control is being.practiced on a bid-scale.

S

- % , ",The 70 Census: How Many Americans and Where They

Are," U.S. News and World Report!; Vol...69, September 14,'1970,

pp. 22'4'25.

The article clearly explains the new picture of

America which emerged from the figures of the 1970 census.

y.

0f particular interest are the following findings: the total

number of Americans is:- between 204 and 205 million; people

arg continuing to move West; people are tending to prfer

!Puburban to urban life; people continue to leave farms,and

seek jobs in industries;-industries are, increasingly,

locating in the countryside ac ay from major:.urban areas.'

, "World Population,' Natural 'History4.Vol. 79,

January 197.0,,pp. ,66-62.

This 3-page chir,t representinOworld population figures

is the median of three estimates made by he United Nations..

75
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Figures ere given for 1970; 1975, 1980, and 1985 by continent,

and.in4ude: statistics on.birth rate, death rate and life,

expectancy per 1,000 persont.; The figures are baseeon 1965
,

data, the most recent year with complete data.

Harrison Brown, "After the Population Explosion," Saturday
Review, Vol. 54, June 26,.1971, pp. 11-13ff.

This article poses the question, "In what kind of

world are you willing to live?" The author explores several

.
Scenarios of the near'future when a plane flight from Los

° Angeles to New York may well real a landscape that looks

like Los Angeles all the way. .Specific problems related to

overcrowding- -such asthe cpoling of .the earth which will

be necessary to combat the heat generated-by nuclear power

plants; p011ution;' urban. problems, etc., are discussed in

some detail.

Wayne H.-Davis, "We Must Stop Population Growth," Field and
Stream, Vol. 76',,JunP, 1971, pp': 20-22.

,Dr. Davis discusses the population problem from an
4

environmentalist's. and a sportsman's point of view. .He'.

reports that-we are destroying o4er a million acres a year

and that "unless`we meet and solve this problein soon, all

other efforts in behalf of wise wildlife management are

futile; we will have neither fields to hunt nor streams to

fish when, our youngsters grow up."

YTh
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R. Ehrlich and 'John P:poidren, "Impact of ,PopUlAtiOn_

wth, " S4ence, 111,- March 26, 19/1 pp. .122-127.r

-Mainta,i-n,in4 that _"complacency -cOncerning- this_ 'comporiert
)

,P-
o47inan ' s _predicament aridicounte.rPi.bdU'&;tiVe.;"-

the authors examine various- facets of pcipulatien,grph--
. v

; ' such as per capita, input in telatibn ,to, population size,, the
,

,

. .

mewing of the ,environment to the individ144'inCrOwded and*
-

_.. . .

;Ion-crowded situations, population distributiOnand'7globa.1..

i

resources. The_ authors present: a,,4eries of :SolutiOns: b6th-

ky, 7, ,

tnebretical and practical tohe .problertis created :by too

many, people. .
, A

9

Garrett Hardin, 'Nobody Ever Dies cif, pierpoRgation,
Scienedi Vol. 17,1, February 14 197i,- 527;

The choice of title for this article wis dictated-.:by
: - *-

4

' i
, .

6.

,peoplesarcasm: Mr. Hardin" maintains that in -. fact Many ,peoPle are °,..

already dying of overpopulation, although` society gene4ally..
.

identifies the cause of .death as something else. He _poSes,

,*the question, "how can. we control population without recourse

1

.to.:repugnant measures?" and responds that the first step
9

'toward workable answers would be yOopen our minds to an

already existing inventory of possibilities. He reviews

. these possibilities.

MCia.y, "Banned Parenthood," Catholic World, Vol. 214,
December 1971, pp. 136-38.

Mr:,,McKay's article is in the form of a book review

of a work by Anna and Arnold Silverman; the book under review
, .

is entitled, "The Case Against Having Children." This book

77
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;
, tz_apparently presents the thepis that parenthood is not the.

onl:Y,OptiOn and that ,pgppVe. should have either: no children

at all', or least childreAc if they tiiii?Nto
.ibit their social con-sciousness. Mi. McKacriicizes

--;:',,*.;- !:-_,,,, ....,.';''''' :. -. -;- ,I, ,.,.. .-2..?.__-..,..I-- -,..- . .' .:..---: -- -:-: -
-:-; .- . -:-- z ..-.-.. .. --- -...-; . -.' - - ,.. : -: .......':,- -`;.- -f.',-'.'""f ': . . 4,, '.3.1,..1this O- iiei diftiCult to understand' but he

..... E;-5,;;''''-:- --- -__;-'----1 :,:;.':.,-;.2 -_,-.: ..-.- . ::,... . . .

-.-agree -1.4t1i_,,,tlie ,Siivermana that, .. . . isithis is surely..
,c-,':-.:-.:.-t-;-!::

keeping ,.

Toialf-r--Of -.:the -Soatirig:i poptklation,- dowrir.-1_1
i-e--:-. .;..-...,,..-:::,.: -- .- _. --_ --,-... '.--- -:,---: .'-' .' ".,-,: 7- *. ' '-' --,
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-- -

, v.
.

- .

here are many organizations engaged today in popula-
. - -!

. - . , , .
:

-tioxi research; following is a referenap:,list of some of, ...-

,

..
.. : J ,--

-these. arganizations. All of the organization' included in J-
.

4
. , .,

,

'the list have an :interest in edudatinq,the'public to certain

-. . , . .
,-,

aspects,,of the population problem and many have special

...,,edl.icational service, departments. ; .

4;.

0 f

Oranizti?ns Engaed in.PoPulation Rdseirch
, .

1.0American eedom'fkom Hunger Foun4ation
171
ia

H. StreetNN.W.
ashingt0,.D.C. 20006

0 ,47

0 t W f 's A , 4

, ,, ,,
Ak

A , 1-
A

it 5

2. Ford ,Foundation
320 E. 43rd Street

,

New York, 'New -York 10017
5

3.. Foreign Policy Assbciation
School Services Division*

'435 E. 46th Street
New York, New York .10017

.

-4. Hugh Moore Fund
60'E. 42nd Street
New .York,. New York 10017'

-5. Population Association of America
,,.

40' cio Anders S. Lunde
P. 0.J:3(3)i:14182
Benjamin, Franklin Station .

Washington, D.C. 20044
,

-:

6.. Population- Council t,

245 Park Avenue
, 5

,

New-York, New York 10017 .
.

. ::.
, f . . k»
k .

t
.

. 4

.0 : :
o

..
e.
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,

7.Population Crisis Committee'
.-'1730 K. Street N.W.

Washington, D. C.. 20006

8 ;; Population Reference Bureau
1155 Massachusetts Avenue,
Washington, D.C. 20036

9.. Rockefeller Foundation
"111 W. 50th Street
New York, New- York 10020

'10. United Nations
Economic and Social Infor ion Unit
Room 250
United:Nations Building
,New York, New -York

:1{

11. Victor Bostrom Fund
c/o General WilliaM H. Draper, Jr.

$, 1713 K. Street,' N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

a

I
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CHAPTER
,.

,

'BUGGEgTED. THEMES k'OR A STUDY OF POPULATION

'F0A-SECONDARy SOCIAL, STUDIES
'

-. . ,;
.

°,

The theme and activity Outline which follows is
.;1' I , , -,,

described in terms of major ideas, statements, and concepts;

each Specific theme :1ncl'udes a short discussion or presen-

tation of seleted s4nificant factors in the study of popu- 1

lation on a pa ticular,topic or ^in a particular given area. r

All the theme (12. in number) ,are `seen to be significant;

a

y
but; as there are definite limitations of existing curricula

and availablematerlials,suitable for social studies class-

rooms, the there s., been arranged in two major,divisions.

0 r '

The d4vision are as follows: 1) Background0 causes' nd
',

%

implicatiah f the PopulatiOn explosion; and 2),Possibl.e
%

Solttions: a ompilation of possibly' workabltand probably

)

non-workable,solutions to the populatiOn-problem, as advanced

' by Various religious, national;, scientific and other groups.

These themes could be combined in, a 'course; or _they

might be used individually as parts of another course in

world geography, world history, family life, Sociology, or

government. For example, the theme "Our Present' Situation

of Overpopulation Didn't Just Happen; It Can Be Tiaced

75
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Historically," might be. dealt with in a wofld IiistOry course;

andthetheme "Populationand.Pollution" might be worked into..

a world geography unit on 'environmental problemP.
s=7 . ,

. This theme listing begins with a backgrodnd overview
.

of the population explosion as we have come to underStand It'?

.111 the alth:century. These first seven units are intended

h- p students develop an understanding of the ba- sic

problems which the world's rapidly growing population is

causinci. They, are designed to 'develOp the students!,insight

,

sinto a.problem which has. become one of the major concerns

-,- Vt..
,

, .

of human ecology, and one which is paralleled in revolutionary
.

,;
Potential only, by the-extremely rapid growth and advancement

,
in the,fields of sciere and technology. BaSic problems of

.

the ear is potential to support everincreasing-numbers of
A

,

people are considered.

The second section, which contains five units;includes
, '

r,

, 4. .

theoretical units,in which various, solutions to. the population

explosion are suggested. The prospects for future population

-control, population stabilization, or population decrease

remain uncertain in'the extreme; it is as difficIllt to fore-.

see future population levels as it is to predict whether'or

not there.will be a World War III, or whether or'not the

industrialized nations will decrease their commodity and

resource consumption_ relative to-the underdeveloped nations- -

thereby achieving a more equitable distribution of available

82
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goods between the more fortunate and the less fortunate.'

_13W! 4Peotrum-of-OyMnidn-on what has to be done_alasaut_ihe

population increase, what,cannot be, done'about it,-and what

must not be' done about it i8 ind 'pad. The, Prophets-of-

Doom school claims that we are. g for ,catastrophe on

. every front (overcrowding, over consumption of food and

other resources, pollution, .) if we do not set about-

immediately to curb ulation. 'Critics-of poflulation

.

control are equally vociferous;"although not by any means

unifiedin their thoughts; some, whether out of pollitical

or religious Conviction, propose a system in which population

grOwth will occur at its own natural rate, with no artificial

controls beiing appIied;-athers- see-power kri, large-numbers

and do not object to population curbs, as long as they' are

Applied to groups other than their own.

These opinions are used as analytical tools. ih working

- with the following themes.

t
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SECTION I THEME #1: Development of an Essential Population
Vocabulary

----
Commentary: Although there are many variations in term usage

among demographers and population experts in general and

.akthough there is a -rather high incidence on the part of

-0
.

.authors in these-two fields to coin new terms to refer to a

specific 'si=tuation, it is thought that the students might .

well begin their study of population by mastering the follow-
.

in/ terms and their definitions.

Terms. Definitions

.Poptlaion 1 The egr.e9 in which a place is
populated on inhabited; hence, the
total number of its inhabitants

Population-Explosion A recent term, coined by biologist
Paul Ehrlich, to exprairitheltrap.id----:
population growth which has kesulted
in too many aeople in the.werld

. Population Bomb

, 4. EcolOy

5. Overpopulation

Optimum Population

The combination of factors which has
set off the population explosion,
ipeluding.zhigh birth rates, lower
death rates, 'improved
etg.

The science of :environmental pro-
tection

. .

ToQ.dany' people occupying a giyen'
spae t,a given tim. this condi- --,

''le-4k

e
tio causes environmentalcphysical,
and pisychological problets

That 'number of inhabitanti'which is
understood as the best,number, i.e.
that .number which would' allow, sp.Ve
and oppbrtunity fqr%indiVidual OveloOL
ment and which would diminish creti4i1R =:(
ration -of the earth's,reseurcea"Y
:through over Use and depletion s''v

.

0
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7. Zeio Population A stabilization of population growth
Growth rate at zero -- -where the birth -rate .

and death rate would be brought into
lipe with'each other.

8, Family Planning The desire;and ab4ity of a family
to detepVtne the nainber Of children
it Asherp bring into the world

9. Birth Rate Number of births which occur per
given number of people--generally
expressed as births per thousand
people

10.. Death Rpe.

V

Number of deaths which occur per
given number of people--genetally
expressed as births per thousand
people

11. Population GroWth That rate at which the absolute
Rate number of people grows over a given

period of time, taking into account
birth rate, death.rate, infant
mortality, etc."

<=.1,1

12. Population Stabili- Bringing into line of the birth
zation rate/death rate ratio in such a

manneri that the population growth
rate diminishes and stabilizes at
some desired level-

13. Demography The study of populatiop

Suggested Activities

1. Pass otit a sheet Of paper td each student with the terms
.

and-definitions given aboye listed in opposing. columns;

give them 10 minutes to study the list, and then ask them.
/

to try to match correctly as many ap they .,sari,, during a ..
15 minute time, eriod.

. Prese he orAct.answerP and explain each
, .

. ,

.; ,--...0
:'

. ASX forlquestions'on any of the.terms ot the definitions.
,.

. Assign a matching quiz (to be graded) and given in class

the following 'day.

,

85
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.SECTION I THEME #2: Major Generalizations Related to Popula-
' ti- on

, .

.

Commentary:

II
dents. are going to begin, to form-opinions aboue'further popu-

'lotion growth in the U.S. and in .the world initeneral; they

will certainly makb personal decidions about their Own family

.

During, the period of stady, of population, stu-

size in the not too distant future and-some pf them, perhaps,

will?. be involved in policy making situations, oh a more far

reaching-level. As these decisions are ones with consequencei

to society as well as to the individual, it is important that

they be made with adeqUate and relevant information. Follow-

ing,are some basicgeneralizat,i.ons related to: the implica-

tions of increasing populations, which should help students
-

form a clearer and ,moxe concise ,understanding 'of the situa-

.tion..

Generalizations*

1. odern medical techniques, inoculations,' and insecticided

have contributed.greatly to reducing death rates; rising

birth rates have combined with this factor %produce rapid

population growth.

2. Population, growth in deVeloping'areas results.in food

shortages, unemplOyment, not-Ural resource depletion,
.

inability to industrialize quickly enough' and in numerous
44

general social'ills.

. .

'.4
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3. Pppulation growth in developed nations increases environ-

mental and psychological problems and lessens individual

opportunity.
r

4. Migration is no longer the solution to overpopulation,

as the earth's 'Surface is'now nearly devoid of areas such

as the 'New Wbrld' which could' accommodate earlier popu
.

lation excesses.

5. Family Planning can help families have the 'number of

children they want when they want them; family planning

activities are carried out in some areas,-such as, China
'V A

and India, by the national,wovernMent, and in other areas,

. .

U.S.such as the and most European oduntries,.by private

organizations.:
\

6. Population trend6 change slowly because they are based

largely upon long-standing traditions, one bf Which has

often been that a large family is a desirable and a, neces-

e". o
sary thing.

7. Populati9n growth can be reduced either by lowering the

birth rate, or by increasing the.death,kate through natural.

phenomena such as famine and disaster, or throUgh.man made

phenomena. such as wars dr'eutheriasia.

8. Population growth within -arty given society is-determined by

factors such as gamily structure, role of .the sexes,, age

of marriage and child-bearing, traditional family size,

norms, longevity,'technology; etc,
h,

;
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'9; Population Increases hake ,social, political, and economic
,

implications, as well as personal and individual ones,
-

,

,On.both_thenational and world =wide levels.
.

10. Urbanization is a phenomenon which has adcompanied
t.

i

population growth around the world and which impedes

social progress and increases environmental problems

generally.

Suggested Activities

1. Class discussion of each generalization that is'recommende4.

2. Studentsmight IA asked to formulate several further

.4generalizations, which have occurred to them during the

discussion ands Aich could relate to anyotspect of popu:

lation.

3. Discussion'of the relationship between the quantity of
4 4,4

life and the quality, of life can be a significant dis-

cussion topic. Students should define what a high quality

life. would entail in different types of societies--i.e.,

industrialized, agricultural, primitive, etc.--and,estab

lish stan(dards, by which to judge whether an even larger

population would conttibute to or deter from a high quality

life:

88,
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SECTION I THEME 03: 'The Problem of Overpopulation
,World Problem

83

Commentary: Overpopulation.in any one country will eventually

affect the world--first by affecting its neighboring country

'which will in turn affect its neighboring countries and so

on. For example, the Latin American population 'growth rate

has definite and dramatic implications' for the U.S. When

.population reaches a level at which Latin American countries

can no longer feed their citizens, what will the U.S. do?
4

Will we rest idly by and watch masses of people starve imme-

diately to the south of us?

In response to a speech by President Kennedy to the

UnitediNations concerting a birth cofitrol clause addition to

foreign aid programs, the Indian Ambassador to the U. N.,

Mr. Shankatnarayan, replied:

'The average American family dog is fed more animal pro-
tein per week than the ave4,0,Indian gets in a month.
. How do you justify tOking-fish from'protein-
starved,Per,uvians arid feeding them to your animals? I

contend that thebirth of an American baby-is a greater
disaster for the world than that of 25 Indian babies.1

Sug ested Activities:

1, 'Begih the study of worldwide implications of overpopulation

by reading selection from A Geography of population:

World' Patterns,' by-Glen T. Trewartha. His chapters on
2

.

prehistoric, ancient, and modern.populations present an

1Ehrlich, Paul R., usEco-catastrophe,P in 'Anderson,
_,Paul K., Omega: Murdex of the Ecosystem and Suicide of Man.

AtigkElubuque, Iova: Brown & Co., 1971, p. 403.

89 .
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excellent case for viewing population throughout histoky

on 'a worldwidd basis. 144. Trewartha's-work,-which a

stresses world pattei-nT of population,.givesan excellent

'overview of population themes in'a world pattern. .

How many people are there now on the earth? How many'

have there been 'at various past,dates? How are:they

distributed? How do pb2ulation'trends in one area affect

those'in another?

2. Ask students to formulate four or five generalizatiOns

on interrelationships between regions' or countries ill

connection with, population matters.. The teacher might

suggest main topics for these generalizationssuch as

economic aid, foreign aid in general, political maneuver-

ingfor 'lebensraum,' mass migration, etc. (such as these

phenomena are described in Organski, Population and

World Power).

They might be asked to comment on the statement, "No
. .

man is an island, no man stands alone." Is overpopulation

in India, for example, of concern to'hem 'today as stu-

dents in the United States?
4

3. Collage activity: oUsing 94e overhead projeCtor to show

a transparency4oft,a world map, or a ditto handout to show

a wor14 map, review with students the population concen-

trations in certain areas, such as Asia, Indid, Latin

America, etc. Stress the variation between heavily popu-
.

P

lated areas and some lightly populated ones, uch)as

-t,
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_ A4tralia and the U.S._ Ask students to construct a

collage which deScribes this -world wide picture and

'answers the question, "How do these-population concen-

trations relate to one another?".

The collages can'be assembled-and pasted on.large

pheetsof construction paper using pictures fromp

zinei or newspapers. Other Materials and lightweight

objects can be:.added if they are significant in describ-

ing
. .

population conditions" ,in one area.
,

The teacher
.,'..

might show students how parts of acollage can be related a.

by, using .similar lines and colors. The teacher might

stress that "i-collage is an abstraction which-, in this ,

assignment, shOuld represent a student's concept of a

given world situation.

Specific Readings:

List.and description of relevant readings follows.

9'1
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Blake, Judith, Donovan, Jerry. Western European Censuses,
---1960-1.-.An English _Language Guide. -BerkOley, California:
University-of California, Population Monogi.aph Series #8,

1971.- 420pp. *
. 1

..4

This volume has as its overall value the fact that, it

has collected for geheral use the'documeffts and materials-v on

international census which may be used as a research source

for persons interested in the.struature, characteristibs; "and

dynamics of the world's population: This illterial is other-

wise scattered and, therefore,'in reality, inaccessible to

mango researchers who would otherwise wish,to'makk use of It.
.

Also, the authors have translAed the' mate;ial into EhgliSh,,
fi

to simplify the task of comparative analysis.' The census`

0 d

period, studied 1960, arid the area under study is Western

Europe,with its.22 languages.

The wprkis an excellent compendium in English Ot:the

^

contents of the Western European censuses for the 1960 period; 4.

1

it might be used on the secondary level either as'a' research

tool or simply as .a type of study, to be observed--i.e

dents could learn that demographers deal heavily in densul

material, though the students, might not be asked specifically'
oft

.

to; become inolv.ed in such a'problem:themseiires.

ChamberlainNeil W. Beyond Malthus: Population and Power.'
New'York:.' Basic Books; Inc., Publishers, 1970, .

203pp. .

.
.

4 .
,

The emphasis of Mr. Chamberlain' ook is population ,

.

in relation to other phenomena, such as 'distribUtion of

privilege and authority, 'tedhnologY,"forms of government,'

h..
9 2 , -,

... .
. ,.
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.'distripution of wealth and income,', and 4intermtiOnal
.

. .,

, ........_ ,

., . , -.
relations.' He is particulai-ly interested in the ways in

whiCh the growth or decrease in size of a population, or

a shift' in its density or composition might affect social

relationships: Somewhat related to discussions of the Lebens-

,raum thesis ih international power politics, this study

attempts to broaden this thesis to include local and national,

as well as international implications of power politics. He

asstmes that, although most societies contain major elements

of conservatism since people do not want to' lose whatever

large or small perquisite of value which they would not like
0 '

to have taken /kern them, the increasing pressures of a

growingpopulation create_ an ever_ more urgeneneed fdrichanges

in the.sbcial organization.

The author concludes that'as the size of the. total

ipopulation grows; e txend would develop toward the centrali-
,4

-
.

°.,
.

zation ol governmental 'powers.
.

This would be true because
,

,,,

'tr .proMpt action would ,be "often demanded, and, as the situatiign

would be too complex for the individual to handle, the advice

of experts and.thd initiative of a central authority would-

be rdquired. ,The increase of people and their concentration

in urban areas would generatd'alurtiier chain of effects
. . .

such as those described following:
t

technological developments would be oriented toward what
society stamped as most urgent or most wanted . . . the
market for and profitability of certain economic goods'
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and services would increase, relative to others, channel- .

,ing the flow of inventive activity in their direction
. . s the would be an absolute increase in.the number
of creative people and in those contributing to the
knowledge base, with fu;ther effects on invention and

innovation . . . the explosive potential on the part-of
those persons dispfoportionately disadvantaged on the
social level would increase. .

Perhaps students could be given free. reign.to imagine

further, deeper, and.broader implications of increasing'

population pressures .both in developing and modern nations.

They could use Mr. Chamberlain's projections as a guideline.

Organski, Katherine, and Organski, A. F. K. Population and

`World Power. New -York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1961.

A result of collaboration between a demographer .and

an expert in international relations, this book,pesents

-interesting and quite original information on topics such
,

as the following: Population and Power; National Population

Policies; Population and the Problem of War and Interhatiohal

Migration. There are some charts and tables presented --some

of 'them in the chapter on International Migration--which,are

particularly relevant; ,the study, however, is predominantly

of an interpretive nature aid comes to some rather surprising

conclusions. For example, when speaking,of population pres-;

sure and aggres sion, the authots donclude

he aggressors of the recent past shad no legitimate need
for the space,.they claimed and that they turned to
military aggression for reaSons far removed from over
population. The mostoverpopulated lands, on the other

handp,halie thrdatened rip'one. If population pressure

94
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caused aggression, we should expect to find the worst
aggressors gof the recent past and present suffering
from overpopulation, which is not the case. Again, we
should expect to find the overpopulated nations of,-
today providing threats to the peace tomorrow:1,

.

This' book is thoughttul=im the extreme,. if not cOn-
.

.

sistently well documented. There are many poi-fits considered

which could provide the nucleus of a class discussion on the,

connections between politics, power, and population.

.

Trewartha, Glenn T. A Geography of Population: World Pat-'

terns. New York: John Wiley & Sons, Ync., 1969. 175pp:

I

,

This study, topical in approach, stresses world pat-

terns of.popUiations and gives an excellent overview c.1

0 I

-*population distribution within the general theme of a world
.. ,

_ patte-riy.- It is written in a very clear and straightforward
s / 0

.manner. The=opening sentence of Part I sets the tone of

the volume: "The number of people is probably the most basic

inforMation about the earth and its regiohs.

The work contains many.technical supporting graphs,

tables, charts,, 'arid_ maps; these -do' not., howVer, presume any .

more than a basic ability to ampreh'end arithmetic and to

make sense of simple graphs. The' first two E)art are

,a 'chronological framework:. they _study population numbers.in

prehistoric and ancient times, and also in the mOderff period.
,

1Katherine Organski and A. P. R. Organski, Population,`
and World Power ,(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1961), pp. 238-39.,
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Taken in conjunction with Edward P. Hutchinson'g book, The

Population Debate," (which covers. population in a historical

survey from ancient to medieval to mOderhtimes),thie could

provide a good background in one aspect of population too,

often ignored by present demographers. Speaking of population

charge since 1850, Mr. Trewattha states his case ckearly:.

In the century folldwing 1850 the earth's population is
estimatedto have doubled; . . . itwas a momentous fact
that for over 150 years; until.,about World War.I or
perhaps a-little latei., Lt was the technologically ad-
vanced peoples of the earth, with European backgrounds;
who had grown most rapidly in numbers. The population
of the less developed parts of the earth lagged behind..

But it is equally. momentous that over the last few
decades there has been a revergal in the positions of
the mare developed as compared with the.leSs-developed
regions in popula ion growth rates,- and over the period

1950-68 growth i the latter has been, half again as
rapid as in-the orme.1

This clear statement of the situation is representative of
.

the'style followed'throughout the work.

Per4ps'most interesting to the secondary student

would be.the concludin§ chapter on cultural population

.

),
,

aracteristics; which Makes a general survey of the world's
. t

peoplep in, regard'to marital status4.,education and literacy,
.,., ,

14. '
.

language and religion, mobility and riiigration, place of

,.,

,residehce .(whether rural or urban), economic well-being, nd-being, a

'ecanomic composition. -Speakingiof education and literacy,.

,

1Glenn.T. Trewartha, A.Geography of Population: World
Patterns'(New York: John Wilpy & Sens, Inc., -1969), pp. 68-69.
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the author informs the reader that the information on the,

number of years of formal schooling, although it would be

Pne of the best indices-of a population's educational attain-
_

merit, is a type of data now provided only-by the censuses

of the more' adVanced countries. He explains the difficulty

of accurate 'measurement when dealing on a world-wide basis.

All .in all; this study is a good representative work

of population geography and helps to define population as a

sort' of point, of reference from which all other geographic

elements can be 'Observed,

Wallace, Robert. A Dissertation on; the Numbers ofMankind.
New York: AugUstus,. Kelley, 1969.' 338pp.

This fasdinatirig book 3;b- part of the Reprint of

Economic Classics eries;,it contains many examples'of

English usage which sound quaint to the modern readerquaint

but intriguing.. Originally published in 1809, the book has

been revised, but it retains much flavor of its earlier

Period. The bckok is of.historical value; it reminds the

reader that there were whole schools of thought on population

and population problems in earlier centuries which have now

almost totally diSappeared !rom consideration by moftrn demog-

raphers. Although written early in the 19th century, the
. -

work cites considerable evidence from classic times and postu-

lates much from the, rather limited base or,established fact
A

at a time when not many records, were kept in the systematic

fashion advocated by Modern social science.

1
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Though the modern social studies Student is not

°expected to be conversant with the life style of the Cartha-

giniahs, Illyrians, Romans, and Greeks, they will remember

having heard of these pegples in their World History course;

-perhaps it would be interesting to them to follow an elaborate

attempt to calculate how many peoples there were in these

societies, how they lived, how many of them died in wars

with each other, how they passed on property from one gene-
.

ration to another, etc. It is of interest to note that,

although the world population in ancient times was miniscule.'

by today's standards, people often had the impression of

crowding, as the major cities contained many people per sqUare

mile; people joined together for purposes of protection and

communality, as well as for procurement of.services etc.

This study contains several fascinating tables which

-do not at all conform to more modern statistical rules. They'

are arithmetic, simple, and impressive because they are.

immediately illustrative of the point they are trying to

make. One pyramidal table, for example, begins with a small

-
number of persons at an arbitwy point; it -hen follows

-

these people through, l,33 years with the approximate number
. .

of, offspring which would supposedly be produced. The result

is a huge pyramid--with the original small number of 'i .,-

. -
.

. i

viduals being increased into the billion's category. The method'

is 'simple, but the result is impressive and startling,

.1
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This work might be useful as a class referanceor
.

i:. ,_.'

perhaps it could provide some interesting.materialfor
:.

.

reading aloud. It is of extreme interest, althoughKit is

definitely a peripheral book rather than a basic one:

99
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SECTION I THEME #4: Our Present Situation of Overpdpulation
Did Not Just Happen;-It Can Be Traced

n Historically

.
.

Commentary: The modern phenomenon which has come to be known

as the 'population explosion' is different in quality, and

certainly in quantity, ftom the projected human growth rate
,

which waspredicted.even a few hundred years ago. Estimates.

of just When man appeared on earth and of information a' to

thesize and distribution of prehistoric populations ary4/A
,

widely. An author on the subject finds the follow :,

. It is assumed that man first appeared about 6 0,000

years ago, adate which has been proposed fo .the dawn'

of the prehistorid-era. However this date obviously

is a CoMpromise, anthropologically speakin between
t

varying extremes. Since then, it is esti ated that
about 17 billion babies have been born..'Thus, today's
population of approximately three billi n is about 4.0%

of that number.I

The world's population has been growing since scholars began

attempting to record their estimates o how many people

existed at any given time; there were, to be sure,,major

setbacks in timesof plague, fami.e and war. These setbacks,
,...'

however, were temporary in nature and gave way, to the generally

upward curve of population grow This population explosioh,.

which has become one of thek'ma or concerns of human ecology,
Y

can be plaCed,against the drop of history in order to give

Ak ,

students some idea,,of how a present situation evolved.

IK. Y. NG, The Po elation Cris.is loomington, Indiana:

'Indiana University Pres 1965), p. 21.,
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Suggested Activities:

. 1. Studdnts might be directed to play a game.of 'population'

,
arithmetic,' such as the and beginning with riddle:

"What difference does a difference-of one make?" They

might relate this diffetence of one toitnumdrous things,

such as one vote in a close student body election, having,,

one dollar versus having no dollar, having one car versus

having no car, or having three Children instead of two

.children.,

' 2. The students, might calculate, with the. aid of a mimeo-

o

,

0

graphed chart, or one dra'wn on the blackboard, the

geometric reproduction rates of the past and the current

population growth rates projected into the future. Such

a chart is shown and explained in the film Tomorrow's

World: Feeding the Billions. (This filn) is described

in the section on Relevant Project Materils,

follows).
c

3. Pyramids can be Constructed by class members, either on

work sheets at their desks or at the board, on which

A
they portray several growth pattern situations. For

example, the pattern in one generation of a family tending

. .

to produce 2 children each 20 years would look something

like the following (and would significantly differ from

the pyramid representation of a family tending to produce

5 or 6 children).

101
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development of the present population situation by read-

ing certain s lections relating to particulatly significant

periods in istory--i.e., periods during which the

world's pop lation changed markedly. One such period
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First set of parents
First set of offspring

Each child produces 2 children
It 11

It

II It

of the ihtracacies of the historical
.

/

would be Industrial Revolution; begin this section

by Navin; the students read "The Population During the

Indust ial,Revolution," by T. H; Marshall, in Population

in H stor)i. by David Glass and D. E. C. Eversley. What

as ects of daily life during the Industrial Revolution

e revealed? Why did'the death rate fall so drastically,

during this period? What did scholars of the period

think about the phenomenon Of the burgeoning population?

elevant Project Materials

1. Film: The Day Before Tomorrow' (Color, 51 minutes, 1971)

Distributor: Association Sterling Films, 600 Grand Ave.,

Ridgefield, N.J. 07657.

States history of growth patterns emphaizing

present rapid growth trends throughout the world including

the U.S. indicates birth Control is the first step in

controlling growth.

10 2
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2. Film: .People by the Billions (B&W,28 minutes, 1961)

DiStributor: Contemporary Films, McGraw-Hill, 330 W. 42nd

St., New York, N.Y. 10036.

Gives historical view.of the death rate decline, then

dwells on present day growth and crowding on'all conti-

nents.

3. Film: Tomorrow's World: Feeding the Billions (Color,

54 minutes, 1968) Distributor: McGraw-Hill Film Preview

Library, Princeton Rd., Highstown,'N.J. 08520.

Narrated by Frank McGee, thisjilM 'opens with a clear

portrayal of the hiStory of,population growth and the

gravity of present growth trends in terms of widespread

food,shortages. It then focuses at.length on various
t4;

ways man is devising to farm the tropics, deserts, and

oceans.

Specific Readings

.List and=deScription of relevant readings follows.

1 03
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Beshars, James M. Population Processes in Social Systems.
New York: The Free Pregt, 1967. 200pp.

Based predom&nantly upon quantitative research, this

work is valuable chieflyas a kmrce of figures and tables

relating to demographic growth patterns in various areas of

the world, including Europe; India,.Japan, Puerto Rico,

Egypt, and Sweden. The author assumes that, what he calls

the gathering storm clouds of a world population crisis, are

now ominously visible to all; he attempts to summarize the

,specialized research literature on the subject of population

.

and birth control by examining the two major fields of popu-

lation research which have developed in recent years, namely:

(1) data-collecting procedures and (2) statistical techniqueg

for summarizing thitdata.

Though Perhaps too technical for generalized use by

most secondary school students., the study might.prove to be

a useful resource for the teachee who wished to reproduce
1 .

some of-the particular charts and tables for class,use; thege

charts and' tables are of unifOrmly high quality.

Th0 author draws some very original conclusions about

`ihe vast demographic changes which occur in the process of

Modernization. Jle finds that, coupled '4ith the present

inability of most peoples to,kind suitable territory to which

,

they might migrate to find a better life, the level4of indi-

. .

vidual aspiration in developing nations is actually going
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down as people find themselves leis and ,less able to cope

with the increasing demands,of technological society. 0-The

question is raised whether this trend will lead in the

direction of revolutionary.activismwith its attendant-
,

political implications - -or toward increased fatalism, 'as

already sanctioned"by traditional religions. The - subject

-of urbanization as a demographic problem is dealt with in

great detail, particularlyin the chapter entitled, 'The,

Impact of Population Processes on Social Systems.'

This is a most enlightening book and one'which makes

use of much of the significant,social research which has

, already taken place in. the field ofq5opulation.

Glass, David Victor, 'and Eversley., D. E. C, 'Population jn

History,: London: Edward Arnold (Publishers) Ltd., 1965.
691pp.

This collection of essays in historical demography

has attempted to breach th' gap between older, more specialized,

demographic studies and the newer, more informed and more

systematic ones. It has purposely taken note of the great

volume of work being done by national and international

associations of historians and demographers at the present
. ,

time. The collection consists of 27 articles, divided into
P

a section of general information, one on Great Britain, and

one on Europe and the United States. The chief value of the

work is in its section on Great Britain, which includes much

1v5
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information on a country which very early became interested

in, and consequently kept more de/tailed records on, its

population than did other European countriesWith the

possible exception of France.

One particulaZly well written article by T. H. Marshall,

entitled 'The Population puring the Industrial Revolution'
f

covers both statistical evidence of the period and evidence

of other kinds and gives many and various logical explanations

-(4 phenomena of the period according to the evidence presented.

The author of the article compares and contrasts the attitudes

of contemporaries to the rising birth rate/falling death

rate argument and concludes that those interested scholars

of the period grossly underestimated 'the decreasing death

rate as a factor in the 'burgeoning population. Mr. Marshall

attempts- to approach his stated problem from several angles.

He reviews earlier research and takes advantage of hindsight

.
to come to conclusions of his own, more in tune with what

history has indicated to be true. This article, outstanding

in a book of well chosen articles is a.particularly good

example of careful scholarship, in which the author combines

historical research and analysis,with,oiiginal explanation and

interpretation.'

Malthus, Thdtmas, Huxley, Julian, OSborn, Frederick. Three
Essays on Population. New'York: The New American,Library
of World Literaturd,.1960.

106
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This MentOr book provides the reader with an extremely

broad perspective On the population issue. It is arde up.of

one nineteenth and two twentieth century essays--the later

two having the advantage of hindsight over the former. Malthus

is shown as mistaken in some of his claims; for example, his
\

social doctrine contained the view that the only way to limit/

poverty and overpopulation was extreme poverty and sufferin4-_

which would Act as natural restraints on further population

growth. History has shown that this is clearly not the case

and that poverty and disease do not essentially limit the

reproductive capacities of those who are forced to fight just

to survive from day to day. Both Huxley and Osborn have the

advantage of the many technical advances which haire been

developed since the time of Malthus.

Huxley concentrates particularly on sia and reports

that whereas Australia could support and actually benefit

economically from a population increase, Japan is essentially

undernourishedand is able to exist only through aid iven

by the United States. Speaking of India, Huxley relates

the horror of a,lestival crowd of four and a half/million

people. He relates:

.
I shall never forget the spectacle of this enormous
human ant heap, with its local condensations of crowds
converging onto the temporary pontoon bridges.,. over the

Jumma to reach the sacred bathing grounds: A crowd of
this magnitude makes a frightening and elemental impres-

sion: it seems so impersonal and so uncontrollable.

107
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This impression was all too tragically borne out three ,

s later, when the crowd _got out of hand and trampled
400 of its'helpless individual members to death.'

He admonishes his readers to face'up to the implica-

-tions of world Overpopulation, or look forward to increasing

6 happenings such as the one described above.

Osborn's article is a very interesting report of an

Ad Hoc Committee forced in 1955 by the Populgtion Council

and other interested personS' to study various means of

approaching the population problem. These persons found

cause for concern in population growth in the underdeveloped,

areas because increased population generally means immediate

"hardship. IHe concludes,4however,
-
that population growth in

the U.S. and the Soiet Union pres9lts a problem a6 well

because such growth would makelor increasing demands on

the world's-resources at a time this demand can be less well

met.

An interesting survey of population theory and popu-

lation'thought by perceptive scholars with a common concern,

but. separated by several centuries of experience.

_National Academy of Sciences. Committee on Sciece and PubliC

Policy. The Growth of- World Population. Washington, DX.:
National Academy of Sciences, 1963. 38pp.

This monograph was written with the declared (intention

of stimulating the scientists in particular, and the

1Malthus, Thomas, Huxley, Julian, Osborn, Frederick,
Threeivays on Population (New York: The New American Library
of Wo 1960), p. 71.
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population in general, to consideration of the problem of

=controlled population growth.

Frederich Seita, President of the

Sciences, that the work will also

It ishoped, according to

.National Academy of

incitep_Ople to aCiion.

to stem the-tide of the ever-growing population..

The study contains well organized and basic information

on the foIldwing population Aspects: an overall view

the form of a general, introduction;

in

conclusions on the world
=

Tioptqationproblems; social factors; no-medical factors;
. . . .

and a
.
summary statement of concern.. The general"eneral tenor of

,

.
.

.

the study is,optimistic. In the introduction; the reader is
i .. ,

told that tlie-authorshave found the following:
.,. .

.

that this problem..can be successfully attacked by develop-
, ing new.methods of fertilit 4egulation, and implementing
programs of voluntary family planning widely and rapidly
throughout .the world,1

s

In.Order.to i:nsure.the success of these programs,
7

is deemed essential by the.panel of scientists who wrote

the study that there -be an awareness on the part of peoPle

in. both the,industrialized.,and developing world that voluntary'

,planning and control of latily size can, and will provide

better opportunities for'd3/41 children and greattr happiness

- for their-parents, - -

.

. 'The section on World Population Problems Might be of

particular u=se in'the classroom as it'deals, in. general, with
0

1National AOadothy of SOlences. Committee on Sdience
Aald.Public Policy. The Growth of World Population. 'Washington,

NatiOn4Academy of ScienceS, 1963: y p. 1.
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international trends on a chronological basis and, more.

specifically, with rates of population growth in vaA.ous

countries. The attempt seems to be to convey a more thorough
_ .

*understanding of what underlies the respective birth and

death rates in various areas, rather thanjust list or con"

trast theSe numerical differences..

This study is, in.general, clearly- written and concise;

it might be used in its present form In the classroom--ot, it

could provide the teacher with a basic outline for a simple

unit on the major aspects of population. It does not,,
o

unfortunately, give suggestions of related topics-which might

bp appropriate for further study, although it quite often

alludes to such topics in the text of the monograph.

Rosset, Edward, Aging Process of Population. New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1964. 492pp.

.

A scientific treatment of population aging (i.e. the

quantitative and qualitative transformations occurring in

the structure of modern societies), this study focuses on

the generally increasing proportion of the aged in society.generally

This phenomenon is largely due to the improvement and avail-

ability of medical care in recent years. The role which

medicine has played reducing mortality rates has.often

been underestimated, according to Mr, Rosset. While it is

true,, in his opinion, that other purely economic factors

such as increase of food supplies and greater ease of

9



distribution have contributed to the totality of chang
,

which have increasingly improved living standards within

this century, it is to the medical advances that the greatest

responsibility for decreased mortality is due. Y

The authOr compares longevity rates in different

countries--both developed and underdeveloped--and explores

the conditions experienced by the old age population of these

nations.

The study includes many and detailed scales of demo-
,

graphic age, population censuses, population models-, life

tables, graphs, charts, etc., and resents relevant scientific

data.on the aging process and on medical contributions to

society in general.

Thomlinson, Ralph. Population Dynamics: Causes and Con-
sequences of World Demographic Change. New York: .Random
House,, 1965. 543pp.

.

An extensive and exhaustive text book approach to

the study of population, this work provides a study-in-depth, .

complete with tables, maps, illustrations, exampleS, and

analysis, of the manifold problems connected to our rapidly

groWifig world population. The author presents reasons for
1

concern, eyidence provided by those pessimists and optimists

who are already deeply concerned about the problem Ipopulation

forecasts., historical background of the present si ration,

and a survey of national and international policies directed

to solution of the problem.

111
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Although they author doesattempt to lighten the tone

of his thesis by inclusion of some vignettes (such as the

.
Isick-joke,', 'Drive dangerouslyavoid overpopulation'; or

the quote from .a letter written by a pauper to the London

Times in 1854; 'May we beg and beseach your proteckshion
,

ancrpower.- We axe, Sur, as it may be, livin in a wilderness,

so faras the rest of London knows anything cf,us, or as

the rich and great people care about. . . . praeft Sir, com

and see us, for we are liv#n like Piggs, faire

we should be so ill treated.'), the major tone of the work

is somber as well' as academic.

There is, however, an excellent index of names'as

well as one of subjects, a well-chosen Recommended Readings

Section, and much supporting illustrative material to accompany

the texfc, I is divided into the following sectibns: The

Study of Popu ation World Population History: Data Sources

and Fokmal.Analy pulation Theories; The Rise and Ddcline

of Mortality, FaMily Planning, Internal Migration,` Inter-

national Migration, Cityand Metropolitan Growth; Resources

and Food; Industrialization and Level of Living; Politics

and powei; Ideals ana.Pr'eferences; National Policies and

.World Population by Regions.

s it is directed to a rather

the teacher might do well to extract

classroom use, rather than attempt .to

advanCed level, student,

Slecific material for

use. the boob, as it now
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. appears on the secondary level. It is long and somewhat dry,

but it j.S an excellent refprence,book for' the teacher's 'use

as it includes, in One volume,elthqr complete coverage or

reference to nearly every major aspect of populdtion change

whickcould conceivably be.of interest in development of a

population teaching unit for secondary social studies.

fa
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EME #5: There Are Certain Problems Which Accom-
pany Rapid Population Growth

Commentar : When rapid population g.rowth occurs, it does not

do so i ,a vacuum; but rather, it involves each individual'

member of a society, as well as the environment in its totality.

..It i relatively easy to understand how.a family is affected

if t has 10 children to support on an income of $20 per

th; it is perhaps less easy to understand, but not less

mportant to grasp the concept that the absolute number of

people in a societaffeets everyone. There i.significant

current research on the effects of crowding and noise on the

psyche; likewise, there is much concern over the depition of

natural resources and the general deterioration of our environ-

ment. In fact, the problem of rapid population growth is

often equated with the poverty and misery brought about by

the combination of.too many people and too-few resources in

some areas.

Thomas Malthus, not the most modern but certain y one

of the most pessimistic of scholars concerned with th subject

of population, stated over 170 years ago .that, altho h the

earth has great power .to produce subsistence for man, it does

not have nearly the power to withstand the pressure manputs

On this power. Problems of various types are envisioned if

mankind does' not cut his rapidly growing numbers. 'Same of

the most often mentioned ones are:' hunger, disease,, starvation,

114
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overcrowding, increased mental disorders, more noise and

pollution, less coal, natural gas and water, precious metals

and open spaces--and the list goes on.

Many persons individually.t.oday, And nearly all national

governments are questioning the historical assumption that

. 'a large population, and a high rate of population growth are

to be. equated with prosperity and,st.rength. The economic

and social aspects of the population situation/seem to indicate

otherwise to increasing numbers of people of all religions

411 and of all cultural backgrounds. Concern over. the population'

problem is widespread, and today an increasing number of

nations are exploring and implementing policies to reduce

their birth rates.

Suggested Activities:'

1. Ask students to formulate generalizations on their per-

ceptions of.the five or six major, problemd whilh are

likely to accompany rapid population growth,. The.follow-

c

ing paragraph, taken from C. '2. Snow's book entitled,

The State of Siege, might serve as a thoughtfill intro-

duction to this exercise:

In many'places and for many purposes, including some of
the fundamental human purposes, there are already too

many people in the world. Within a generation, there
will be far too many. Within 2 or 3' generations--unless
wshow more sense, goodwill and foresight thanr.men have

ever shown--there will be tragically-too many. So many
that the ordinary human hopes will have disappeared.
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Disappeared irrevocably, perhaps--or at least for so\
long'that we can't imagine how they will emerge again N1

Does an individual have more or less of a chance to live,

a somewhat self-determined existence in a, crowded society

or in.a 'not so crowded one? Why is this the case?" Com-

pare social mobility in a society in which there are 10

applicants for every job with one in which there are only

two applicants for each job. These could serve as

relevant discUssion questions.
,

,3. tress the study of natural resource depletion by showing

,transparenciei on the overhead projector several dia-

g ams,,graphs, or tables from the book, Population,GroWth

La d Land Use, Colin Clar-These scientifiC.illus-

4.ation,s, whibh would be quite simple for a teacherto
,,, .

z,

. copy onto a transparency,, areare intended to illustrate

.
..

i

various aspects of the treatm nt'Our environment receives

when there are increasing hurrlbers of people demanding

various-levels of a living from it. What happens when

we aetually_do run out ot,essential redburces? Will we

'be Able to replace them with technological innovations
4,

-,)

and/or substitutes?
,

4. Certain regions, countries or peoples could be selected

.
for research reports, whic would be presented in oral

form to-the whole,class. The reports would= center around.'.

1C. P. Snow, The State of Siege (New 'York: Charleg
Scribner's Sons, 1968), p. 15.
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an investigation of how the daily life of the specific

region, country, dr people would be different if there

were fewer people, or if there were more pedple. Would

,.
fever people be a disadvantage, as there would be fewer

persons among whom to divide the work? Would there

rOally be mora food produced? Would individual life be

better?

Relevant Project Materials (*note: bri f review follows)

1. Film: Beyond Conception (35 minutes, color, 1968),

Distributor: Population Dynamics, 3829 Aurora Ave.,

N., Seattle, Washington 98103.

2. Film: The Crowd (20 minutes, B&W, 1970) , Distributor:

Learning Corp. o America, 711 Fifth Ave., New York,'

N.Y. 10022.

3.1 Filth: Pandora's y Open Pop Top Box (18 minutes, color,

1967), Distributor: Nat's Audio - Visual. Center, General.

Services Admin., Washington, D.C.' 20409.

4. Film: Urban Sprawl vs. Planned Growth (22 minutes, color;

1968), Distributor: Stuart Finle4_Inc., 3428 Mansfield

Rd., Falls Church, Virginia 22041.
A

Specific Readings

List and description of relevant readings follows.

I
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Film Review.

1. Beyond Conception

Emphasis of entire film is on thecauses and consequences .

of the population explosion.. Environmental deterioration,

food production, and social pressures are touched upon
":t

e, as problems impossible to solve without.curbing, population

growth.

2.1 The Crowd.

A visual study .(no narration) of,man and.the extent to
t.

,4
which crowds make up a significant pant of his 4fe.

Crowds are portrayed in parade, dance hall; cathedral,

bullfight, race track, and riots. Concludes with look

of chromosomes (the,ultimate human crowd?) under a micro-

scope by a lone scientist.

3. Pandora's Easy Open Pop Top Box

A comparison between the problems of city life and the

quietness of the country setting--flashbacks between the

two-environments throughout. Emphasizes out-milration

from farmlands. ,No narration.

4. .Urban Sprawl vs. Planned Growth

Shows haphazard patterns of urban glowth and then dis-

cusses planning done in Brandywine Creek, Pennsylvania.
2

Major theme is value of understanding the envirament

before changing it in any way.
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Clark; Colin. Population Growth and Land Use- London:
Macmillan & Co,; Ltd., 1967. 389pp.

This study is a scientific survey of information relating

to population growth and its consequences; it has been assembled

from the diverse-fields which the author claims are relevant

to the extremely broad topic of population groT.,:h. The topics

he examines are biology, medicine, mathematics, archaeology,

history, nutrition, agriculture, geography, sociology, politicg,

economics, andtown planning.

Though perhaps somewhat too technical for general use

by a secondary social studies class, the study dbes contain

excellent tables, graphs, maps, and diagrms) which could be

used to illustrate specific subjects. Some of the graphs

are clear, concise, and easily comprehensible; for example,

those concerned with rates of population increase by provinbe

in specified countries, world population projections, net

reproduction and death rates in certain areas, etc., are

particularly useful and comprehengible. The possible use

of these charts in the classroom is clear. However, and per-
.

haps of more interest, though of an
la
dMittedly more limited

use, are the more sophisticated and almost esoteric graphs

.which demand a relatively high lever of mathematical and

g-Latistical skill f9r clear interpretation. The graphs and

tables--of which there are at least 30 represented in the

study--couldbe utilize as a subject of study by some of the
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mathematically more able students in the class who might
am.

enjoy be4.ng able to interpret the material to the:rest of

the class'.

Hasan,Khwaji Arif. The Cultural Frontier of Health in-
Village India. Bombay: Manaktalas and &ins Private, Ltd.,
1967. 220pp.

.Although addressing a topic somewhat specialized for

inclusion in an overall survey of world population problems,

this book is of value because it concerns not only'village

India in particular but also the larger matter of population

increase due to improved and more widely distributed medical

care. The study also deals with the collaboration between
#

health workers, social scientists, and would-be patients
,

which produce effective medical care. The study, in addition,

reports how village people cope with their health prclblems

and attempts to explain why they hdo what they do.

Of particular interest to teacher and student alike

would be the chapter entitled 'Methods of Study'. which relates

why the author decidesk,to study the village which he finally

did study,'and how he organized his study, once the topic was

chosen. Tile chapter outlines the criteria used for selection

. of the&v,illage, listing and description of techniques employed

in data collection, sampling, and problems of interviewing.
, -

The techniques employed in data co11ection (observtion,
.

,

interviews, questionnaires, genealogical methods, biographical
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methods, projective techniques, sociometric procedures,.

attitude scales,and use of available records) are all clearly'

explained and cfuld be used as-general guidelines in study
Th

Hof another community--either with regard to its health history

or to some other aspect of population increase or decrease.

141

Richards, Audrey I. Hunger and Work in a Savage Tribe.
Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press,' 1948. 214pp.

A functional study of nutrition among the Southern

4*Bantu, this social anthropological study includes chapters

on the History of Nutrition; Human Relationships; Nutritive

Needs, and on -Food as a Symbol. The major emphasis of the

book is on these aspects of nutrition as they were observed

among the Bantu; but, the author drac4s bioader theoretical
9

conclusions about.the implications of hunger in other

societies as well.

Professor Branislav Malinow ki writes in the preface

to the work that:

No student of human society can overlook an analysis
which considerably enlarges and deepens.our conception
of early human organization, especially,inits economic
aspect . . . the attitude'to food, table manners, customs
of common eating--the morals of .food,' as we might call
it, the things permitted, forbidden, and enjoined- -
all form a complex and developed ideology of food. To
the,savage and to the civilized man alike there is nothing
'more important than what he eats and how the eats.1

lAudrey I. Richards, Hunger and Work irf a Savage
Tribe (Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1948), pp. X-XV.
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The study is a thorough and careful one, based upcfm

the author's year-long residence among the Bantu tribes,

which she describes. Authdhtic.ity is lent to her observa-

tions by, the fact that she actually was able to observe firpt
#

hand, as well as communicate within their. language, the people

about whom she was attempting to draw conclusions. She

40
reports:

0

In most savage tribes starvation is a constant possi-
bility, if not an actual menace. The food cjuesi is the
chief occupation of every active member of the community,
and,their most important institutiops are concerned with

'the ownerlship and distribution of supPlies.1"

Chapter III, entitled .Food and Family Sentiment in

,
Bantu Society,' might be of particular value in the classroom

as it contains material on early, ildhood, later childhood,

and adolescent positions in the tota ood'gathering and,

consumption picture. Any complete study on population-sooner

or later has to-deal with the problem of sufficient food

resources to feed an ever growing population; this study,

although somewhat specialized fpr general secondary:%6(cial

studies use, does draw many conclusions about the importance
1

of food and telated activities to one isolated tribe; but

the implications,, of course, are much broader.

Snow, C. The'State bf Siege. New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons,, 1968. 263pp.

Audrey I. Richards, Hunger andWork in a Savage
Tribe (piencoe,Illinois: The Free Press, 1948)

t
p. 14.

. %"
".

.
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.Written after an extended,woild tour, this study is

. I
;,'

in response to the concern Mr:.Snow,,.felt on the part of
< ?

friends_ .and around,the,wbrld that there Mad

. . . .
great cause for concern about our wprld and what was flappen-

'

td. ,t. This concernhe refers to it as 'uneasiness - -is ,

seen: -as more widespr,ead'and generally heid. than at
1 A I

fbemer times, though not as intense in nature as the concern..
; . .

....

'felttauring specific srt periodS, such as war periods.1-.0..
.

.

4

Fie. decides that there simply cannot be one single
, .

and unique cause for this general condition. He says, "All

We are ncl.iied to do, according to our temperaments and our

pa'rticular society, is pluck out from a whole cbmplex of

causes one which strikes our fancy."
l The author himself

.

has pitked .'out one such element; and that element is over-

population. He argues the same case which many others hive

argue&,,although he does so.with an uncommon elegance and.

F!or-ekampley 1

I '

.0,-

in.many places and.'.. 1'dt_Many purposeS,'including some of
thefundamentar,h4man purposes, there are already too
mar/y..people in the world. Within a generation, there
will' be far too" many.. Within 2 or 3 generations--unless
lffe.Shbw,More 'sense,igoodwill and_ foresight than men have
eves 4a0WhT-t4ere will' bp tragically too many. So many
that, the .ordinary human:4*s will have disappeared.
ADlisappeare trrev ably., ,perhaps - -or at least for ,so

.,.long that we can't imagine how they will .emerge again.2

4

4

0
4

C. Pe Snow, The ,State. of Siege Wew York:
ScribireeA'Spns, 1968), p. 13.

2 '
15.
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He presents us with three modelsincredSingly
0

mistic, when 'one considers that the one semi-optimistic model

is amektreMely unlikely gattern.for action All model's

include recognitiOn of the implications of the population

curve with the food supply curve; they alsb include keeE4Pg

beforeithe world its_long "term fate. Several moral and

political solutions are reOgmmendedessentially the idea

is recognition of overpopulation as the, major problem. Mr.

Snow claims that when- we finally do recognize this fadf,
-4~44.4"S

we can better take strides to correct it.

,

This book gives a fascinating and very well written

presentation of the population .pronem. z would imagine

that secondary students would greatly.enjoy reading it.

124'
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SECTION I' THEME #6: Populatien.anTPollutian.

0 119

Commentary: Altpough pollution is au important side product

of an ever increasing popUlation, only in the more indus-

triaizec
1

areas is it this'aspect of the population problem

which receives most news coverage 4)41y, andWhiCh'iL,thete-

fore, probably already a somewhat familiar topic to students.

The pressures of urbanization and the resulting threat to

the quality of life are direct resullts of the press of popu:

lation; the more industkialized nations do not yet have to'

face problems of how to feed'and clothe their people!, but

the effects of pollution upon people and upon the environ-
,

ment are 'Perhaps even more lethal in the long run:.

Some experts maintain that p011ution) due to ,too many

. I

people using too many, reSources, will be our ultiMate undoing

if we do not set about immediately to curb our populirtion.

Dr. PaulEhrlich, a biologist and one of the most vociferous

spokesmen of the Prophets-of-Doom School dramatically states:

140
The end of the oaean came late in the summer of 1979,
and it came even more rapidly than the biologists had
expected. There had been signs for mofe..than a decade,
commencing with the discovery in-1969 that DbT glows
down photosynthesis in marine plant life--Air pollution
continued to be the most obviouS manifestation' qf
environmental deterioration. . . .. Man is not only run-
ning out of food, he is also destroying the life support.;
systeMs of the Spaceship Earth.'

'Ehrlich,' Paul R., "co-catastrophe," in And rson, -

Paul K.,, Omega: Murder of the Ecosystem and Suicide of Man.
Dubuque, Iowa: Brown & Co., 1971, p. 1.
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Dr. Ehrlich,, and many other experts, Predict that we shall

overburden -the carrying'` of_ the planet unless weF..- -

cut population growth on -an international and:all inclusive
_

scale. Population planning is the immediate respon-Sibiliey

of both the have and have not nations4.-the :poorer nations
-

because thdy cannot suppcirt even their present levels of

population and the have nations because they are creating

unacceptable levels ofpdllution..

Suggested Activities:

1. Opener: . What types of pollution can students name?

Development:, The class should be divided into five or so-'

0
research groups to investigate fUrtheraspects and impli-

cations ofoe type of pollution. Possible group divisions

might be: water pollution, air pollut ion, open space'

disappearance, garbage.dump proliferation, and noise

pollution. Class reports, possibly in the form of a

panel presentation, could be made to the entire class to

share -the findings of each group.

2. Have. students consider the following statement by Mr.

Shankarnarayan,,-- former Indian Ambassador to the U.N.,

in response to a speechJoy President John F. Kenpedy to

the United Nations concerning a birth control clause

addition to foreign aid programs:

The averageAmerican family dog is fed more animal pro-.
tein per week than the average Indian gets in a month.
. . , How do you justify taking.fish from protein-starved



Peruvians and feeding them to
that -the birth of an American
for the world than that of 25

121

yoUk-anithals?' I contend
baby is'a greater disaster
Indian babies.1

,

KeyQ questions,which 14-ght.be asked by the teacher
c pr

stimulate dis siotn of the statement are: "Do poor

nations, vi cannot even feed their-own people, have
4

-rightr to give advice to richer, industrialized nations

,concerning population growth?" "Will technology develop
.

to

the

wayt to combat pollution?" "Is pellutioll, really a neces-.

sary side effect of large, industrialized societies ?"

"If people

. high level

After all,

therefore,

demand a standard of liNiing which creates a'

of pollution, who is t9psay.they are wrong?,

many of the-richest, most industrialized and,

heaviest polluting societies are demdcracies."

"What do we do about less developed nations which are'

willing to accept a higher pollution level if it medns,

more rapid industrialization and, they think, instant

riches? What do we tell them?"

3. Assuril, for the purposes of discussion, that 'the'follow-
,

ing concept is true: the world can be equated to a

.

common pasture in which each herdsman increases his herd,
,-

for- persohal gain, until the pasture is ruined for Al.

(Note: this concept is taken from the artkcle""The Tragedy

1.Paul R. Ehrlich,, l'EcOcataitrophe!" in Paul K.

Anderson, Omega: Muin? of the Ecosystem and Suicide of
Mani Dubuque, Iowa: Brown & Co., 1971.' p. 403.
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of the Commons" by Garret Hardin).' If it is true that

Overuse and an unagcePtable pollution level will eventually-

ruin the environment beyond repair, what steps may be

taken to avert his disaster? Do we have the-right to

restrict the freedom to breed-Leither abroad thibugh

withdrawal of foreign aid 'to countries whose birthrate

continues to be unacceptably high, or in our own society,

which prides itself,on being a democracy?

Students might consider the above questions to arrive

'at an understanding of the difficulties o achieving a

workable solution to this complex problem.

Relevant Project Material (*Note: brief review of films
follows)

1. Film: One Dimension, Two Dimension, Three Dimension,

Four , . . (15 minutes, Color, 1967),'Distributor:

'Modern Talking Pictures, 2323 New Hyde Park Rd., New

Hyde Park, N.Y-11040.

2. FilmI The Population Problem (60 minutes, B&W, 1966)',

, Distributor: Indiana University, Audio-Visual Center,

Bloomington, Indiana 47401.

Film: To Each a Rightful.Share (30 minutes, B&W, 1961),

Distributor: Contemporary Films45cGraw Hill, '330 W. 42nd

St., New York, M.Y. ,10036.,

4. Film: Tomorrow's Children (17 minutes, color, 1971), Dis-

tributor: Perennial Edudation, 1825 Willow Rd., North-
,

fiela, Illinois 60093.

1 28.
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.Specific Readings

-4

A list. and description of relevant readings follows.

Film Review AMP

123

1. One Dimension, Two Dimension, Three Dimension, Four . .

Portrays the deVeloptent of urban centers in the United

States and traces the problems Confronted daily as these

centers grow out of control. Points to some cities which

shaite begun major planning programs to alleviate future

pressure. Alternative plans for future U.S. urban growth

, are presented but, in so doing, a message of "accommodation"

may be. interpreted.

2. The Population Problem

Focuses on societal problems of congestion, commuting,

inner-city life, migration to the suburbs, loss of fertile

land. Explores these plus problems of poverty, inadequate

recreational and educational facilities as they are

affected by population growth. Points directly to the

need-for the U.S. to respond to its own population pres-

sure.:

. To Each a Rightful Share'

Contrasts the "have" and "have -not" nations in the battle

for strategic resources. Western man (white man) is

shown to have been extremely wasteful in his use of precious

129
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resources, in his attempt to industrialize, urbanize,

an4 maintain supremacy.

4. Tomorrow's Children

A strong but accurate indictment of man's refusal to

follow nature's laws of balance. At the same time, it

is a statement of man's potential for 'responding to the

physical and psychological needs of our'future children

through control, of both our consumption and reproductive

patterns.

2.
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introductory statement -that the earth 4is finite and that

its capacity to support our species or any other species'is
r7, .

limited, this book justly deserves its reputation as one of

.

125
(

Anderson, Paul.K. Omega: Murder of the Ecosystem and
Suicide ofMan: Dubuque, Iowa: William C. Brown Company
Publishers, ]97i 447pp.

A double-columned, profds 572illustrated'textbook

.type inthoiogy which explordbpecoMftlgxities behind the

the outstanding recent works, in the population ,field. Mr.

Anderson maintains that we are all inevitably part of an
. '

ID uncontrolled and non-replicable experiment to determine how

large our population can become and how far the ability of

a'planetary support system can be extended to accommodate

this population.
P

The tenor of pessimi,sM runs throughoutthe articles

selected for inclusion in this volume. The dichotomy betwben

rapid technological response to major revolutions and the

corresponding slow cultural adjustment to such revolutions

is contrasted and presented as the essential message ol,,the

anthology.

. The contributions fall into ten categories, of which

of population: Quantity and Quality of Man; Prospects for

the following are of particular interest to a general study

the Future: .Population; Riders of the Apocalypse; and The

Ecological Niche: Man and Ecosystem. These selections are

short, generally around five to ten pages eAlth; there are
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many which would make extremely relevant, nteresting,' an

comprehensible reading for secondary students. The range

of articles, also, is great--theoretical and polemical'

presentations as well as scientific and literary ones are

included. This'is an excellent book in all respects and

one which could be used in the classroom as is, 'with no-

interpretation by the teacher being required.

Segerberg, Osborn. Where Have All the Flowers, Fishes, Birds,
Trees, Water, and Air Gone? New York: David McKay co.,
Inc., 1971.

This book is divided into two sections: 1) The

System--which is a description of the findings of ecology in

the 20th century, and 2) Beating the System--which explores

theways in which ecology, called by the author the one true

revolution, combines the fervor of a new philosophy or

religion with the'cold force of science.

Section I gives a rather standard analysis of the

environmental situation, concentrating on the inter-relation-

ships of various elements of nature rather than on a historical
47 -

Approach of how and why we have arrived at the point where

we now find ourSelves. Moit interesting in this section are

the insights into various aspects' df,these inter-relationships.

For,example, Mr. Segerb4rg finds that

The Federal Government in 1970 discoveredit had 84

different agencies that dealt with environment, many
of them, naturally, working at cross purposes. While
the Agriculture Department in:I969 paid farmers three

.

2
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and a half pillion dollars to refrain from p.roduction,:
the Interior Department's Bureau of Redlamation spent
85 million dollars fox irrigation projects to bring

arid lands of west into iirOduction.k,.

In-this section are cogently questioned the ecologiss''

contentions that we are engaging in numerous practices which

are harmful, or possibly h'rrilful, to man. The author's con-

clusion on these contentions i4 the following:

The ecological 'indictment was vindicated in surprisihgly
short order. Public opinion was shoCked into accepting'
the Validity of ecological contentions by the string of
concussions from Torrey Canyon's sinking, Lake Erie,

Santa Barbara, seizure of DDT contaminated salmon in
Lake Michigan,,the Everglades, smog in the eyes, jet
noise in the ears, traffic jams in the news. For some
strange reason, the system was running amuck.2

The author's final thoughts on the subject are sur-

prisingly optimistic. He indicates definite measures-which

can be taken to enable us to, in his words, 'beat the system.'

His key solution can be summed up in one word--'control.'

For, as Mr. Segerberg reasons, "the world could not support

even its present 3 1/2-billions if all nations possessed

western chnology and used it with the same, lack of controls

as we of the west now do."3 The hope is held forth that if

we heed the warnings of the scientists and follow the directives

of the ecologists, that extrication from this human predicament

1Segerberg, Osborn. Where Have All the Flowers,

.Fishes, Birds, Trees,,Water,and. Air Gone? (New York:

David McKay Co., Inc., 1971), p. 134.

2lbid., p. 137.

3lbid., p. 268. '
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appears at least possible because of the intelligence for

Which man has been historically known--i.e. the intelligence

to conceptualize contingent futures.

Mr. Segerberg's book is-by no means as pessimistic

as lifs choice of title would suggest. He raises relevant

questions and attempts to outline answers to these questions;

he attempts to form directive's for action as well. His

discusSion of the biological dangers of overpopulation and

of why all organisms need a certain amount of space to

survive is fascinating and could form the nucleus'of a class

discussion; perhaps the pages of his summary (pages 19-24)

could be run off and distributed to the class as a discussion

introduction.

Osborn, Henry Fairfield. Preservation of theWild Animals
of North America. Privately Published, 1901.

Although only indirectly related to the study of

population,.this monograph does attempt to explore the

relationship between the constantly increasing number of

people and the simultaneously decreasing number of wild

animals, particularly in ilorth.America,,but with4.numerOus

.examples from elsewhere in the world, The author, a great
of

.
naturalist, was able to foresee at the turn of the century

many unfortunate trends of the population/environment situation

which have become reality today. Following is a quotation

which might be used as an introduction to a secondary unit
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. on a historical study of population, one which, this reviewer

thinks, well evokes the'tragedy of reined land:,

I am convinced that the country Ding between Arabia
and Mesopotamia, which was formerly' densely populated,
full of beautiful cities and heavily wooded, has, been
transformed less by the action of political causes than
by the unrestricted browsing bf sheep and goats. . .

Even if the trade routes were completely restored . . .

the population could not be restored nor the civilization,
because there is nothing in this country for people to
live upon. . . : The same is true of North Africa, once
the grainary of the RomankEmpire; in Greece today, the
Oats are now destroying the last vestiges of the
forests.l

Sti11, Henry. Man: The Next 30 Years. New.York: Hawthorne
Books, Inc., 1968. 204pp.

Mr. Still takes acandid look at the post World filar

II Brave New World of chrome and plastic wonders and attempts

Co predict some of the methods man might use in the future

to lead' to a better way of life. His attempt is on the

modest side--i.e., he.does not pretend, as do some authorities

on the subject-of population, to have powers of insight beyond

wliat any scholar or interested researcher in the field might

. a

be expected. to gain. He has studied the world of 30 years

ago, when there were."few freeways, no jet airplanes,'tele-,

visions, or automatic dishwashers; a time when'the transistor

had not yet been invented and a radio was still something of
.

a luxuiy, not a growth appended.permanently to a teen-ager's

1Henry Fairfield Osborn, Preservation of the Wild
Animals' of North America (Privately published, 1901), pp. 15 -16.'
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ear. The guitar was a musical

rare Segoviia could draw celestial

instrument from which the

absurdity designed to destroy the

/
a pneumatic drill...

, beginning to replace silk,

scientific possibility--in the 1930's,

0 sulfa drugs were just emerging from the laboratory, and the

remained an esoteric

sounds, not an electronib,'

ear with
,
themonotony of

*

Nylon stockinv were a luxury only

and the entire world of plastids

magnificant healing family of antibiotids, beginning with

penicillin, would appear just in time to save thousands of
:11

lives during World War II. . From all these observations,

Mr. Still confidently makes a verS, simple but very relevant'
. .

conclusion:--of one thing we maybe certain--thirty years

from now there will be many people on earth!
e! e

However, realizirigthat nothing is simple, even if it

seems so at first

adding that there

only if , we m apage

glance, the author tempers his statement by

will be many people y,land, of course,

to avoid a thermoAuclear war.

The book is- written for the layman, and could be, used

to good advantageon the secondary level. The 'author-11as'.

taken factual,information and,reinterpreted it for geneak

consumption. For example, he reports:

, .

Time and again we have been told that the world's popula-
tion is 3.2 billion and the number will double to 6.4 by

the end of the century, In a world grown accustomed to
millions and billions, the figures become meaningless. It

is impossible to imagine, as we go about our dairy chores
of feeding a family and fighting the freeway that in thirty

0
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'.to.:phirtyliveY0arsjhere will be twice as. many people
-..forvevery home in-.thel*OrlAt, .twice AS many 41:UtoMobiles

_ftiming throligh,doubie4ize,trafficj,ams It is0-equally
-tmpossible for'a Hindu fariner,:stagingbianklY at his

Of,land wh=ile ,his cliOdien,:yhiMperin, the last,,_

stage of szArvAtion"Plimagine. a day ,twice as

many "children 'wi`ll, :be starving '
_ ..

. .

h .

..

e,,authOr studies .popuLAtiOn from the point of view
._, ; =,- .,-

f S
4,:;''

:.,

of -gdneral problems. such" food And ener-5y SI4pply1 and
-.,

44k,oor,-

'life gxpectancy, and from' .the. point of view of,specific

.

countries *as-Kirell..

He plays what he'calls The Game of Prediction, in

tea"
-

which he lists the guesses of many experts and tries to see

some of ,the things which may come, to our world' of tomorrow.

For example, in 1970-80: Economic desalting of ,sea water,

use =of teaching machines, ten-man orbital space stations,

automated language transla#onS; and, in

.lowingl reliable weather forecasts, use

1980 -90', the fol-

of non-narcotic

drugs to,producespecific changes-in human-personality,

establishment of permanellt moon base and, finally, in 1990-

2000, controlled Thermonuclear power, educated,computers,

automati single tax deduction by cotpuVer, commercial,

f ,

generation of synthetic protein for oo ,_e
,

,_
4.,

ThiS,technique of _'.guessing', coOldbe extended to uSe'.

.. A.
-- f.; . .

,

.41, the. classroom,. Perhaps' the stud couldogd add their guesses
.

,

,

-About:ftture developmentS,t4 1.16se of the expertS.

1Hbnry Still, Man:. The Nett 30 ;Years
awthdrn'e BookS, Inc., 196'811 p.,3,61.

(New York:



SECTION I THEME Elements of the Population Debate

Commentary: Almost all of the problems associated with the

problem of a rapidly growing world populat,i.on have been
;

identified and discussed at length by the several_, schools

of thought engaged in the'population debate; each-of-the
L-:4, ,

maj-or participants in'the debate has its own.set,-bf under-

standings about the present population growth rate and the

rate which is projected for the future..There is the wide-

spread belief, if no by any means a concensus, that there

4
are already too many people and' that the'rate of population

increase continues to be too high..

Although there is this divergence'of opinion about

the implications of popdlation growth, there are some facts

connected with'the growth about which there is fairly close
,

agreement. In his book entitled Expanding Population in

-e!,,,;

a Shrinkir4World, tarst dri Bates repOrts: ..,

The experts are in cioseagreement about the figures;
iSomewhere between. 80 and 100 individuals are added to
h0 total world population every minute. .On the average,

.About 270,000 babies are born' every day, and about 142,000
peopledie--resulting in a gain of about 128,000. :This

'is equivalent to the-population of'.a small city. It

:adds:up to a total of something,-like 48 million additional
-hUmens-everryeaig:

-- - ..,

. ,.

-J.
.

. .

4 .Tnere are many issues connected to thiS rapid population growth;

likewise, there are many problems raised by it.

1Marston Bates, Expanding Population in a Shrinking

World (New York: ,
American Library, AssOciation, 1963), p. 1.
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It is suggestedthat the students' matter at least the

essential elements of the present population situation (i.e.,

actual nuritber Of peopleon the earth, number of-years it took

the population to 'reach that level, general distribution
,

patterns, future growth rate, expectations in Asia, Latin'

America, t U.S., Europe) before they set about to isolate

various-schools of thought on recommendations concerning

this problem.

Suggested Activities:

*Note: These activities, might best be undertaken in conjunc-

tion with themes one and two of Section II (Pessimistic

Forecasts-of World Overpopulation problems, and Optimistic
e

Forecasts of World Population in the Future). In such a
0

case, these activities'could "serve as an introduction to the

fact that there is consideiable controversyamong"experts

in many fields over what steps to take in connection with

any present or future population policies..

1. Just who are the people interested in population matters?

Ask students to

these folloWing
.

try to imagine what possible interests

groups might have in, population: biolo-

gists, ecologists, religious leaders, housing developers

and contractors, political leaders, minority group

leaders, eta.

2.. The following questions (paraphrased from the Teacher's

Guide to the New York Times Supplement, April 30, 1972,



e

1I

entitled 'Population: The U.S: Problems, The World

Crisis,"), might serve to stimulate interest, in and

'discussion .of certain,elements of the population Obate:

Questions

A. What are some.argaments for A.

. and against abortion?

B., r;y do some consider that B.
*owth among whites in abso-

lute numbers is more serious
than among blacks?

C. According to the following C.

statement by. Robert McNamara,
what burden does population' put
on the developing nations:
"Most,population growth
-occurs in countries already
plagued by poverty, Malnu-
frition, ,illiteracy, unem-
ployment, and political'tur--

*bdlence.-Some_ 25' countries
have population policies and
the World Bank 'mot support
their efforts: Even with the
2- child family,Ystabilization

.wonit come for a long time: u,

D. Family Planning can count
-"-China as one of-its greatest.

successe6-to date:,why is .
continued success in-family
planning so. important to
China's future?

Answers

The rights of a woman
Ito control her bpdy
vs. the right:ofthe
unborn to.life.

White middle class
families account for the
bulk of the U.S. popu-
lation. Consequently,
high growth rates among.
thexhite population
means relatively and
absolutely more people.

Most economic gains are
'wiped out immediate*
just taking care of
necessities of the added
poptildtion.

China, already-boasting
the world's largest '-

population, is'attemPt--«
ing massive-moderni7
zatian 'and would be
hampeed-in" this
attempt by rapid popu-
lation growth..

c
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E. The,Latin American loopU7
lationgrowth fate is sig-
nificantlegher than the
American;- ,tiintwhat way
isthe birth of an Ameri-
can baby an even greater
threat to the global en-
vironment than the birth
of a Latin American baby?

The.American baby can
be expected to consume
significantly more
resources and create
more pollution. .

3. What is ZPG, or Zero Population Groilth? Distribute to

the class a ditto handout of-reading selections from

Frank Notesteines study, Zero Population Growth; this

study is a particularly useful one as it includes not

only a description by Mr. Notestein of.the ZPG Movement,

but also comments on the movement by three other experts.

Extra. Credit might be offered for bringing in reviews

of recent magazine articles on the ZPG movement (models

for these

should be

efficient

reviews:can be seen in Chapter .2).
.

Students

directed to the Readerd'Guide as a quick and,

source listing of such articles. Alsb, a num-

ber of visual materials (glides and graphics) are avail-
.

avail-

able from Zero Population Growth, Sacramento Chapter.

Detailed information. on these visual aids is avaiaable

in !Population Education7-Let's Do It!' Vol. I--School

Setting, by Theodore Wooster.

California 95819..

Rel f want Project Material

ZPG, BOx 19252, SaCramento,.
. 4

1. Film: Population Expiosion,,The (15 minutes, color car-
,

toon-, 1968), Distributor: 'Contemporary Films/McGraw-Hill,

I. 330 W. 2nd St., New.Yori, New York 10036.

14'1.-



:=-Through stick cartoons, portp t various wayg through

which man historically maintained popu,lation equilibrium.

As population has grown to present, the only answer now

is ecOnomic.nd technical aid passed from the rich coun7
, .

. , 4

tries to the poor-countries,

2--Film: TO Aariy People (6 minutes, color, 1941

tributor: Cross Films,

consin 53211.

A short collection of images linking human reproduc-

tion with environmental degradation. Paul Ehrlich narrates

to give some scientific information about biological

Dis-

P.O. Box 5409, Milwaukee, Wis-

system breakdoWn.

Specific Readings
.

A list and description of,relevant readings follows.
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Hugh Moore Fund. The Population Bomb. NeW York: Hugh MOore,

Fund, 1965. 24pp.

This monograph has been compiled by a group of business,

labor and professional men concerned with the ever increasing

population rate. Their particular Stated concern is to pre-

serve worldpeace, arrest communism, and improve the lot of

people in ever-populted countries. Although the work is

polemical In intentas well as content, it is worthy, of (-

note chiefly because it is a product of the Hugh Moore Fund,'

which, along with author Paul Ehrlich, has helped.familiarize

the'reading public with the terms 'Population Explosion' and

'Population Bomb.'

, The monograph includes several dozen sayings by

prominent Americans, all of them directed 'to the idea that

there simply are too many people in the world. These sayings

might be good in initiating a lively class discussionop a,

topic such as 'Id'Our,civiliiation really being' threatened ?' t.

The material presented is pared to its minimal com-

pleXityi-whether to increase its impact or to e14.minate

misunderstanding is not made clear; but the result is a very

hard hitting and pessimistic study, albeit an over simplified

One.

Hutchinson, Edward Prince. The Population Debate. Boston:

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1967. ,263pp.

This study.is a hisEorical survey of the development

of conflicting theories of population up to ,the beginning of
v

A
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and, equalli, vociferous at the other extreme is the group of
1

4

the 20th century. The author'simplied purpose' ii to better

acquaint present scholars of demography (wham, he maintains,

are perhaps obsessed with obserilation anaempirical,data)
- .

with past infofmation in the field.

The author traces two lines of development: the

chronologicalin. which he surveys dominant 'population
6 "

theories in England, France, Sweden, and America during the

17th and 18th and 19th centuriesand-thetopicalin which

he discusses pre-Malthusian eory, post Malthusian theory,

production thedry, and pessimittic doctrine.. Each of these
,

elements is given a very. thorough look. ,Professor,Hutdhinson

e.

is a careful scholar and,-in addition, a writer with a styled

which is informative and easy to'read. He has surveyed the

whole body o2 knowledge and reviewed the body of theory and

speculation which has tended to polarize at' the tv6to following

extremes: on the one Band, scholars maintain that large and

growing populations;.are the only bates for national strength;

scholars who maintain that-a burgeoning population has a '

/ .

negative-effect and causes a general worsening of social and'
°

economic conditions under which people,are forced to. live.

Mr. Hutc ±nson has'inciuded quotations'ffom historical

sources, where relevant, alpng'with contemporafy statements.

He hat, for example, quoted the following froM Raleigh's'

'Discourse of War pi General,'' pUblished in 1650:
.
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. the very progreSsiOn.of our 'kind hath h-with It a
strong, incentive even of thipse daily wars which afflict
the whole earth % the want of room upon the earth,,
which pincheth the whole nation, begets the remediless

. 1 -war.
1,

,Students might.enioybeing preeented.with such

statement and -being asked to compare 4t with attitude's of
,

their own day. 'It might be pointed out that, other thanb i
, ,. . t

. , %
0

the language, of course, 'the opinion expressed in the abOlre

-quote is similar to much contemporary_ opinion'.

Notestein, Frank W. aero Population Growth (with comments'
by Philip Hauser, Judith Blake and Paul Demery). Pbpulatioh
,Index, Vol. 36, #4, 1970. 'pp. 444-465. .

this study is the revised teXt,of Mr. Notestein's paper

thewhich was originally presented at the annual meeting of

Population Association of America at Atlanta,'Apiil
.

1970, with comments by three eminent

'ference. Mr. Notestein explores all

discussants at the con-

facets of the concept of
.

.

zero Population Growth, which, he. claims,,has caught the
.

,

public by storm. Maintaining:that, on the one hand; ZPQis
.. ,

.
,

inevitable,'he says: .,
0

V

1
: . 4

Anyone who' knows how vto use a ,table of logarithms must
be aware. that in -the long run the average rate of popu-
lation drowth-mill approach-mero as a _Unlit.'

,

He explores the different avenues of action which
.

'might be taken by the.technofogically'more,developed and

Edward Prince 'Hutchinson, The Population, Debate

(Boston: HoUghton Mifflin Company, 1967) p. 340

7-'-

0-* '
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less developed counties due to the differences in the

severity of the problem as well as the ,differences in the

availability of means for their soitiaon.*1";,Notestein's

conclusion is the fol.lowing:

The countries that.could apply draStie contraints to
human fertility do not need .to; the oountfies that:peed
drastic constraints cannot apply them; and in any case,
the path of voluntariim/through family planning is
likely to be both:mgre-efficient and more civilized.

The comments tare useful by means of their content and

also by their mere presence. Each of the three commentors

points out strengths and weaknessts of the paper. Such

critiques could serve as models Of additional reviews (for

,thisend other articles and books) by secondary sociak

studies students.
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SECTION. II THEME #1: Pessimistic Forecasts of World Over-
population Problems

Commentary: The Prophets-of-Doom School claims' that we are

heading for catastrophe on every front (overcrowding, over

consutption of food, destruction of naturaD,resources, pollu-
.

tion,'Iitc.), if we do not take successful steps immediately

to slth population growth on a world wide basis.' Many' per-

sons individually today, and'nearly all national goveinments

are questioning the historical assumption that a large popu-

lation and a high rate of population growth are to be equated'

with prOsperity and strength. There is a growing number of

individuals and organizations convinced that to allow present

population growth rates to continue is to ruin our environment

beyond repair; they are interested in instructing indi-

vid;aals and national governments on the impossibility of

improving the quality Of.life,unti the -quantity of life upon

t
the planet is,broughtunder control.

Supested,Activitles: A.

1: Panel: Pessimistic Forecasts of world population prob-
..

lem6 vs. optimistic fdrecasts

A. ,Class will be-divided into two groups'- -the optimistic

and the, pessimistic

B. Five students from each side,will be designated as

Panel Participants.
,

C. Several students will'be designated as reporters for

each side.
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D. The remaining class members will be designated as

oresearchers-.

Discussion should be centered on the elements of the*.

:population debate (Section I Theme #7) to acquaint in

class all students with the broader dimensions of the
.

problem.

2. Have students begin'to prepare fOr their notebook a chart

which will,eventually contain the following information:,

factors and issues important in the population debate,

position of the pessimists on the issues and position of

the optimists on the issues. '(Part #3 of the chart will

be filled in in connection with, Theme #2 SeCtion II:

Optimistic forecasts of world population in the future.)

3. Discussion summary and extension: From participating 'in

the pahel (or debate), afid from summarizing material

presented in the debate for their notebook charts, stu-

dents should have some idea which forecasts on various

issues sound to them the most reasonable, the most likely

to come to pass. Make a list of conclusions on the black-
.

board. from volunteered student answersasking volunteers
-0

to state why, they think .the stand of the pessimists or

the optimists on a particular issue is the crucial one.

Discussion should now center on how these key,issues

add up to a general pessimistic stance or an optimistic.,

. one on the future of the pOPulatign situation; students



should come to understand that in this issue, as in

most complex ones, there is seldom a considered set

of black/white attitudes, but rather a large sector

which must remain undecided (or,grey), as there are so

many necessary inputs of information which remain unknown

or uncertain.

Specific Reading

A list and description df relevant reading follows.

4
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Jones, Joseph MariOn._ Does Overpopulation Mean Poverty?
Washington, D.C..: Center for International Economic Growth,
1962. pw., 64.

This book--and its foreword by Eugene P. Black,
-

formerly 'head of the World Bank--attempts to present facts

about population growth in relation to economic growth, both

real and potential.

It is divided into the rather standard divisions of

definition of the population explosion, explanation thereof,

attitudes of various groups toward the problem and the out-

look for future developments in the field. It is valuable ,

chiefly for its, emphasis on the economic aspects of the popu-

lation problem.. The author states:

If birth rates were reduced, all other conditions : . 2

could be much more easily improved, and this would epeed

up economic development and.increase levels of living..

. . . Economic development,requires greater investment-
in agriculture, industry, in public health, in education-,
.and increased expenditures for public services and. more

efficient government administration. Increased invest-
ment requires greater.,savings.. High birth rates operate
to 'reduce savings..'

A preslgtation of attitudes of world leaders on the

subject of pOpulation growth is'included. Among those leaders

whose,opinions are represented are the following: John F.

Kennedy; M. C. Chagla, (1960 Ambassador of India to the U.S.);

Mr. Nehru; various CathOlic and Protestant Clergymen; Albert

Einstein and Arnold Toynbee. Such varied opinion's on the

1Joseph Marion Jones, Does Overpopulation Mean Poverty?

(Washington, D.C.4 Center for International Economic Growth,

1962),:p. 89.
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,ppopulation*problem are ptesentedby these'leaders that it
,

. ,

,is difficult even to :draw together the;statem4nts into general

:Achools,of thought;-t hthe author, h_ ovveve, r, has attempted to
,

.ch? so,: This.section-could be used on the-secOndary level in

its prpsent form; it could also be .expanded by students
- -

bringing in additional relevant opinions by other community,

national, and international leaderS.

.
. . -

Keys, Ancel. The Biology. of Human Starvation. Minneapolis:
The University of Minnesota Press,.1950. Volume II, 700pp.

This is a technical textbook type of study on the

various manifestations of starvation--its psychological

effects, behavioral effects, as well as descriptions of the

.various diseases which are either caused by or contributed

to by malnutrition and undernutrition. Particularly interest-

ing are the tables of measurement from elaborate'expeiqments

conducted by the School 6f Public Health at the University of

Minnesota, in which subjects were studied from a normal state

to one cifsemi-starvation and back again to a normal state

through rehabilitation, with provision for'recording and dis-

,

cussing of complaints By participants and for medical attention

as well. Photographs of the men at each stageee normalcy,

semi- starvation and rehabilitation are included.. The com-

parisons between physical appearance in normal and semi-
a

starvation periods are quite striking, ana might be reproduced

by a teacher for class use to show that starvation gives

pc
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visible signs of affecting a subject's Whole expression,`

not only hit physital. structure.
.

the, appenAix includes a chapter on 6nSome Notable

Famines'in History," with information .on the primary 'causes

of famine (crop failure, distribution) ,as well as a 5-page,

27-column, single-space listing of some of historyli more

notable famines. Such a listing could be a valuable research
.

tool for a student research paper on famine.
.

There is a-comprehensive discussion of the melhodological

(--

.

limitations of experiments on man, and an assessment of"the

4

reasons for the scarcity of previously existing work on

starvaton-and semi-starvation, Some of the reasons discussed---
include: lack of sufficient voluntary subjects, possible

inaccuracy of,findings from patients already ill from other

causes' who might indeed be starving, but as a result of a

previods,disordei, etc.
. ,

The author 'presents ample dramatic evidence of the

horrors of, starvation as obsrVed by relief workers and

:travelers through areas of famine, .For example, the following

report of he 1921-:22 famine in the Kazan' -Distritt of RussXa'
. ., .

-0 ,
.

.fals-seen-loy-zt el-American Relief Adminittration_Workers-is
.

.

, - .
--,.. --,

,summarized as f4lows:, f

4 _i-M ,
(In the a01:rving, villages] .. . .mot,a livipg soul Could ,

be iYi . . . I'd find a guakter, of even

.half of thd houses'closed'and-boarded-up, attesting the...

flight of their occupants was commdn, Already the deaths.

frOm fstarvationGwere so many, that village' clerks no
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lopger:kept records . . of-those who remained alive,
nearly all-were subsisting on food substitutes; the
components of which indicated the degree of their want,'
The more fortunate mixed grain with chaff. or grOund

weeds and ''adorITS. .0theis, having, no grain,- made nauseat:

-ing, poisonous unctions ofweeds, tree bar*, and even

-clay and-manure. Such domestic animals as there remained,

were. fast disappearing. They starved and died like their

owners, or were killed for'food.1

Suchfaccounts, gruesome as they are, might be used on
.

the secondary:level to indicate to students what happens when

the food and resource supply is riot adequate to meet the

-'demands of the population, for whatever reason. The book,

although technical in nature, is clear in concept and intent,

band Is provocative in the extreme.

.

Lader, Lawrence. Breeding Ourselves to Death. New York:

Ballantine Books; 1971. 46pp.

As the title of this-book clearly indicates, the
.

author takes the view that there is indeed a problem of

overpopulation in the world today. This monograph sets

forth the record of the struggle by, the Hugh Moore Fund to

call attention to- the flood of people engulfing,the'earth%

The book was intended to serve as'ari intructionaI unit to

the growing number of individuals and orqinizations now
, .

1 -
gageTin the struggle, to control,what 'Professor Paul

,
,, ,

, %

Biirlich calls in the Foreword to this botbk,..'The Greatest

-,

Menaime-oi/our,Vilme;'.
:
/:

=

,Antelleys, The Biology of Human StarvatiOn. (Minnea-:

polls ,The -Dniversity,of Minnesota P:ress, 1;950, Volume II,

A 0

,
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Andther undeclared-, -bpt 'Other nonethelgs,°

. ,

- 3

purpose of the work-is'propgganda. The books pre'pents the ''

case-for controlling population;; it is'dobumented.w4h
, .

. i',...

relevant newspaper clippings culled from the'international
.-

: .,
a-,press, illustrated with photos'nd cApsule',bio4raphies and

:,.

- contributions.oi- 'leaders in the population control field,
.

andwith successful flyers and pamphlets whiOh havelben
, A

used by various population groups in the past. For'exalple,

several posters, produced by the Campaign to Check the'DtPopu-

lation Explosion are reprinted. One'of these pOsters shows
=

a healthy-looking American family at supper; under the pic-
,

fure it the caption "Wjiile you're eating dinner tonight, 417

People will die, frOth4ttarv4tion. Technique's such as the
.

above can ihe'guite.effective in making the point that not

everyone is as well off as those fortunate enough,:p live in

-the induttrialized west.
6

The,book makeia highly dramatic; non-technical impact.

-

It is' clear, obvious. in intent, and quite Convincin4e I
.,

thjfnk,it would make a strong tIPOn students and it
. .

impression
. .

- - 1, . ,- ' A.

argood overview ofthaterialt developed by the population', °

"
cblitrOl'organ$zatiOns in:iecont years .

Vogt, William. People: Challenge to Survival. New York:
.Wi'll'iam Sloane-Associates, 1960 , 234 4,;,1,

A,personaI 'essay and a personal assay-4 t e7population

-problem, this-study disoussesthe:popidation_questiOn2.pre-
";..,,,,_ ;,

Abminantl f. n-;econOthic.termt:--Ar. Vogt:,Statesi
. 4., '
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There Will be-no hope that Taiwan, India, El Salvador,
etc., can solve their economic problems without slowing
'their popula ion increaSe.. Yet we are comOitted in
.one way or an ther, to pa,rticipation i-thelr economic

Frogress.1

Sf The author m

4'7

intains4that :the richer nations, also,,
r-

are,not,exeMpt from this challenge... He asks

f

o we "rich" Wirth Americans haye the right to increase
our ownpopu4tion'and thui our drain on raw materials
at.the present or futureexpense df other.peoples? How

Shall we .justify a tew h4ndred.miiiionsof dollars in
"aid" when we are bleed4ig .the recipients of the stuff

they 'will need i0r their' very existence 'in 50 .years?2

This provocative book, though generally pessimistic

about the world situation if we do not immediately take

steps to decrease world popuf.ition growth, does.give some

specific steps which might VI taked to improve the outlook.

For eXample,,. theinclizsion,of a

in our foreign did4ogramS and

Technical AssistaT4 e Progr

large families..
.

A coMpelling bOok which

between poverty' ndioverpopulation

required birth control clause

in the United National

and also tax laws to discourage

concludes that the relationship

is a permanent one, this

book'recommendsjis a cure for this problem a"decrease in the

population growth instead.of additional technological and
. '

agricultural adnces which are soon, wiped out by rapid popu-

lation increase

1William Vogt, People: Challenge to Strvival (New

York: William/Sloane Associates,-1960), p. 80.

2Ibid.4 p 166,u .
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Weisberg, Barry. B Repair. Boston: . Beacon Press, 1971.

189pp.

A pessimistic conclusion is reached by Mr. Weisberg

after a thorOugh, if somewhat one-sided,'reliiew of sobering

notations by scientists. The author reports:.

From an ecologically sound political-viewpoint, it will

not do simply to challenge an occasional project or
promote yet additional piecemeal legislation. Quanti-

..
tativechange must give way to qualitative transformation
before the whole itself is beyond salvage.'

Mr. Weisberg is pessimistic about the future, bUt

he does lay.down some conditions of liberation which may

allow us to find our way out of, the present crisis. Put in

the popUlar idiom, the author says that 'We have met the

.enemy and he is us!' He recognizes that increasing numbers

of people may certainly mean increasing levels of consumption

for-the near future. But, he asserts, if we understand.

that one of the basic conditions of liberation is control of

our environment and its resources, if we fundamentallY redis-
,

tribute wealth and resources throughout the globe, we
1.
7.ght

achieve some sortof a balance. Such balance is seen 15 more

-

beneficial to mankind as a whole than population control..

AAbout population control, Mr?, Weisberg states:

. . the:present historical-context, such control will

serve to further accentuate those forms of authoritarian
control and domination which are at the very heart'of the,

struggle for biological balance on this planet.2

1Barry Weisberg, Beyond Repair'(Boston:' Beacon Press,
1971), p.,40.

2Ibid.

'
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basic supposition--i:e. that the political

.S. is today, undoing the work of organic

.'. evolution, and that the political and economic' inequities

.of capitalism are today directly responsible for the biological

trauma of the earth's' natural s and its population,

is .not wA4l supported by his evi ence. However, his approach

is a, rather original one and a-thoroughly pessimistic one as

-well, given the likelihood that the American 'people will, in

k the near future anyway, take the path which he suggests. He

brings !together and discusses in a lively way much of the

evidence generally used by the prophets-of-doom school, and

could be quoted in the classroom when some sort of synthesis

of the beliefs of this pessimistic school is needed.,
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SECTION II THEME #2: Optimistic Forecasts of World popula-.
tion in the Future

Commentary: Although. there is widespread belief, even among

optimists, that an ever growing population poses problems.

for .the environment^in many, different ways,, there is the
4'

hope and expectation that man will somehow triumph Over the

situation. Modern technology will fifid new substitutes for

_natural resources, as they disappear; space exploration will,

eventually, lead to settlement of humans on other planets;

the green revolution will help provide enough nourishing

food' for everyon; and, in any case, more people in any

giNien population group can be said to make that group stronger

in many ways.

Suggested Activities:

See Section I Theme #7, Elements of the Population Debate,

and Section II Theme #1, Pessimistic Forecasts of World

Overpopulation problems.

. Specific Readings

A list and description of relevant readings followi..
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',CarNfrell, Fred and Tadlock, Max. It's -Not Too Late; BeVeily -

Hills: Glencoe Press, 1971. 310pp." .

. .,

1
I d : -. . . . . .

illthough thetitle of'thig,b qk ot.radinqs Would
.

7- 4'

suggest an optimigtic conclusion to the problems of overpopu-

,

lation, the tone,adopted by most authors is one of caution,-

if not pessimism. John Hall, 'Executive Director of tiie World

Resources Inventory, Southern Illinois University, warns:

Though the growth of populition has been accompanied by
more intensive cultivation and higher food yield's per
aCre, the amount of presently usable soil per, capita is
declining, apot,:in many areas, bdcomes impoverished
through ill use. . . In the-United States alone,
urbanization and transportation haVe been .calculated
to draw more than a million'adres of soil, each year,
from cultivation."

And, equally pessimistic; Mr: Saul ett of the Associ-J

'ited,Press,states that: ./

America, we suddenly seem to have discovered, is no
longerlihfihitein space or resources, or hope. ; .

We have,less room to live or work or die. .. . . We '

flee from the Cities to the suburbs and from the suburbs,
to the exurbs and the rat"race- of numbers'is never far

behind.2
.. . . , . ,

Some author8, such as Frank W. Notestein, President

,of. the Populatiop;equncil of New York, sees reasons for hope

in the.grisis, however. He sees in modern technological

developments hope that the population crisis may be resolved'
. ,

during the remainder of this century;' he claims that the hope

,lies in the fact that there is now new reason to'thin,k that

-IFred Carvell and Max Tadlock, It's Not Too Late
(Beverly. Hills: Glencoe Press, 1971),,p. 47.7

p. 7.
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f only the world would be willing to.bend its .energies

#c toward solVing the-problem, At could go far'in the direction
. .. -

. . . . .

,

of .doing so during the coming'. 5r. NOtestein outlines
,

.

...

four specific elements.,as being of particular importance In

solving the population dilemma, aboutwhich he claims, "if

P

our efforts are dommensurate with' our opportunities, we
% ..

'v . ,,` .

have reason to,believe that, by-the end of the century, the

spectre of poverty perpetuated by population growth can be
.

lifted from the earth."1 The four specific elements he:out-:7

lines are as follows:

4ol% the, development of national political'policies,
favoring family planning,

a

2. the demonstrated public'interest in limitingshild-
bearing .

3,. the improvement of contraceptive technology, and

4. the fact` that for the first time in history, several
oriental Populations have, begun to cut their birth
rates as a result of governmentarprograMs to spread
the practice fof.birth control.

The book consciously includes selections--24 in all-

which, while they are not 15ollyana like in nature, are pre-
,

do04nantly constructive in describing problems.or posing

solutions. 'Xt also contains a numbero4' relevant graphs,
4

charts, and illustrations, which might'be.reproduced:lor.
4,

'
-.

classroorvuse on the
,

seCondary level.
. ,

, I ,
,4 .

I

'Fred Carvell and Max Tadlock, It's Not Tob'Late
(Bevprly,,,Hills: Glencoe Press, 1'971), p. 195.. .
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Neuhaus, Richai.d. InDefense of People. New York: Ihe

fol,acmillanCompan, 1971. 315pp.
.

Ibis study suggests that the chief resources available

to_man are,. the following; human knowledge and 'imaginatiob;*

and furthdr, that these'qual,ities have been suggested by

hstory to be.eminently renewable. He finds the argument of

e anti-pollution,zealots--hamely that each new baby is,

'a .greedy little bastard potentially stuffing himself. with.
.

-
. . ,

26;000,000 tons of water, 10,150 ptds of meat, 28,000
,

unds of milk and cream, 9,000 pounds of wheat, and using

. j..
, .

21,000 gallons of gasoline" as both blunt and trivial ip

blight of the possibilities at hand for vmobilizing ,our
,

Society and the worlairagaihst ecologidal disastL...'
2

_

N. Neuhaus waiins'in the preface to his book that

"nothihg in these pageg should be misconstrued to suggest
,

that pollution and unlimited popul,ation growth are nat very

real or, serious problems"; but he does deal With the dangers

in the current response to these problems as well as with

the nature of ,the problems themselves. He judges that at

least a part ,of the ecology, controlled population.and con-

trolled pollution movement is political in nature and that

it is; in short.la Sort of Cause to end all causes. He quotes
. .

President Ni'xon as saying "clean air,. clean 'water, .open,

0 Y
4

,spaces,--,tbiS ig an, essential part pf.he liftof".a driving

r.'

t r4

.

1
,Ilichard Neuhaus, In Defense cif, People (New York: The

Macmillan Compapy,1 1971), p. 241.

p. 109:

1b1

.

44.
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'
dream I want to offer theAmerican people. , . . It'seems

almost unbelievable that the people in the proverbial palace

are able to share their anxiety about the drowds-at the gate

with the crowds at.the gate.
1 0

0
The alithor sees a distinct possibility that the longer

the ecology thovement'is with,,us, the more disdrimin0 ating will
,

.
.

become the public as to its clwims; for example; it should

become evident, that a genuinely renewed reverence for all

living things, including people, is incompatible with the

Draconian measures advocated by some population controls

(at least, Mrt Neuhaus hopes that it will become generally

0

evident). Though he does refer reverently to naturalists

such as John Muir, he concludes that man's future would be

remarkable hopeleth if one were to write the history of man

only -"by the benchmark of wilderness in whiCii,then's religions,

music, philosophy, politics, cities and friendships, as well

as his wars, acts of genocide and abiding brutalities, only

obscure where wee have come froM4 where we are going, how far

we've gone."
2

.Though not written by an eco-enthusiast, this book,

written by-someone'who is deeply concerned about the nature

,of the environment, 'is a good and convincing apology for tho^se

1Richard Neuhaus, In Defense of People' (Dew York: The

Macmillan Company, 1971), p. 136.
t

2
Ibid. 4139.
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who would rather try to increase.the resources than curtail

population growth.. In the words of the author: "Given,the

choice between the coercive and brutk proposals for diminish-
.

ing the number of guests, on the one hand, and multiplying

the bread, on'the other, `multiplying the bread is infinitely

-41

4

preferable.""

A

Raveristoney Percy. A Few Doubts as to the Correctness of Some
Opinions Generally Entertained on the Subject of Population
and Political Economy. New York: Augustus M. Kelley, 1966. .4-app

4
Part of the "Reprints of Economic Clas,cq'

,

series,

this book is of interest because it is historically important,

because it is particularly well written, nd'because it is a

'contemporary account of an 1820 attempt to discredit the

theories of Malthus. It.could be useein the classroom in

conjunction with a presentation'of the theories, of Dr. Malthus.

It is interesting to note that the modern introductory note

by eminent Columbia University economist Joseph Dorfman, is

lengthy, somewhat pompous, and exceedingly dull= -InuCh in the

unfortunate modern tradition of what has been calledr!the

dismal science." The original introduction (1821), as well
)

as thekriginal work, are imaginative, concise, informative,'

and not in the least dull.

The author of the original article investigates some

laf, the leading doctrines of the 19th century school--chief

'Richard Neuhaus, In Defense of People (New York:
The Macmillan'ompany, 1971), p:'209.'
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among whom was Malthus. Of the Malthusian theory, Raven-

stone coneludeb:
, $7

4
It is a cold and dreary system which represents our
fellow-creatures as so many rivals and enemies, which

makes us believe that.their happiness *isincompa-eible
with our own, which builds our wealth on their' poverty,

and teaches that their numbers cannot consist with oux P.

comforts and enjoyments; which would persuade us to
look on the world in the light .of a besieged town, where
thecdeath of our neighbOrs is hailed with secret satis-
faction, since iit augments the quantity of provisions - , ,

likely to fall to our own share.' ,
_16

Such prose is somewhat archaic, perhaps; but, none-
. ,44,

theless, it is insightful; also, the statement does present

a dratatically different view from'that of Dr. Malthus. The

article might be used to indicate to students that there

have always, been dissenting opinions in matters of population

and,poldiiiiiion control. Possibly also of interest to

-7 students would be the point by point rebuttal of Malthus!

theory, by,investigationof the growth of population in Europe,

in England,, and in the United States. ,,The authoi

subsistence levels, property, taxes, capital, money, and

the distribution of property in the various countries;, he

presents evidence of various population' theories in connection

with, these categories--not only the theory of Malthus. Pro-,

fessor Dorfman had edited the, text throughout, and has added

same modefn- notes which help gii.te modern focus to a classic

work.

1yercyRayenstone,"A Few Doubts as tothe Correctness

of So e Opinions Generally. Entertained on the Subject"of
Population and Political Economy (New York: AuqustusiM.

Kelley, 1.966), p. 17,

164
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SECTION II THEME # : Woik Being Done to -Save, Our-Environment

. .
. . , .. .

Commentary: . There are
4

numerous organizations active in the
.
field of population .study and/or population control. To

lain an understanding of whp-has e what in the field of

population to date, and to eva uate 'activities undertaken

either presently or in the past, a *familiarity* with the

existence .of these organizations and their activities is

appropriate. Each organization is involved in a slightly -

e

different aspect of the popUlation problem; each' organization

has its owktrengths and weaknesses and can boast its,owil

successes atid failures.

Su4gested,Activities: .

1. Students should be,asked to Compile a list of corranunity

organizations working on some aspect. of environmental
t

protection which,is so -how related to populationx.Some

suggestions might be made by the teacher of possihle

sources of information (many communities haVe.Environ-

mental Councils. which serve as clearing houses of this

sort.,ofinfw.TAtion.)

Students ShotIld be asked to peruse in class the listing

and 4escription
% in Chapter III of national and inter-

.

national organizations which deal ,in populations matters.

.
They Should seledt one organization as the subject of.

,
,

saaditional study. The student should con -tact the organi-
,

.. -. .

zation in which he is Interested and request specific

".
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r :, . ,

inf, rmation .on programs underwi.Y.. elan reports shcliafd
% . :

be glivenOn d.abh or_gani'atiprO,s activities; Wheh.,the..
-, \ - . 72,-. '.. -- ,,, ,. 1 '; .. ... :' . :- ::1: :',. -- ''.:"..:., j:

. material has 1.ieen-:.rePeived (Inotei. ':, ger)eral _Mailing time'

'is.''.2 to- 4.....'w,deks

. 1Some students
.

tO..rctiAtaOt AA, or-0-447
'

.nation WhichTis not list'edj,:i'lltcha-gter-11-1:;, . .
..-.

yidual chaff co shoul& be -enpoilia4ed, at_ the distretiap,_

of the teacher., in order to cut down on too _much-

.4 e cation of class reprts (except in the case Oggi--za-O
..

S *Of ra...

tions such as the United Nations or the Population Reference ,,
. --. .. ..,_. --,-.

Bureau, whose activities are too widesptead tp 'be surveyed
,

.. /
,

.:
.

.

by pne student) .

Specific Readings

A list, and description of relevant reading ,follows.

4

S
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.

ea:son, Bernard. Family.,PIanning'Prolrams..T Ned. Yorls;
Trirp.

,

An international, 'sur'vey of :fam4y- planning
.

in various Coinpiree from
t

programs

d series
of :41;kth-?prepateds:fOr th0-;ci.p*15rOg#inof the. Voice of

-
. , .f :
1Aperic.a. theDraMatic -4tipact is ge:rieially high, particularly.

, 4 ,

as many of.. the authOrs arfs.::citizens of the countries about

which they are writing. Some of the chapter, titles give
-

,.evidence of this fbrceful tone ",India: A Gigantic Task";

(by. Pip4k"Ehatia)7 "pakistan: A' Large Effort in a targe.'
-, . .... . , :) ,,

-..ilation";_ (15y:. Enve-r _Ad:U.) ; ."Jairiaica:, CrAsia on a SMall 'Island";
: --;..*: . ,

-. (Iii,_ L. 1.3..-,Williarnq); and, "United states: ,New Efforts.;.-but
- .

Still NOtErioughNi-(t4f.i.ieslie Corsa). ,,
._

..
- ... _ 4 .-

The emphasis _of- the volume taken as a whale iS ,in the
:

broad historical perspective of theAppblems of population. ',
---growth-:- ..Eernard Bere.lson concludes that, al.though the,reare.,,c.

, ., . , .

,_:.several problemsderiding from population factors in the

western sworld,. the major problemais that of, undue population
.

growth' in the developing CoUntrieg. He claims that the . x, -
.. , . , ,-

. . ..
:. population problem is often thought of-as- .4 race between ,;,,

----
,

r
food. a.r.4.1iieople, .or between space and people.; although he

,

.. .
. agrees that both factors are involved, ,he finds that they,

.by, .no 'means the whole program.. This volume reports

activities around the world which have taken place. againgt,"'

a--bacdrop 'of Mounting population' ressure%. More and more
,

161
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".e.

.
, . .....-=sa

- -,,-, , t

-;.;-: --
colintries are taking steps to deL with the -prpbem

-.

' 4ov'erpoPuldtion;_ this bp:9k asttemp.ts.-"to t'e:OCitint-ei-Petied,e-es
-$ 1 4,

-, . undergone by _specif countries in 'tile aOit plan:"
.,. -- trang, project imrilementatioh and project --4

..

'4. .- '' ''- -: .. ut ho r claims-that he hop iOs n such O.Way:to. contribue. tO- '- '''...---tv--
i,,,- :., :

- --; :

-' -:, : ,,,V . _ - .- ! ; 4-'..2 r--4 , ' 1'''',2,T.

;.5 : V '' : . the already sttbstOntial,tand,coristantly growing body 61-.,.-- .
. . .- . -..-,.--, .

_
. ,....

, ,...

,_ -_,
,-. --:.. _ . , . :. -,.., -,.-:

knowledge surrounding populati4n-. growth .-ali'd .population Co-' -- - ,
1. 4 :-- i ,

V.

tro
. '..fC

-..;4: w 1
i . ,.l

i: ;. ?
, , .

., ,,:

*Particularly well rpon'ted ara"birth fates around
,.. r . a 4t s . , e , . .

.,

, : . t.-: : s
; 4 'a .

0 the world., specific IfaMtly f)iohni,ng proiram's,and.t:heii-,
.

/
,

. ' (

z..

_ ceseed"and: short-comings ,' manufacturing, and marketing of ." ,
, -,_, '-':-'

specific; contraCeptives`, and differences in attitude toward , :-

,,..--,-
. .., , . . . . ,

.

. family planning in'. various places . The :Oyerap value of ''', :" .. --

I
1 -.! .

-

-the book foi secondary teaching is its possible use as an . -.

- .
.

international case-studies.-model..approach, ,
'

0, . - ... ` *

'4
. .

t 7. . (
, a ,

*
.
,

% .
.

'. . DaVanzo, Julie. 'A Family Choice Model of p.s,. Interregional
Migration 'Based on ..file Human Capital Apptpach. 'ARan'd-Paper):
Santa Monic,o,..Califprnia 2 ,, Rand COrpor-atiori, ,1-972., ,57pp.

. -.
- i

, * -.

. .. _
Concerned with migration .patterns in the industrialitid .. . . , , . .1' ,'.

world Tin'sgenel, and citing the 6.s. as the specific e-xityk,ti. Pi:qdr -,
. .

' - v

' -. 1,- ' . this study .propcses .ari, analytibal Irainework for studying

3.,:.- ,i6.,,,
,..

-...
, . . a'- . ...,.......- .,

. ',.- the migtation- behavior of individuals- and f-amilies. -A 'some.-
:

,4. ' ,
.4 what .technical, but,well 'explained econometric. Wail, based

) ',- . ,. ,) -, -

-7- - L...

Qnthis framework is presented; the. source :for this model is--__,

the- 1960 tJS. Censtis 'bf population, particularly-the aggre-,-
A

,

gate data on gross 'migration. The model j.s original iri'that, .

:

, . ,'..' ,".: -

,. .

i, ,.,

168 ',.. ' ,,,A
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4 .,. .

insofar- it- is - dealing only with migration in developed ,,
. ,

---- ,*',Ocities,- and' especially in the U.S., it consid&rs migration:
_

.
. . -.

-.4...Matter,of family'dhoice--usually prompted by economic
::. -- .

otheir.cOficers,.but still a matter of choice. Special-;'
,

.

-: s,. , ., ,. . - .

attention_ given to the importance of the cii
, ,. .

.. , ._.

women and families, as

Male worker:.

opposed to migration of the single

1 Kaplan, Sylvan J., McCormick, Robert T, (eds.). Innovative
Organization for Population Research. Springfield, Illinois:

Charles C. Thomas, 1971.

Tis,
,

edited volume takes "the-novel:, -approach of sur-,

veying, the institutions which,are--or might be:.--involed-in

the population problem, rather.tgan ih'reVieivihg the -Various,

-..fields-bf population research. latholigh,litre-vis--04,..

positive steps, taken ,on various froxitS in the:field'of-eithef-
;

population control or resource increase.,:it,taked a .generally
...

,pessimistiC view of the success of thesest6Ps't-date, and

in the projedted future. Mr.Kaplari-expl4ind in the_41tra-

,i,

Auction that "if the ideas, tile: suggestions, and.0e:

*mendatione in this book.sometimeS SeemAo-poiAV bhe'r

'.direction then in ar1other, tttg,'"acattice

problem itself is complex and VAique.,.:,XW1/#0cAciei'ire4
... . .

beiAg explored with vigor Antf,apaip4fioii,,buis:sthi

'largely-an unmapped, area, and we'%e'an grn-,IroU only the ;
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directions considered most nearly reliable by those most
,

familiar with the terrain."'

'Some,of the institutions mentioned .as making perticu-

lax contributions to the field of population research are

the following: Agency for IKEernational Dewelopment; .Retelle

NoFthwest Laboratories; various universities, includipg par-

.

ticularly California and Michigan; Center' for Population

Research, U.S, Deipartment of tealth; ERIC (the Educational

.ResouZoes Information Centers System), and The PopulaLon

'Reference itireau.

A general 'oveZview of the institutional,fraMework is

given, by,Douglas.qrter in his.Chapter entitled 'The Challenge:,./'
Institution.BuildincP:

Two aspects:of institution building strike me as)gerti- /

.vent. First, the Federal Government has increasingly '

-had to be concerned about areas of public life' with

which it ha'& never before been involved. It:hIs met a

need for institutions subsidizediby governpentyet apart
from-government,._Second, our .record of

qbuilding in this uasi-governdental area ha's not.been an

unqualified success. . . As we look et.the population
.problem, I am doubtful that any of the earlier models .

serve. The ,population xplosion'pres'ents a unique
challenge.and will require a unique institutional arrange-
ment2

). This book is'an,excellent reference book, particuleill;

-.for the teacher of a unit on population. It .could also be

,
"Kaglan,.Sylvan J.-, McCormick, Robert T...(eds.),

Innovative Organization for Population Research" (Sptingield:
Charlds,C.,'Thomas, 1971),.p. XII.

"' pp. 5; 7.
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used by a student as source' material for a special report
. .

t

on present actfgities being carried On by institutions .,

,N

.tEt

engaged in pop4ation research. I dO not think, however,-,
; ...--..) i 4,'

that it constOutes a-york which all students must read. /
( i (

Office of Foreign Study, NationallAcdemy ol, Sciences:
Rapid Population Growth. Baltimore:) Johns Hopkins Press,'
1971. 680pp.

'A. scholarly and somewhat technical volume, this work

was composed by a committee of 12 scholars who were attertipt-
t

ing to define and describe ehe-problems resulting from the

present uiiprecedented rate of population increase. Their

lira was no- t.only&to.define these problems, but also to help

policy makers understand the implications of these problems.

. - The work is divided into twosections, one' of which

is,made. up of scholarly research papers prepared by special-
,

ists in various social sciences: economics, political science,

sociology, demography, education,- social ethics, and public

health. The second section contains "a summary overview of

the research papers and of recommendations which policy makers

might follow.; The entire summary and recommendations section

could be of use to the, secondary 'teacher;. it is 100.pages long,

.

clearly ,organized, and norr- technical in nature, although it
m.

has condensed-and explained the technical informatiOn pre-
.

sented in the regbaich papers.
-4*

0. J

.

lit
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The specific recommendations.made include their.4.L.ollow-

Freedom.to determine family size'

(2) ,
Establishment} of national population inflUending

policies

(3) Clarification by national governments of their

shorter growth rate andbirth rategoals

(4) Accelerating the trend toward the smaller family

(5) Cregtion of multi-objective policies which would

tend to increase parental- in small families

'(6) Population-Responsive policies

(7) Population policy in the international Obntext

,(8) Recognition of the need for further research, both

on the'national level and on the international

level, through the medium of-International Research
$

Centers on population problems. *44.

A

The authors admit that'their recommendations are not

intended to provide a comprehensive solution to the-world's

population problems. Perhaps students could be asked to con-

'tribute additional recommendations. ryn

The research article by demographer Gavin Jones, en,

titled "Effect of Population Change on the,Attainment of

Educational Goals in the Developing Countries" explores the

tact that, although there is the almost _universally shared

a in developing countries that education must be expanded,
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rapidly, and that although achieveillentk iri-th*:'46%ain ha$
, .

. . . . .

i
.

..

been often'reinarkable 'the number of af1410f illiterates

_throughout the world has actually inereaSeq_ov #16 p4--t.-..

, ,,_ .

k

--- 'decades; , Present . and_ fu ture trends in :thiS"'doMain -,are:4
.

amply illustrated,in. tables and graphs, as well as in ,Cdse-
,

studies. GaNlin s conc,lusion is that there muSt r'6cog-,

. 40 , , .

nition in developing, countries that 'fertility decline will

- -

- enbance the chances of reaching. lofty-,educatioriil-gOdis and
,

will thereby effect a .sav4ing of .sorts over theexpenditu4s

which would -have to be Made for the constantly Ancreaiin4-
: 4,..

,
enrollmen ot of students in already vercrowded schools.

`

.
Rockefeller, nelson A. Qur Environment Can: B'e Saved'..

Garden City, New York? boubleday, & -176P.
4 o , 4y.

As, the title indicates, thid hoof
,

,app4oath to the qudstion of the environment`; .0 itsr-reqources.
,, ,

, , ,

r Rockefeller maintains, that canr'indeed hal' our- do ill

.

run toward colpgical,,iiiicicle, and" tha,tYve even` start
tf -

, ,

climbing back ups the, slOpe. The...impetus for his -writing

4 .

this book is that, although there is tbr)0.derable

. .

interest today in saving our e VirohritPnti jtbere

practicalguides towards.solutionSof, actualP*obI:ems:

,nor Rockefeller has addressed hiinself:Paf4bAarly

tions in the 'realm ofogovernmental apPrOa6h4 g4virlg t4R,

environment;bUt the implications of.

broadei.



Rockefeller makes. some interesting comments, on~ the
.

--fde*kappeal the:.ecology moveinent. For example,' ,he says:

4,:be4uOgi.11.
. it brings together racrtals and-

"....""
..1,1ohn.`Bi-rch SoCiety. , It .seems to be a -meeting

1**)fiyi,, can .seriously come out against a clear ,

hough; not spe'G- ifiCally dealing with the study`,

..ci,k*,:poiu1ai.j,:o:n. as a' part- of the-environment, Rockefeller' s

checklist 421.6 ideas' for 'aCtivities for young people"
'inthrested, in the environment- could be of use in the class-

room, if 'slightly:modified to foClas on population. several

of the-more reieVant ofthese ideas inclUde thefollowing:
, =

.:,.*; . .

1 .

) tducate yourself about.lecOlogical principles.,:vinter7
'

,deperislance..:6f a k i' .:living .tlings' with their drviron- :
O . i', a pi 1- ,* 'b e 4. xg -r-a Ware, of_ tie lfra41le balance . ,

. the';,e,foroak,,..you.caii4etter cOnVince others of the-
....-th4at,t.O'-the life,:CYCle. -... ., .*

an;:envirgnmer-Aai corner the library.,
frop,newspai3-eri. and magazines,. pie-

tures, ,-ecologyy boar:dS . tc .

Distii 'u4 reprints of newspapet and magazine

4).'.-Artic1es ox
Start -yotip,:,o*n. news,

.

. , k .

,,,Schoo:#,,Communkty paper.
ettrer.;t0 the -school., 'or -to, other

a

4d,1,,Onstaix.4J.r. , Richard. yoUr, Environment_ and What You
_Can .Do About It*. ,',New York: &. Company, 197 044. 280pp.

.

The .thepi's of the book =that' 1516. is a year of

watershed ,Ohange: . -after yearSol, deireldOment as a

`plelson. A. Rockefeller, Our Environplant Can Be Saved,
Warden City,. New-:'Yor: Doubleday &- Co. Inc., ,197,0) , p. 56.
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,

1,

. tt .

1169
:,

natIonal ,goal, the-44116r' finds, that we ,seem to have per-
..

manently,-chainged to a goal Of ,conser:Vatidn, directed_ at'. our
. .,

- . .:',.' .1 .', _,. .

natural, resduroes' W.hich are increasingly _understood ,as. being
. .

-essential itself . The a-tithor has dedicated' his
,.

.volume to. "deVeloping public knoWiedge,' which, it iS hoped,

.;

- will complement already developed publid'awareness.

Mr.- SaltOnstall :develop's, the .topic of environmental
.

guality from the. point of view Of 'the' activities of the

t

.
. . ,

.

zeaverage citin--beyohd keeping, his yarAs tidy' and not. being

, :a Jitterbug. While he claims- that activities such as, ,

writing, letters to Congressmen and or ganizatiOns who favor

Zero Population, Growth as, national policy are helpful,, he.

'maintains that only massive
e-
particularly concerning 'talc

liberalized abortion rules'.

.state and federal .legislatiOn,
, .

deductions for Fhildr.en and

.and increased federal research,.
.

can, in ,the long run, - Solve our. environmental :problems. It

A

' ,
,

. .
.

.
. ,

. .

has been, suggested, the author' deports, that the,' marriage
Iv . , %

.
' . ' . . , . ,.

conttact will include a provision concerning' child rearing',.

,,...e

. q
'.-. , 0 .

.'dt further, that AmeriC hs may some day .11!aVe to pay: for a ',
... . ,

. . ...
. _

.
permit to have a chil Although he agrees that these rfida-, '

_ .

Aures (nay Seem harsh to. many judged by today 'S. stanaards,

4

he 'cla,ims that ..suc
.

, V

costs which _mat, oxilehow be met.'

re the Costs: of groWthi and, they &re

A :

, r

The curre U.S.-pdpulation otYover. 206.irtillion and.

the2world population of brn QA ate- beyond .th6 optimum.
,
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. ,

Althoughyou codld40frease food supplies nine times by

means of what has come) to be known as the 'Green'RevolUtion,

-.

, ..

'reported Dr. PrestOh'qouid Jr.,.of the National'Abademy of 1'

. . .

'Sciences Corrimittee,v9,4 would still have to assume a Stagger-
, t.

.

- , ,

oing r teof malnutritibn in order to accommodate 'the thirty
a ,

,

.. ,

bilii people"that,present growth rates' will produce world -.
., ,.

+1

ide b the year 2075.. ,

4tonttall'urges us to .think long and hard about our

present p,Opulation pressures and about how ou present,

decisio s and policies will affect such pressures in the

fUture. The tone of the book is pessimistic, due to the

fact that the author does not think we are making much head-
,

Way. presently toward making decisions which will affect future

population,groi:ith.in a positive way., FOE. 'example, 'the follow-
.

ing!destription 's9fs the stage for a.discussion of the

Problems of people concelftrated in urban areas:
,,'

.The prospects.for acceptable living and working' condi-tilts

.
. in the nation's metropolitan regions are frankly not

good.-,.The:urban'environment already is crowded more
than any Ather and cannot help but get worse as more , ,

peoPle) are -jammed in:1 .

. .
. .

But , in,the. Case' of cities, as well as of American
. . . ,

'society in%geheral, the ,solutions suggested, are generally more
r

..,_1.

instit'eution-al ail-nature than individual. Seera1 seeps which
i

_ . ,

Might.be'taken to improve erica's big cities fare the

.
.

1.,
° ,

',' Richard Sgltonsta; ,.Jr., Your Environment and What

You Cap, Do About 'It (New,Y ke -Walker, &.Compaty, 1970), p.,141.
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.-lollowing:. clear away iderelict-buildings,'use air space
,,

t
,.

over streetsor creating, on water, obtain surplus
,

IS ,.1'
ii .. . t

unused,government land, restore rundown blocks'and decaying

*1

waterfronts,, etc. It might. be noted here, byway of

4"

°ism of-the book, that none of these rciasures is Suited to

action by an

convince his

Nonetheless,

individual, although the author is trying to

readers that individual action is necessary.

the main emphasis of the book remains a valid

one: unlimited population growth is a dangerous and undesir-

able possibility. People in modern societies todayscan help

preserve their environment in very particular ways,

'the following: creating as little air pollution as

buying low phosphate detergent, Curtailing'use of pesticides,

such as

possible,

saying water, forining Pressure groups against industrial

polluters, bulk paCkagin4, and no depoSit,no-return bottles.

Perhap4Necondary students could be put to work thinking up'

additional ways -for the individual to interact with his

environment in a positive why.

,

Alsoincluded is dn appendix listing, with addresses,

and.descriptionsf 30 organizations. which are in

'improving or studying environmental quality.

U.N. Educational,.Scientific,.and'altural Organization.
International Repertory of Institutions "Conduting Population"
Studies. NeW York:, Social.Sciepee Clearing House, l959.'
240pp.

This hIpdboOk a Valuable reference for anyone doing
".

research on.poPulation,,or for anyone iritereted,in teaching



0

112.

a unit on population. It is an,eihauStive listing-0°f-

institutions working both on the national and interaationlal

levels in some field of poPalation research.

.The information listed under each organizational

heading includes: name, ad4ess, Administrative Directoi.,

professional staff, finance and research. activities, research

'in co-operation with other institutions, teaching and,

training and publications.

The UN committee used as criteria for the selection

of institutions-that they be either demograPhic'institutios'

'per se or nstitution's conducting population-studies in the

, te

.

wider senseConsequently,-many sociological, e0onomic,

and geographical institutions which are involved in research

either related to populatiOn, or who haVe only e'limited

nUmbel."of-ptpulation oriented projects are not included.

Of partimilar interest 'are Appendices B and C, in

which the institutions Surveyed were asked to discuss what'

they -cpnsidered to be their most pressing problem and to

njake suggestions as to the wax in which these problems might

. be solved. The respbnse,to. this quetion (optional onthe

questionnaire) was small; however, the.responses which,were
,

received- haVe been 'summarized and classified., 1116-ii"eas

. -
-

expresged in teimsof national concerns could lk ed in

the secondary classrOom in a study of a particular country

and its pbpulation particuIarshowever, it is the

178
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.,international concerns which bring out. -the ielated,problems

1Ap various countries and which could .be*put to muCh:br6.4der

e-\ .

,use...ManY prpblems*of basic data' and,, spec4ically, the

lack thereof; were Aentioned.:- national organizations'

. A

requested preparation Of some 'ofeinternational annotated*.
. .

. .

selected bibliographies iupplementdry to population indeas
. .-

4

- -,. .

.

to meet needs of researgy k ers with a secondary interest'
,

ih democ4raphy--e.g.;.. o logists, economists, political

scientists, geographers, etc, The UnitedStates keported

a.degire,fpr improvement in the international stApdardization,

of national data ana'also for more funds .
.

.methodologidal research:
s1

bagic and
'

The apPendies might be..pliotattateci for student review

and comment. It would be'int

,could guess why cOrtain_count

0 .

resting to 'see if ,the students

es felt certain needs whereas

other.c6untries and other international organizations cpn-
,

..,.
;\

centrAted on different4ones , ,, .

.' .

,
- .

Victor-Bostrom Fund for the InternatiOnal Planned Parenthood
Federation. Governments A.ct on Population Crisis. Washington,
D.C.: Victor Bostrom Fund, 1969-70.. .4'

V

.' l r0 .

,This pamphlet was isgued.to report on what' various

international pfficials,have,to say about how their'govern-

ments axe working to help diffuse the population bomb.'The
__,

,

o

- ; -

emphasis is n. the'industrialized countries.and upon, their
.4 k

aid. Progrpms,to less developed nations,. t

',It 79
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Dr; Brnest Mitchenik Director General of the SwediSh.

.0.

A

interhatiOnal,DeveloPment Authority, reports on Swedish

aid to,Pakistan and.tells, at. the same*time-, some interesting
..

tales 4.economiC.overpopulation,from.Sweden'S own-history.
. -

He reports, that,. although Sweden has never beeri. Crowded in

terms of.popuiation density, it _was suffering from.econethic

,overpopulation in the 19thcentury when malnutrition and

even starvation were common, innnt mortality was high, and

''poor, man's diseases' such as tUberculcisis, were rampant..

/Many Swedesemivated or America and, according to

Dr. Mithenik:

Those remaini ng in-Sweden began to see for themselves
the relitionship betwebn economic opportunity, food--
supply and health on the one hand, and population' .

number and family size1/4on the other.'
. . .

This recognition of toe 'problem, and subsequent, treat-
,.

merit thereof, is discussed by officials from Britain, Japan,
,

'Denmark, Germany, MorWay), Holland and.Canada. In addition,
.

there are reports from the United aations, the U.. AID
, .

. .

Missidh, and Internatiohal Planned Parenthood.

This study, of particular interest and value as it

approaches the problem of Oveipopulation frrom ,the point of

. 1'4

view of the have-nations 'rather than the have not -nations,,,
/0

, . 1Victor7Bostrom Fund for the International Planned,
,

Paronthood Federation, Governments Act, on:Population Crisis.

(Washington, D.C.: Victor,Bostrom Fund, 1969-:7.0), p. 11

'180
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could .be used in the classrooMrto show. that'the.itiAjliCatcdng:

qf,the problems of overpoOalation,are'indeed international

and not just problems for the lesedevelo 'd nati6hs- to worry

7<4

about.

A
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THEM 44: Religious 7nvollyem7t Population
:Matters

:16)mMentaiy;_ The ideb1o4ipa1 dimensions of the -aonsideration,

-pf ,how many' people -is too .ManY,.people tIrj4eas

of the good_life'whi-h are_held to be,differtt by different
..- .,

., .... ,

7*- different
.

. . . . . ,
.

groups in ocieties.. Connected to religious beliefs
.. .

, . . ,
.

-

.'to a large extent, but also teinforced by sopiai views and>.

social realities is the belief that the same large family

which is seen to be an asset in a rural agriculturalsociety'

is seen to be somewhat of a liability in an industrialized'

and increasingly urban one. The solution to OVerpopulation

of the family level, as well, as the national one, is increas-
.

ingly, family planning on a voldntary basis. Birth control

is neither a-recent nor a western phenomenon;, however, the

,
development of the concept of Planned Parenthood is gainihg

widespread acceptance both in-the industrialized,and the

underdeveloped nations.

But some of the more dogmatic religious groups,, the

Catholics and Moslems included, deal with the problem of

population in terms of the, poverty and misery brought about,

by the combination of too Many people and too few resources,.

in 'some areas. Rather than adopt a liolioy of

limitation to l',7hich they_pbject on religious groUnds, they

recommend a more,equitabledistributiorf of goods and resources

between-the have'matIons the nave not nationd. The

1 &2
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. ,
,

.
.

3. ,What are the teachings of these religions on population

matters? How are followers of each faith influenced' by

these teachings, i.e.
/

do they .tend to follow them

because they believe-they are right or out of fear of

possible repercussions if they deviate from the religious

doctrine or teaching.

4. What countries presently have the_highest population

densities?'` (Students may be surprised to learn that

Holland, Japan, China, and India=-all of which have dif-

.
ferent religious beliefs--fit into this category; this

fact could be stressed to indicate that population

problems do indeed run across religious barriers.)

a, Place a .transp&rency world map in the overhead

projector and locate those countries mentioned

above with high rates of population increase.

Discuss the respective religious teachings'in'

connection with family size in relation to the

religion-of each country.

b. Discuss the effects Of the,totlowing on population

trends in the abovelmentioned countries-=other

countries may also be added to the liststrength'
,

of church 'or7the faith within,the.coyntry;

peiCent of the population belonging, at least'

nominally, to the specific faith; opportunities
r

for quitting one church and joining another, which

),
183
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(,) c.

Might have anOther belief in cone tioh with-

- optimum family size, and feak o some sort of

179

.religious'punishment if religious directives are

not adhered to carefully.
I

Ask students to fOrmulate generalizations on the

likelihooa, and possiSility of 'an individual

opposing the directives of his religion. What

forces would encourage him? What forces would
. , .

restrain him? What 'thought .processes might he

go throkigh while making his. decision?
, .

7

Relevant Project Material

1. ,Filmy The Population Problem: IndiadoWritings.in the,

Sand (60 minutes, B&W,1964), Distributor: Indiana

University,, Audio Visual Service, Bloomington, 'Indiana

47401.

Details the effects of India's uncontrolled poptgation'

growth.on,her economy:. Focuses on cultural and religious

,resistance to changel Interviews show uppex and. middle
.

classes and. governmentsilofgicials very conceined Over.

t

e
0

too rapid groWth. Family planning efforts are described.
.

Gives viewer bals4C unaerStanding of causes and:consequences

1

of population4rowth in,Indittn society.,
, .,,:-

Specific Readings.

1., A list and description of relevant reading follows.
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Kelly, George Anthony.._ Overpopulation.
-

Paulist Press, 1960:- 96pp.
New York: p 'he

180

Written by a Paulist Priest as.a Catholic viewpoint

1.
on the,problem of overpoptlation, this hook has as its-

thesis, that the real crisis is not the actual number of people

but the fact that we .fail to meet the situation df ever

increasing number of people with prudence And wisdom. It

is an apology for the Catholic Church Ich attempts, the'

to avoid both the, flowing extremes,

leaders to close their eyes to peoples'

author maintains,

which causes some

difficulties, and othei leaders to complicate the problem

with ill-conceived, short-sighted or even 'immoral panaceas.

His historical research is of an average and unin-
,

tere4ting nature: Oe answers the *question !What is the

Population Problem?' in 21 pages of rather general informa-

tion. Nothing.original or particularly thought provoking

is'included.' When he interprets Catholic teaching and the

Mission of the Catholic ChurcMheigever, his arguments are

compelling and obviously are develoiedby sofileone with a
.

firm foundation in church aoqtrine. Reverend Monsignor

Kelly recognizes, that as gieat population gains take place,

Ihn unparalleled effort will be required even to keep the

present number of priest and religious personnel in pro-
,

partionto the number of people.

lation p4oblem, as we understand

which has been defined for '.us by

185

He stresses that,, the pOpU-

it,.is simply a situation

scientists. He constantly

1.
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brings his. readers back to 'the question 'Who created the

earth and'or what purposg?'

The- -author insists that:

We must recognize human beings as God's most precious
creatures . . must recognize human life as God's
most precious gift, and that every human 'being.has an
emaality and distinct dignity under the/preator. The
peasant of Latin America or Asia, illiterate though liT4

may be, has basic rights' which no man can take from
him. He was not made to have his destiny charted for
him by other men elsewhere in the world!-1:

This book is of value chiefly because it presentg,

1 ,

clearly and openly, a viewpoint which is shared by millions ,

-of people today. It.is not vague in its stateMents and, it

is well written. Though the religious stand on populatioll

control is perhaps a touchy one fdr secondary soOial studies

teachers and pupils, it.cannot be ignored; arid; this book

.is a very gdbd treatment of the.issue.'

St. John,.Steven. The Agonizing Choice: Birth Control,
Reiiqibn, and the Law.. Bloomington,' Indiana: Indiana Uni
versity Press, 1911.; 162pp.

This study.combines a religious (Catholic) viewpoint

.
.:

on ihe:'subject oAirth,Control, with a preview-in-depth of
,,,

. . , . ,

the religious /legal controversy to' date. ' The auadr explains ,

. /

that his religious background
0

strict Catholicism--has pre-
/

-
.

.

,

,'

eluded his apestioning the traditIonal.dictums ofhis churCh
,

.'/ . _

on birth control; but that, despite these dictums, he revised
0 0

1George Anthony Kelly?.Overpopulation (New York: The

Paulist Press, 1960)4 p. 27.

18E$



his thinking to some extent in the early 1960" s, wheh tremors

begai to be 'felt throttghout the Roman Catholic world about

--birth- bontrdl ., His conclusions, reflected-in'the, thesis

of `his book,- .-are. the following:

Catholics shbuld be free to decide according to their
own consciences what methods of birth control to employ..
. . . Imake no claim that this it the only Catholic
view-but it is a Catholic view compatible with acceptance
of,he idea of the Roman Primacy, although not with somd
of its recent exercises. The..ponscience of any Cathblid
always operates within the fThmework of a Catholic
truth--it ienot something wholly autonomous- -but itis
a true conscience none,the less and is entitled to
freedom. 1

.

The author does attempt to deal **th Protestant thought:'

P s

on the subject, also, bdt alludes to such timilght, mostly as'

it has been either in.agreeMeht iyith pr in opPoSition)fo T

- l
I v

the Catholic theological position,. .

- ,

There'.is a lengthy and informative discUSSion.of.the ,

b ro . ' i, , . ' ,
.

,.,-

1968 papal encyclical', Humanae Vitae.. tt,revjews the en9yclloal
. .,

, .

.,.
s.% ..%

ittelf,'and then proceeds tO,enUmex+ate.-the effebt which the

,"

'encyclical has had upon Cathollaopinionrap4 behavior as,
-

well as the reaction to, the encyclicar-biwCathplics and nOp7.,
, .

. -, '.. ' .,,, ,s- .
, . , ..,

'Catholics alike. The .reactIon is xelated by. cdunrk,: to, ''

, ,
, ;

.
.

47 ., ,

to the extent that ,therecotuld really 130 such a-thlfig 0 the

position 64Britain"or 'the ftqactiOn oVilolIand'thete
, . 0.. ' t /

reactions' arechrohicldd., ,
.

'4,, r. ? .
/ i. .1* ,.

_
0 , )

-',.-
1
Steveh St. John:.,' The agdhizing.Cha iCe: Birth Control,'

Religion, and tire Lat4. qB1domi;ngtem, IhdianaoUni-
,

versity Prqss, 19),

4
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T4it-study'is informative, thoughtful and,,

.. ,-, .. - -:-..

' researched,:'' It ,is., ';however; somewhat. poleMiCali:'as a.:

--de4s; with.' a _
very' contrOvegii41 --t414', it,should. be used

with.4scretion,op, the secondaryjevelr Its maineContrp-

bution lies, in its IiistoricaI repOrting.oftheCatholiC/'

non-Catholic-controversy. As a historical source book on

the rel,igibus issue, it could be of:extreme use in the class-
,

.

'

sl
ropM

-
.

.

Zimmerman, Anthony. Catholic Viewpoint on Overgopulatidh.
Garden City, New - York:. Doubleday & Company, ,Inc., 1961. 312pp.

Although domewht doctrinaire for those Who.mai4afn--
.

that there exists no such thing...as a unified` Catholic view-

point, on any ssubjedt, including overpopulation, (this- work

seems to-be:,..a.sincere attempt to present the beliefs of at

/east sOme .Qatholics. Written by a priest, it does carry
, s'

....,

the_presupposition of-sOlid.th pretical and.gractical back-

. .ground in datholid:AolighE%
,

.

. -..:, .

.-- . , . . . .

It- presents a ,spotlight review, of the ti-aclitiona
e.' ,

Catho# licino41-CathOlic debate-over pOpulatiorrocintrol...

. .

from the time. of ,the Greek lepublic, (,whek,P1ato proposed

marriage and private ,,families shouid:be abolished and

th4t..wiyes, chiid ren,: and ieaV' estate .ought'tO be`,Common

_,prbperty), he :presents, vls the,su6ject by the 'ancient'

o
-

Hebrews, 'Chinese, Med yall'Cb mristiansgnd then moves n
.

to
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present day Communists, in addition to-modeppPr6testants
.

,),. -

and Catholics. C44.

One might disagree with his constant.down-playipg of

the seriousness of the problem of overpopulation. His

attitude goest even beyond optimism--it is unquestioning beltef

'that everything will eventually turn out all right,' even if

1.0

the situation at times seems adifficalt. M . Zimmerman main-

tains that, although there are more people'today than ever

before-, there are ter ways of .providing for them. By

yay'of evidence, he cites many religious sources; for example,

-
hp:cites Pius XII's recommendations that family income should

,'be such that it provides more than a hand-to-mouth existence.

Re 5ives no further thought to the details of the recommenda-

.tions, or to the possibility of the recommendations becoming

reality without the implementation of vast social: and

economi reform. .

Speaking of India and China, Mr. Zimmerman states
4

JJ that the main need is for deyelopment otdomeStic resources.
. . . - ,'

Id.expiaining his reason for holding this opinion, he stated
- , . ,

thatthecountries are...vast, ,that the resources are ample,
.

..., ,-,
, .

A

and that internal migration will usually,nable families to

s mentions.solve their problems. He no source of evidence to

support these claims. Further, he does not even consider

population control as a factor in improving the standard of

189



living of existing popUlations..:-an improvement, however,

that,he,repeats quite often that he would favor.

The author's pronouncements on birth control are
I

strict and they are conservative; he takes the general
. . .

stand that any form of contraception is contrary.to the LOT J,'' .*

le 5

of God and,the law offnature. His argument can generally

be summed_up as follows:

A distinction between relativeand absolute, population
has been highlighted. . . It is clear. that the earth
is not absolutely overcrowded today. . After due investi-
gation it also becomes manifest that absolute overpopu-
lation is not a threat during the foreseeable futuie.

. The Catholic church's rejection of contraception
and abortion is clear and irrevocable.)

The work is,generally doctrinaire, as the'above'

passage indicates. It is, however, thoughtful and well

researched, particularly in the extensive citations of
is

-general religious sources and papal pronouncementsit

could be used as a class resource bocik for opinion and..

historical evidence of religious' nature.

.4
1Anthony Zimmerman,' Catholic Viewpoint on Overpopur.

aation (Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc.,
-:?961), p. 211.

4

4.



SECTION,II THEME #5:. Three Scenario4 for the Future
rY

Commentary: Following the study of.all or some of the,

proceeding 11 units, students might be given the chance to

put theirknowledge to use in an exercise of imagination.'

This pessimistic and the optimistic,' schools f thought-on

_..matters of population are each hampered by not being able to

'see into the future and by,havin6 to make certain assumptions

about the population future.

4

n
planner's, it is Roped that it will serve as an'interesting

and constructive learning experienCe for social studies

'

,

The students.might be 'given a chance to draw p'severaI

population scenarios. for the future: although such an
*

activity is highly unlikely in light of'the difficulties

and ilmi-tations which must be.faced by population policy'

fr-

Students.

Suggested Activities:

1. .Students could construct a simple simulation game, on

.'either'a!pational intE:vrnational.level, which would
o

attempt to .predict what wi.41 come tomorrow morld
!1,

population slows down, increases ifi an uncontrolldd
, 4

4 °
.

0 manne r, or increaseseana more, cOntrolled
fr-)tz,

imanner. ri' ,.,

174f ,

2'. Ask the ,class the discuss t 'sAlfferences. between the

/41Y .utopian type of fu u. scena ios they gie.being asked to'Ike' ,r'-i).
. f ,

)1 e . 1:4 4

, 4 ,

con uct anththe 4e&I but 6Acertain,futvre W4idh'mUst'
ol

, ' t \l,k , ":- - -' . .%
..-,

I ,

01. " ,. 1, ,.,

, :' .
, \ .

:-:i\\ 4al -. 1,

Atr
\A -"k - Nk A -

. s
2:1

A

C.

r.
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C-.

,

. .

be dealt with by population'policy planuers. Which

type of'scenario'is easier to deaf"with? Why? Do

they think that

187*,

constructing an ideal future scenario

is in any way a step toward formulating ideas on what;.

the real future might'brinfi?

'Ask the students to construct a chart, either as an

individual, notebook project.or as-a general class activ.r

r-

ity to be written on the blackboard; they'! wild. list in

1 2 -

one column the important factors to be considered about

In the following three columns

of that factor' in SocietieS

. ,

population in the future.

would be listed the status

#1, #2, and

Factors

For example:

Future Society
#1 (Population
Grow.th.Slows
Dovan),

1

0
',Future Society'
#2(World Popu-
lation Growth
Increases in an
Uncontrolled

.-4anner).

Adequate -

Food and Housing Yes

. Adequate
EmployMent Yes

4;01.

.3. Individual
Opportunity Probably

4. Social
Mability Yes'

192
w.

No
,

Future Society.'
#3 4W9rld pppd-
latibri' Growth'
Incieases in
a-contralled
and Slower..
Planner)

?,,
r,4,1

; i4

Yes;,butr-to a .
lesser degree

o

..
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CHAPTER V

ONCLUSION

F

77-

The study. of population is a critical area of

secondary social studies just asthe realiii,of our growing

popplation A of rpajor, even crucial, significance to

society.roblems which stem from the'population increase

can only be solved by.an Informed citizenry; and contributing.

. -.

toward a more orme itizenris certainly one of the
,., .

''.

s. '
.

basic gdals of the social st les.' According to the Foreign .

. -

Asociatibn publication, Intercom, the popplation
t

0

problem, ,being both controVer'sial'aad highly technical,

ft.
,

,

requires increased citizen understanding and action; a

.

recent article, stated :
.

.

The techniCal facts about demography and reproductive .

biology can become more'beaningful wheh intelligently
interpreted and clearly presented. Similarly,.an .

' objective.pre'senption of the facts about family plan -

ning.

. .

action programs can create a climate of under--;

standing that will Yelp in the overall attack on the

world population problemj- .

-0- .
.

The materials mentioned in this study illustrate the
4

s,

broad range of interests'and concerns of population experts
0

and the themes suggested will,.hopefully, serve to orient
'4

teachers, toward their effective use in the 'secondary.social

stUdies. classroom.

0

lIntercom, Vol: 6, No. 1, January-February, p. 18.

. . 188
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